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Mesoscale turbulence is ubiquitous in the surface ocean and has significant impact on the
large-scale ocean circulation and its interaction with the climate. Ocean currents are most
energetic in the mesoscale range on the scales of 20-200 km and recent studies have shown
that the surface kinetic energy associated with the mesoscale undergo a large seasonal modu-
lation. At scales below the mesoscale where geostrophic approximation breaks down lies the
submesoscale (1-20 km). It is at this scale that baroclinic instabilities feed off the available
potential energy stored in the deep wintertime mixed layers, known as mixed-layer instability
(MLI), and in return energize the mesoscale via inverse energy cascade under the constraint
of stratification and rotation. Mixed-layer instability is inherently submesoscale due to the
depth scale of the mixed-layer and reduced stratification within it. We show the robustness of
MLI on global scale in modulating seasonality in surface mesoscale turbulence by analyzing
outputs from a Community Earth System Model fully ocean-atmosphere coupled run with
eddying resolution.
Due to the rigorous vertical velocities associated with mesoscale turbulence, in the con-
text of climate, they have been shown to make major contributions to the transport of heat
and tracers including carbon. More recently, it has been argued that submesoscale heat trans-
port may dominate over the mesoscale. We ask the same question for tracers: What is the
relative contribution of submesoscale transport (local effect) over the energized mesoscale
via inverse energy cascade (remote effect)? In order to investigate their impact on the dy-
namics and tracer transport, we run our own seasonally resolving submesoscale permitting
channel model configured to represent the zonal-mean view of the Southern Ocean coupled
to a full biogeochemical model.
The Southern Ocean is unique in that, apart from it being the only zonally re-entrant
basin on Earth, it is one of the high-nutrient low-Chlorophyll oceans and iron is predom-
inantly the limiting nutrient for primary production within the open-ocean region. As the
basin responsible for generating the densest water mass properties, i.e. Antarctic Bottom
Water, and outcropping isopycnals, primary production and the associated biological carbon
pump have been of long interest to the biogeochemical and climate community. We provide
an independent estimate from satellite observations of the seasonal cycle in phytoplankton
biomass by taking advantage of the biogeochemical Argo floats, in which we show that the
biomass reaches its maximum around December in the open-ocean region. Our modelled
ecosystem reaches its maximum in November, roughly a month earlier, likely due to the lack
of aeolian dust input at the surface, and glacial and bathymetric sources from the south in
our model.
Utilizing spectral analysis and the generalized Omega equation, we decompose the eddy
transport of heat and iron to its submesoscale (local) and mesoscale (remote) contributions.
With the exception near the surface where mixed-layer instability is active, our results indi-
cate that mesoscale vertical transport is of first-order significance in calculating the budgets
and supplying iron across the mixed-layer base to the surface where phytoplankton can ef-
fectively photosynthesize.
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Ocean currents are most energetic in the mesoscale range on the scales of 20-200 km and
the temporal evolution of mesoscale eddies is almost mesmerizing to watch in the zoo of
geostrophic turbulent dynamics, with non-linear interactions between spatial scales generat-
ing fine-scale filamental features (Capet et al., 2008a,b,c; Le´vy et al., 2010), coherent vortices
(McWilliams, 1984; Abernathey and Haller, 2018; Tarshish et al., 2018; Sinha et al., 2019),
and jets (Constantinou et al., 2016; Cope and Haynes, 2018; McWilliams et al., 2019). We
can see the rich spatial structures in general circulation model (GCM) outputs (chapter 2 in
this thesis; Uchida et al., 2017) and satellite observations of temperature and Chlorophyll
(Mahadevan, 2016; McWilliams, 2016; Lee and Kim, 2018). As much as eddies are pleas-
ing to watch, one of the main areas of research in Oceanography has been to quantify their
dynamical and statistical characteristics.
It has been more than half a century since Kolmogorov (1941), based on dimensional
analysis, predicted that the isotropic wavenumber power spectrum of kinetic energy in three-
dimensional isotropic homogenous turbulence should have a slope of k 5/3 where k is the
isotropic wavenumber. As aircraft measurements of atmospheric turbulence became avail-
able, at scales larger than the Rossby deformation radius (Rd), the scale associated with
baroclinic instability due to potential vorticity anomalies away from the boundaries (Gill
et al., 1974; Smith, 2007), the wavenumber spectra of kinetic energy followed a power law
of k 3. It was puzzling, however, to see the same spectral slope as in three-dimensional
turbulence at scales smaller than Rd but still on the order of O(10 km) (Nastrom and Gage,
1985). In other words, it had already been known to the community that due to the Earth’s ro-
tation and stratification of the atmosphere, turbulence at scalesO(1 km) and above was quasi
two-dimensional, it was surprising to see spectral slopes equivalent to three-dimensional tur-
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bulence.
The conundrum seemed to be resolved when Charney (1971) showed that in the fluid in-
terior away from boundary effects, turbulence on the scales of Rd behaved quasi geostrophic
(QG) leading to the prediction of an inertial range with a spectral power law of k 3. Blumen
(1978), on the other hand, formulated a theory known as surface-QG (sQG) based on a flow
driven by surface-buoyancy anomalies and frontogenesis, leading to a power law of k 5/3.
Over the recent decades, the main effort in quantifying mesoscale eddies in the ocean and
atmosphere has been trying to identify this inertial range from in-situ and satellite obser-
vations (Samelson and Paulson, 1988; Stammer, 1997; Cho and Lindborg, 2001; Lindborg
and Cho, 2001; Xu and Fu, 2012; Callies and Ferrari, 2013; Balwada et al., 2016; Kha-
tri et al., 2018; Vergara et al., 2019) and modelling studies (Lindborg, 2005; Capet et al.,
2008a; Rocha et al., 2016a), and to explain the observed spectral slopes in the framework of
QG and sQG. Our understanding of the mesoscale field has greatly improved owing to these
characterizations.
The inertial-range turbulence theory, however, formally only applies to scales that are
neither directly forced nor dissipated, are stationary in time, and reflect only one underly-
ing dynamics (Vallis, 2017, Section 8.2 in their book). Although the assumption of there
being a spectral gap between the scales of forcing and dissipation is more justifiable for the
mesoscale range, the submesoscale (1-20 km) is likely directly forced which in turn ener-
gizes the mesoscale via inverse energy cascade (Callies et al., 2016). Callies et al. (2015)
also pointed out that the actual values of spectral slopes are not dynamically unique, i.e.
different dynamics can have the same spectral slopes. Previous studies have highlighted the
temporal variability of mesoscale eddies, namely seasonality, which violates the temporal
stationarity assumption (Sasaki et al., 2014; Callies et al., 2015; Rocha et al., 2016b; Ver-
gara et al., 2019). In other words, in the real ocean, none of the assumptions above are
strictly met so, although we address them in chapter 2, we will not put emphasis on the ab-
solute values of the slopes but rather on the seasonal difference. Consequently, we do not fit
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the spectral slopes to QG nor sQG.
The interest in quantifying the dynamical and statistical characteristics of meso- and
submeso-scale turbulence is closely tied to their impact on heat and tracer transport and in-
teractions with the climate. In addition to vertical mixing and advection by the large-scale
circulation, it is well established that mesoscale heat fluxes are first-order importance to the
global ocean heat budget (Wolfe et al., 2008; Griffies et al., 2015), potentially impacting
the large-scale climate variability on decadal to centennial time scales (Liang et al., 2017;
Busecke and Abernathey, 2019). Particularly in the Southern Ocean, mesoscale eddies coun-
teract the wind-driven circulation playing a key role in climate sensitivity of the overturning
circulation (Farneti et al., 2010; Zika et al., 2013). More recently, using outputs from a
submesoscale permitting GCM, Su et al. (2018) argued that heat flux associated with sub-
mesoscale turbulence could dominate over mesoscale on a global scale.
With the increase in computational power, there has been an on-going parallel question
on the relative importance of submesoscale vertical transport in supplying nutrients to the
euphotic layer (Le´vy et al., 2001, 2012a; Levy and Martin, 2013). Unlike heat flux, to the
best of our knowledge, the relative contribution of eddy tracer fluxes associated with the
submesoscale dynamics (local effect) or the energized mesoscale dynamics via the inverse
energy cascade (remote effect) has not been quantitatively shown. Although previous studies
have made the claim of the importance of local tracer transport, they fall short relying on
descriptive claims (Mahadevan, 2016; Le´vy et al., 2018). If the local effect proves to be
significant, we would either need to resolve the submesoscale dynamics in our models or
parametrize the submesoscale effect on nutrient transport in order to get the correct tracer
estimates and predictions. On the other hand, if the remote effect proves to be dominant, we
may be able to rely on backscatter parametrizations to energize the mesoscale field (Kitsios
et al., 2013; Jansen et al., 2015; Anstey and Zanna, 2017; Bachman et al., 2018; Bachman,
2019; Bolton and Zanna, 2019).
Considering the significance of eddy heat and tracer transport in the Southern Ocean
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on climate (Gnanadesikan et al., 2015; Naveira Garabato et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019),
after characterizing the global pattern of seasonality in mesoscale turbulence in chapter 2,
we hone in on the Southern Ocean in the remainder of this thesis. In order to resolve and
directly investigate the seasonal dynamics of mesoscale turbulence, we run our own zonally
re-entrant model at submesoscale permitting resolution configured to represent the zonal-
mean view of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current region (Abernathey et al., 2011, 2013;
Marshall and Speer, 2012), which will be described in chapter 3.
The Southern Ocean, the host to a highly energetic mesoscale field (Hogg et al., 2015;
Meredith, 2016), is unique in that it is the only basin without meridional boundaries (Munk
and Palme´n, 1951), but also in its ecosystem. The Southern Ocean is one of the high-nutrient
low-chlorophyll oceans (Field et al., 1998). As the basin responsible for generating the dens-
est water mass property, i.e. Antarctic BottomWater, and connecting all ocean basins via the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Richardson, 2008), primary production and the associated
biological carbon pump have been of long interest to the biogeochemical and climate com-
munity (Sarmiento et al., 1998; Parekh et al., 2004;Gruber et al., 2019). Fertilization studies
have shown that iron is predominantly the limiting nutrient in the open-ocean region (Mar-
tin et al., 1990; De Baar et al., 1995; Aumont and Bopp, 2006; Pollard et al., 2009) and
fluctuations in aeolian dust deposition at the surface have been hypothesized to modulate
the biological carbon pump, potentially contributing to atmospheric CO2 changes between
glacial and interglacial climates (e.g. Martin, 1990; Broecker and Henderson, 1998; Sig-
man and Boyle, 2000; Watson et al., 2000; Blain et al., 2007; Martı´nez-Garcı´a et al., 2014;
Cartapanis et al., 2016).
Due to its remoteness from civilization and harsh wintertime conditions, however, ship
track measurements of phytoplankton and iron remain sparse in the Southern Ocean (Chris-
taki et al., 2014; Tagliabue et al., 2012, 2014; Hoppe et al., 2017). As a result, previous esti-
mates of phytoplankton biomass have relied heavily on satellite observations of ocean color
(Arrigo et al., 2008; Thomalla et al., 2011; Salle´e et al., 2015; Ardyna et al., 2017). With-
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out going into depth about previous estimates or their limitations here, which we leave for
chapter 4, by taking advantage of the biogeochemical Argo floats operated by the Southern
Ocean Carbon and Climate Observations and Modelling (SOCCOM) and Southern Ocean
and Climate Field Studies with Innovative Tools (SOCLIM) projects, we provide an inde-
pendent estimate from satellite observations of the seasonal cycle in phytoplankton biomass.
We show that the biomass reaches its maximum (apex of the spring bloom) around December
in the open-ocean region.
The onset of the spring bloom is controlled by a balance between photosynthetically
available radiation, temperature, nutrient stress alleviation and grazing pressure by zooplank-
ton (Behrenfeld and Boss, 2018). With iron being the key nutrient in the Southern Ocean,
Bowie et al. (2009) calculated the iron budget based on ship-track observations putting em-
phasis on dust deposition, lateral transport and remineralization of iron and concluded con-
tributions from upwelling to be negligible. More recently, however, one dimensional process
studies emphasize the importance of mixed-layer entrainment (Llort et al., 2015, 2019) and
vertical diffusion of iron (Tagliabue et al., 2014; Nicholson et al., 2016) away from dust
sources. Global Circulation Modeling studies (e.g. Dutkiewicz et al., 2009; Moore et al.,
2013a; Stock et al., 2014; Vo¨lker and Tagliabue, 2015; Hauck et al., 2015) and data assimi-
lation products (Verdy and Mazloff , 2017) have provided us with a comprehensive view on
these processes and the interaction between the physics and biogeochemistry. The trade off
of having global coverage is that the spatial resolutions remain too coarse to resolve meso-
and submeso-scale iron transport processes, hence, likely underestimating their contribution.
We, therefore, couple our submesoscale permitting channel model to a two-species full bio-
geochemical model (Dutkiewicz et al., 2009; Gloege et al., 2017) and show the first-order
importance of eddy transport in the iron budget and supplying iron to phytoplankton.
It is well established that eddy transport associated with the mesoscale is crucial for
the global heat budget (Liang et al., 2015; Griffies et al., 2015). Su et al. (2018) recently
argued, however, using outputs from a submesoscale permitting general circulation model
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that the submesoscale eddy heat transport could dominate over the mesoscale on a global
scale. Similar ambiguities regarding the relative contribution of nutrient transport by the
submeso- over meso-scale eddies remain in literature (Le´vy et al., 2012b,a; Levy and Martin,
2013; Mahadevan, 2016). Part of this ambiguity comes from how the scale separation is
defined, which can be roughly categorized into two camps. The first camp differentiates the
meso- from the submeso-scale in relation to the Rossby deformation radius (Rd); the former
is defined as motion on spatial scales of Rd and latter on the scales an order smaller than Rd
(Le´vy et al., 2018). This implies that the meso- and submeso-scale motions are both driven
by the same dynamical framework, namely baroclinic instability, and that the spatial scale
is the only relevant parameter in distinguishing between the two scales of motion. The most
commonly known example is perhaps mixed-layer instability (MLI; Boccaletti et al., 2007)
where the motion associated with MLI is inherently a decade smaller than Rd due to reduced
stratification in the mixed layer and its depth scale, and as such would be categorized as
submesoscale instability. In the Southern Ocean, however, the separation by spatial scale
may become murky due to the mixed layers being deep (Holte et al., 2017) and stratification
being relatively homogenous in the vertical compared to other ocean basins. The second
camp, on the other hand, differentiates between the meso- and submeso-scale by the Rossby
number (Ro) and Richardson number (Ri) the motion is associated with (McWilliams, 2016);
the former is geostrophically balanced to first order (Ro < O(1), Ri > O(1)) and latter is
unbalanced with motions on the scale of Ro ⇠ O(1), Ri ⇠ O(1). By using spectral analysis
in conjunction with the generalized Omega equation, we decompose the eddy heat and iron
flux into its meso- and submeso-scale components based on their temporal and spatial scales,
and level of balance.
The thesis is organized as follows: global characterization of seasonality in surface
mesoscale turbulence will be given in chapter 2, and physical configuration and results on
our channel model in chapter 3. Chapter 4 characterizes the Southern Ocean ecosystem
based on observations from bio-optical Argo floats and we give the biogeochemical results
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from our channel model in chapters 5, 6. Discussion, conclusions and ideas for future work
will be given in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2
GLOBAL PATTERNS OF SEASONALITY IN SURFACE MESOSCALE
TURBULENCE
The material in this chapter has been published as: Uchida, T., Abernathey, R., &
Smith, S. (2017). Seasonality of eddy kinetic energy in an eddy permitting global cli-
mate model. Ocean Modelling, 118, 41-58.
Mesoscale turbulence is driven by baroclinic instability of the main thermocline (Gill
et al., 1974; Smith, 2007), and is relatively well described by quasi-geostrophic (QG) models
(Rhines, 1979; Held et al., 1995), in which enstrophy and energy conservation lead to the in-
verse cascade of energy from small to large scales (Charney, 1971). Below the mesoscale lies
the submesoscale, which feeds off of the available potential energy (APE) in the mesoscale
fronts, particularly in the mixed layer (Boccaletti et al., 2007).
A number of recent observational and modelling papers have demonstrated a pronounced
seasonality in surface EKE in the submesoscale range, roughly 20-200 km (Mensa et al.,
2013; Qiu et al., 2014; Sasaki et al., 2014; Callies et al., 2015; Brannigan et al., 2015;
Rocha et al., 2016b; Buckingham et al., 2016). Most of the studies cited are regional or from
idealized models, thus global patterns have not yet been established. Moreover, there are
at least four main hypotheses proposed to explain this seasonality: (i) variation in internal
gravity wave energy due to seasonality in upper ocean stratification (Rocha et al., 2016b);
(ii) variation in frontogenesis (FG) due to seasonality in lateral strain and convergence in
horizontal density gradients (Mensa et al., 2013); (iii) variation in the interior baroclinic
instability (BCI) due to seasonality in the vertical shear of the full-depth background state
(Qiu et al., 2014); and (iv) variation in the mixed-layer (ML) BCI due to seasonality in ML
stratification, depth and vertical shear in the mixed layer (Boccaletti et al., 2007; Qiu et al.,
2014; Callies et al., 2016). There is as yet no strong consensus about the relative roles of
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these mechanisms on a global scale.
Current generation satellite altimetry products provide global observations of sea surface
height (SSH), and thus geostrophic velocity, but the spread of the tracks and instrument noise
limit the effective resolution to about 100 km (Xu and Fu, 2012; Vergara et al., 2019), which
is just sufficient to see the peak of the mesoscale. The submesoscale-permitting Surface
Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) satellite (Fu and Ferrari, 2008) is expected to launch
in 2021, and until then, investigations of submesoscale and submesoscale-driven seasonality
in EKE must rely on models.
In this chapter, we investigate seasonal variability of eddy kinetic energy (EKE) in a state-
of-the-art global climate model; specifically the 0.1 -resolution configuration of the Parallel
Ocean Program (POP) model, run within the fully-coupled Community Earth System Model
(CESM) simulation described in Small et al. (2014). To our knowledge, the seasonality of
ocean turbulence has not been examined in a coupled model on a global scale. According
to the criteria of Hallberg (2013), this configuration ranges from mesoscale-resolving at low
latitudes to mesoscale-permitting at high latitudes. Although this is very fine resolution
for a climate model — finer than resolved by current generation altimeters — it is coarse
compared to recent numerical studies of submesoscale seasonality, some of which have used
a spatial resolution of 1 km or even higher (Mensa et al., 2013; Sasaki et al., 2014; Gula
et al., 2014; Brannigan et al., 2015; Rocha et al., 2016b,a). The lack of resolution is a
necessary trade-off for a global analysis. Moreover, analysis of such a model should provide
a useful test bed for future work on the SWOT observations.
Driven by this connection to altimetric observations, we focus on the analysis of surface
fields, especially on wavenumber power spectra, which provide a practical way to charac-
terize scale-dependent variance and have been widely used in related studies (e.g. Stammer,
1997; Thomas et al., 2008; Capet et al., 2008c; Xu and Fu, 2011, 2012). An oft-cited mo-
tivation for spectral analysis is its connection to inertial-range turbulence theories, which
provide specific predictions for spectral power law scalings that vary with the nature of the
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turbulence, suggesting a tempting way to test ideas. For example, Xu and Fu (2012) made
a global estimate of two-dimensional (2D) along-track spectral slopes of SSH observed by
satellite altimeters on Jason-1 and Jason-2. They found that in regions of high eddy activity,
the SSH spectral slopes had values between k 5 and k 11/3, which are consistent with pre-
dictions by QG (Charney, 1971) and surface-QG (SQG) theory (Blumen, 1978; Held et al.,
1995; Lapeyre and Klein, 2006), respectively. However, such theories formally only apply
to scales that are neither directly forced nor dissipated, are stationary in time, and reflect
only one underlying dynamics. Callies et al. (2016) point out that the submesoscale range
is likely directly forced, violating the inertial assumption, and Dufau et al. (2016) argues
that previous estimates of spectral slopes from altimetry which do not properly account for
the spatial and temporal variability of significant wave height (e.g. Xu and Fu, 2012) may
be contaminated by observational noise even in the mesoscale range. Moreover, the very
temporal variability we seek to study implies temporal non-stationarity. Consequently, our
study does not emphasize specific values of the spectral slopes; rather, we simply use spectra
as one of many tools to characterize energy variations in a scale-dependent way.
Despite the limitations imposed by the model resolution and strong damping due to dis-
sipation, we show that the POP simulation resolves some submesoscale generated energy
cascading up to the mesoscale. Moreover, many lines of evidence – including linear stability
analysis, predictions for energy transfer rates, and phase correlations – point to an inverse
cascade of submesoscale energy generation by mixed-layer instability as the primary driver
of this seasonality.
The chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.1, we give a brief description of the POP
model. The results of spectral analysis and comparison of the spectral slopes among seasons
are shown in section 2.2. In section 2.3 we discuss baroclinic instability at the mesoscale
and submesoscale, and detail our evidence for MLI as a main source of seasonality in EKE.
In section 2.4, we examine two other possible drivers of seasonality in small-scale EKE:
intertia-gravity waves and frontogenesis. We summarize and conclude in section 2.5. The
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details of our spectral analysis and linear stability analysis are given in the appendix.
2.1 Description of the numerical model
The ocean simulation we examine is a part of the fully-coupled global simulation using
the CESM described in Small et al. (2014), which was run under present-day greenhouse
gas conditions for 100 years, similar to McClean et al. (2011). The POP model, which is
the ocean component, is a level-coordinate ocean general circulation model that solves the
three-dimensional primitive equations for ocean dynamics. The hydrostatic and Boussinesq
approximations are prescribed, and the model employs a B-grid (scalars at cell centers, vec-
tors at cell corners) for the horizontal discretization scheme. The time discretization scheme
uses a three-time-level second-order-accurate modified leap-frog scheme for stepping for-
ward in time. The diffusive terms are evaluated using a forward step.
Subgrid scale horizontal mixing is parameterized using biharmonic diffusivity and vis-
cosity, with the coefficients spatially varying with the equatorial values of AH =  3.0⇥ 109
m4/s and AM =  2.7 ⇥ 1010 m4/s respectively. The vertical diffusion depends on the K-
profile parameterization (KPP) of Large et al. (1994). Further details about the discretiza-
tion and advection schemes of the primitive equations and parameterization methods are
described in the Parallel Ocean Program Reference Manual (Smith et al., 2010). The hori-
zontal grid spacing in the POP simulation is approximately 0.1  in latitude/longitude. Each
component of the coupled model exchanges information at different time intervals, with the
atmosphere, sea ice, and land models coupling every time step (15 min), and the ocean every
6 hours. The simulation outputs at the ocean surface were saved as daily averages, while
interior information was saved as monthly averages. The available model output constrains
the scope of our analysis; since the monthly averaging filters out lots of small-scale variance,
we focus our spectral analysis at the surface. More details of the model setup can be found
in Small et al. (2014).
A video of the sea surface temperature in the Kuroshio region is available online at
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https://vimeo.com/channels/oceandynamics/99933667. This video clearly
shows the formation of secondary instabilities on the fronts of mesoscale eddies; this process
appears to be much more active in winter, when mixed layers are deep. Although the spatial
resolution of this model (0.1 ) is not considered submesoscale resolving, the video suggests
that some submesoscale processes are captured by the model. This visualization provided
the motivation for our subsequent quantitative analysis of seasonality.
2.2 Spectral Analysis of the Velocity and Tracer Fields
Spectral analysis provides a practical way to characterize the scale-dependent variance in
the simulation. To resolve regional variability, we split up the domain over the globe into
10  latitude-longitude boxes and calculate the spectra for each subdomain. For every daily-
averaged field in each subdomain, we remove the spatial mean by subtracting the bi-linear
trend derived from the least-square plane fit of the horizontal fields and apply a 2D Hanning
window. In deriving the wavenumber spectrum, we approximate a local tangent plane in
Cartesian geometry and take the 2D Fourier transform of the anomaly fields. We then take
the average over the azimuthal direction to create an isotropic spectrum. We sample the spa-
tial fields every 13 days, which is approximately the temporal decorrelation time. For the
purposes of calculating the error, each individual spectrum is therefore treated as an inde-
pendent realization of the process. Using 41 years of data, we have 1135 individual spectra.
Numerical implementation and normalization of the spectra is discussed in the Appendix
A3.
2.2.1 Snapshots of tracer fields and example of spectra
The annual mean spectral slopes are shown in Fig. 2.1 (see Sec. 2.2.2 for description of
how slopes are fit). In most regions, the spectral slopes are in the range predicted by QG
theory but some regions have slopes steeper than k 3, which is likely due to the presence of
dissipation. Before examining the seasonal variability of this global map, we first examine
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the details of the spatial and spectral fields in a few energetic regions of the ocean (Kuroshio,
Gulf Stream, and ACC). The location of the regions is shown in Fig. 2.1. Additional regions
are presented in Fig. 2.4.
Figure 2.1: Annual mean of spectral slopes at scales above 200-250km (4⇥ 10 3-5⇥ 10 3 cpkm).
The black boxes indicate the seven regions (Kuroshio, north of Kuroshio, east Pacific, Gulf Stream,
Sargasso Sea, northeast Atlantic and the ACC) we consider in detail.
Figure 2.2 shows instantaneous spatially detrended fields of relative vorticity (⇣) and
buoyancy (b =  g ⇢/⇢0;  ⇢ = ⇢   ⇢0, ⇢0 ⌘ 1025 kg/m3) on March 1 and September
1 (representative of winter and summer in the northern hemisphere and visa versa in the
southern hemisphere) in model year 46. We see the spatial fields have more small scale
features and sharper fronts on March 1 in the Kuroshio region and September 1 in the ACC
region, particularly in the vorticity field.
Figure 2.3 (a–c) shows the seasonally-averaged isotropic wavenumber spectra of EKE
for the Kuroshio, Gulf Stream and ACC regions. Boreal winter is defined as January, Febru-
ary and March (JFM), spring as April, May and June (AMJ), summer as July, August and
September (JAS) and autumn as October, November and December (OND). Comparing
the EKE spectra for each season, the spring spectra have the highest energy in the lower
mesoscale range (between 50km and 100km, i.e. 10 2 – 2 ⇥ 10 2 cpkm) while autumn has








Figure 2.2: Snapshot of the anomaly fields of vorticity (⇣), buoyancy (b), SST and SSS on March
1 and September 1. The upper panels (a, b, c and d) correspond to the Kuroshio region (lon:
150.0E⇠160.0E, lat: 31.5N⇠41.5N) and the lower panels (e, f, g and h) to the ACC region (lon:
145.0E⇠155.0E, lat: 56.5S⇠46.5S).
least power in summer. (Buoyancy spectra are presented and discussed in Sec. 2.2.3.)
2.2.2 Seasonal variations kinetic energy spectra
Theoretical models of ocean mesoscale turbulence predict spectral slopes in the inertial range
(Charney, 1971; Held et al., 1995) and many previous studies have used spectral slopes to
characterize ocean turbulence in observations and numerical models (e.g. Stammer, 1997;







Figure 2.3: Seasonally-averaged EKE spectra in eddy active regions: (a) Kuroshio, (b) Gulf Stream,
and (c) ACC in Fig. 2.1. The shading shows the dissipation range defined as where 80% of the
dissipation due to bihamonic diffusion occurs (blue: winter, red: summer). The black dashed and
dotted lines show the spectral slope of -3 and -5/3 respectively. The black vertical line indicates the
30 km scale. The dashed and dotted spectra in panels (d), (e) and (f) show the rotational and divergent
component of EKE respectively for each of these regions. The 95% confidence intervals were thinner









Figure 2.4: Seasonally-averaged spectra in: (a) north of Kuroshio, (b) east Pacific, (c) Sargasso Sea,
and (d) northeast Atlantic. The colored dotted-dashed lines show the EKE00 spectrum derived using
the velocity anomaly from the monthly mean. The shading shows the dissipation range defined as
where 80% of the dissipation due to bihamonic diffusion occurs and the black dashed and dotted
lines show the spectral slope of -3 and -5/3 respectively. Panels (e)⇠(h) show the rotational and
divergent component of the full EKE.
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the actual values of spectral slopes are not dynamically unique and inertial range theories are
invalid at scales that are directly forced. Furthermore, given the strong role of dissipation
and the relatively small wavenumber range resolved by our model, it is unlikely that inertial
range theories apply quantitatively to this simulation. Consequently, we focus on the sea-
sonal changes in slopes, rather than their absolute values. These slope changes indicate a
seasonally varying partition of energy between large and small scales. The slopes were cal-
culated by fitting a straight line to the log-log spectrum using the least-square method. Due
to limited spatial resolution and the influence of sub-grid dissipation, the slope fit is very
sensitive to the choice of wavenumber range. In addition to dissipating EKE at each scale,
the numerical dissipation also removes EKE due to baroclinic instability that would have
otherwise cascaded upscale, so the spectral slopes are expected to be steeper than predicted
by QG turbulence theories.
We address dissipation by explicitly calculating the momentum tendency due to lateral
biharmonic viscosity in the spectral domain. The biharmonic momentum dissipation terms
are calculated as defined in the POP simulation,
DH(u) =r2(AMr2u)
where
r2u = x x  y xuUAREA + y y
 x yu
UAREA
  u⇥ xkx    yky + 2(k2x + k2y)⇤+ 2ky xv   2kx yv.
The coefficients kx and ky are the metric terms which arise when converting Cartesian co-
ordinates to spherical coordinates and UAREA is the horizontal area of the model grid. For
further details of the definition of each variable, refer to Smith et al. (2010). We define the
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where KNy, Kmin, and Kdiss are the Nyquist wavenumber, minimum wavenumber defined
by the domain and the wavenumber which defines the dissipation range respectively. The (˘·)
indicates the Fourier transforms. From Fig. 2.3, we see that the dissipation range is broad and
extends up to 100km. This is likely the main cause for the relatively steeper spectral slopes
at high wavenumbers. The influence of dissipation means it is problematic to compare the
actual values of slopes in this range and possibly below with turbulent inertial range theory.
The dissipation is broad-band so the inertial range is very narrow, if it exists at all. The
seasonal variability also violates the stationarity requirement for such a range to exist. The
slope fit is, therefore, performed on scales between 200 km and 250 km (i.e. 4 ⇥ 10 3
– 5 ⇥ 10 3 cpkm), which is outside of the dissipation range globally. Figure 2.5 shows the
resulting slope difference between winter and summer. We see the seasonal contrast between
winter (JFM) and summer (JAS), which is consistent with the regional spectra (Fig. 2.3).
Figure 2.5: Difference of spectral slopes of EKE between JFM and JAS at scales between 200 km
and 250 km (i.e. 4⇥ 10 3 – 5⇥ 10 3 cpkm).
The slope analysis neglects the broad dissipation range, but the strongest variations in
spectral energy occur within the dissipation range. To quantify the energy at the smallest
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scales, we perform a high pass in the spectral range representing scales below 30 km (3.3⇥
10 2 cpkm); the resulting seasonal difference in small scale EKE is shown in Fig. 2.6. A
strong seasonal cycle in is clearly present in both hemispheres. As visible in Fig. 2.3 these
results are not sensitive to the specific wavenumber range.
Seasonality in submesoscale turbulence has been noted in numerous very-high-resolution
regional simulations (Mensa et al., 2013; Sasaki et al., 2014; Qiu et al., 2014) but not in a
global model with 1/10  resolution. In order to estimate the relative validity of the amplitude
of this model’s seasonal cycle, we compare the POP model EKE levels with the values
found by Sasaki et al. (2014) (Fig. 5 (a) in their paper 1). Sasaki et al. (2014) examined a
regional model of the Kuroshio with the resolution of 1/30  in the horizontal and 100 vertical
levels, finding a strong seasonal cycle of submesoscale turbulence driven by mixed-layer
instability (MLI). The domain they analyzed was 148 E-168 W, 20 N-43 N; our closest
regional 10 ⇥10  box is 150 E-160 E, 31.5 N-41.5 N. The annual-mean KE(k) at 10 2
cpkm is approximately 120 m3/s2 in their model and 50 m3/s2 in ours. (It is not surprising
that their spectrum has higher energy levels since their model has a higher spatial resolution.)
Comparing the ratio of energy levels at the scale 3⇥10 2 cpkm between winter and summer,
the ratio is around 5 in theirs and 4 in ours. This comparison suggests that the POP simulation
produces seasonal variability of comparable amplitude to submesoscale resolving models,
despite the overall lower energy level.
2.2.3 Temperature, Salinity, and Buoyancy Spectra
We also calculated seasonal isotropic power spectra for potential sea-surface temperature ✓
(SST), sea-surface salinity S (SSS), and sea-surface buoyancy b. The buoyancy is defined
as b =  g ⇢/⇢0 where  ⇢ = ⇢   ⇢0 and ⇢ is derived using the gsw TEOS-10 package
(McDougall and Barker, 2011) and ⇢0 = 1025 kg/m3. The tracer spectra for the three
example regions are shown in Fig. 2.7. The spectral slope of buoyancy is generally shallower
1Keeping in mind that the units in Sasaki et al. (2014) are [cm2s 2(cpkm) 1], there is a factor of 20⇡ when




Figure 2.6: Seasonal climatology of EKE at scales smaller than 30 km (3.3 ⇥ 10 2 cpkm) for JFM
(a), JAS (b) and the ratio between the two (EKEJFM /EKEJAS) (c).
than that of KE, a finding consistent with results of Callies et al. (2016, c.f. Fig. 10 in their
paper), although the energy levels themselves are inconsistent with observed sub-surface
buoyancy spectra (Callies et al., 2015). In contrast to EKE, we do not observe significant
seasonal variations in the spectral slope for these tracers. This finding is consistent with the
SST spectrum of Schloesser et al. (2016, c.f. Fig. 6 in their paper at scales larger than 10km).
There is, however, substantial seasonal variability in the overall power level across all length
scales.
To examine the seasonality of tracer variance globally, Fig. 2.8 shows maps of the sea-
sonal difference in small-scale power for buoyancy, SST and SSS between winter and sum-
mer. (Since the tracer power level varies uniformly across all analyzed wavenumbers, the
choice of averaging band is unimportant here.) The SST power levels show hemispheric
seasonality broadly similar to EKE: more SST variance in winter, less in summer. The SSS
power levels, in contrast, do not have a coherent hemispheric-scale seasonality, with having











Figure 2.7: Isotropic wavenumber spectra of buoyancy (a⇠c), SST (d⇠f) and SSS (g⇠i) in the
Kuroshio, Gulf Stream and ACC domain in Fig. 2.1 (blue: winter, red: summer). The black dashed
and dotted lines show the spectral slope of -3 and -5/3 respectively.
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a) c)b)
Figure 2.8: Ratio of tracer variance between JFM and JAS at scales below 30 km (i.e. 3.3 ⇥ 10 3)
(a) buoyancy, b) SST and c) SSS).
sation between SST and SSS variability, buoyancy variance is not a linear combination of
SST and SSS variance. The spatial pattern of seasonal variability of the buoyancy variance
(Fig. 2.8a) more closely resembles the variability of SSS, even at low and mid latitudes. It
is likely that a wide range of different processes, especially air-sea interaction, contribute to
these patterns of seasonal variability (F. Bryan (2017) personal communication).
From the buoyancy field, it is tempting to compute surface available potential energy
(APE), especially given its relevance to baroclinic instability (discussed in the next section).
Studies of the energy cycle in global ocean models (e.g.Chen et al., 2016) commonly employ
the approximation APE⇡ b2/N2, appropriate in a well-stratified incompressible Boussinesq
fluid (e.g. ?). We calculated this quantity in the model mixed layer using daily buoyancy
variance b and a seasonal, 10 -box-averaged climatology ofN2, but found that the APE level
and its seasonality were completely dominated by the seasonal climatology of the buoyancy
frequency (N2), with almost no role for the buoyancy variance itself. Upon reflection, this
is unsurprising: the APE approximation used is not suited for weakly-stratified boundary
layers, and even less so in the artificial mixed layer of the POP model, which is set by
the K-Profile Parametrization scheme (Large et al., 1994) and lacks representation of the
submesoscale processes that act to restratify it in the real ocean.
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2.3 Evidence for Mixed-Layer Baroclinic Instability as the source for seasonal varia-
tions in EKE
Baroclinic instability (BCI) converts available potential energy (APE) of the background
ocean state into eddy kinetic energy (EKE), generally at or near the scale of the most lin-
early unstable mode (Gill et al., 1974). A leading hypothesis for the generation of seasonality
in the submesoscale range is the mixed layer instability (MLI), a form of BCI which extracts
potential energy from buoyancy fronts in the mixed layer (Boccaletti et al., 2007). Since
mixed layer depth and stratification vary substantially over the seasonal cycle, EKE produc-
tion from MLI has been shown to be much higher in winter, when mixed layers are deep
and stratification is weak (Callies et al., 2015, 2016). However, seasonal variations in deep
BCI, which draws energy from the main thermocline, have also been implicated in driving
seasonal variations in EKE in the North Equatorial Counter Current region (Qiu et al., 2014).
MLI occurs on scales near the ML deformation wavelength (LMLd ), which ranges from
several km to less than 1 km (Boccaletti et al., 2007). The study of MLI in numerical models
has consequently mostly focused on models with grid spacing of roughly 4 km or less (e.g.
Mensa et al., 2013; Sasaki et al., 2014; Qiu et al., 2014). The relatively coarse resolution of
the POP simulation, and the large role of dissipation at small scales (as noted in the previous
section), would presumably prevent MLI from emerging. Nevertheless, in this section we
show evidence that the cause of the seasonal variability in EKE described above is indeed
MLI.
2.3.1 Baroclinic Conversion Rate
BCI produces eddy kinetic energy from potential energy via the vertical eddy flux of buoy-
ancy w0b0 (?). When high-frequency data are available, this term can be calculated in the
spectral domain, i.e. as the cross spectrum <{wˆ⇤bˆ}(k), which reveals the spatial scales of
energy production from BCI. This analysis has been used to demonstrate the link between
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the scales and growth rates of the most unstable normal modes identified by linear stability
analysis and the finite-amplitude production of kinetic energy in fully developed, nonlin-
ear baroclinic turbulence (e.g. Holland, 1978; Qiu et al., 2014). Callies et al. (2016) used
such cross spectra to show the importance of MLI in energizing submesoscale turbulence in
idealized QG simulations.
In analyzing baroclinic conversion from the POPmodel, we are somewhat constrained by
the available output. High frequency (daily) data were only saved for the surface, precluding
a spectral decomposition of w and b in the interior. Interior fields were saved as monthly
averages, which heavily filters small-scale fluctuations. However, a six year portion of the
integration was conducted in which this monthly-averaged interior data included the vertical
tracer fluxes w✓m and wSm, where the m superscript indicates a temporal average over a
single month. From this output, the monthly-averaged buoyancy flux can be calculated as
wb
m ⇡ g(↵w✓m    wSm) where ↵ is the thermal expansion and   the haline contraction
coefficient determined from the seasonal climatologies for each 1  grid box.
To isolate the baroclinic conversion associated with small-scale motions, we calculate
the sub-monthly contribution to the vertical buoyancy flux. The sub-monthly fluctuations
are defined as anomalies from the instantaneous monthly average (not the climatology) and
denoted with a double prime: e.g. u00 ⌘ u   um. This temporal high-pass filter acts as a
crude spatial high-pass filter. We tested the effect of this filtering on the surface horizontal
velocity fields, for which daily data is available, and found that it strongly attenuates the
EKE spectrum at wavenumbers less than 5 ⇥ 10 3 cpkm while leaving the smaller scales
mostly unchanged; we define the sub-monthly velocity anomaly as
v00 = v   vm (2.3.1.1)
where the superscript m represents the individual monthly mean. The sub-monthly EKE
(defined as EKE00 ⌘ 0.5(u00 + v00)) is show in Fig. 2.9 for the Kuroshio, Gulf Stream and
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ACC domain. Rest of the domains are shown in Fig. 2.4. We see that the monthly mean acts
virtually as a low-pass spatial filter and the small-scale features are retained in the anomaly
field from that. This filtering thus allows us to focus on baroclinic conversion in the high




Figure 2.9: Seasonally-averaged spectra in: (a) Kuroshio, (b) Gulf Stream, and (c) ACC. The colored
dotted-dashed lines show the EKE00 spectrum derived using the velocity anomaly from the monthly
mean. The shading shows the dissipation range defined as where 80% of the dissipation due to
bihamonic diffusion occurs and the black dashed and dotted lines show the spectral slope of -3 and
-5/3 respectively.
Although we can’t directly calculate w00 (or its spectrum) from the available interior




m   wmbm . (2.3.1.2)
We do this for each month of the six years in which this output is available. The seasonal
climatology of w00b00 (superscript m dropped because we are dealing with a climatology) is





Figure 2.10: Seasonal climatology of sub-monthly APE conversion rate (w00b00) for JFM (a), JAS (b)
and the ratio between the two (c).
upper 100 m of the water column. (Results are not highly sensitive to averaging depth.)
The results of this analysis for JFM and JAS are shown in Fig. 2.10, together with the
seasonal difference. The climatologies show thatw00b00 is positive nearly everywhere, indicat-
ing conversion of potential energy to kinetic energy, as expected in MLI and BCI in general.
The conversion is strongest in energetic regions such as the Gulf Stream, Kuroshio, Agulhas,
ACC, and Leeuwin current. The strong seasonal cycle is readily visible by comparing the
two seasons and emerges clearly in the difference plot. The winter hemisphere experiences
much stronger conversion rates, up to 10 times larger than the summer conversion rate.
The maximum magnitude of w00b00 in energetic regions is approximately 10 7 m2 s 3,
which is also roughly the amplitude of the seasonal cycle. In comparison, Sasaki et al. (2014,
Fig. 4b) diagnosed a seasonal amplitude in baroclinic conversion of approximately 10 6 m2
s 3 in a much higher resolution regional model of the Kuroshio. Brannigan et al. (2015,
Fig. 19b) found a seasonal cycle amplitude of approximately 10 8 m2 s 3 in an idealized
model based on the mid-latitude open ocean run at 0.5 km resolution. These comparison
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show that the magnitude and seasonal cycle of w00b00 in the POP model is consistent with, but
somewhat weaker than, higher resolution studies of seasonal MLI in eddy active regions.
We also compare the diagnosed w00b00 with an estimate given by the the MLI parametriza-
tion of Fox-Kemper et al. (2008), which is based on an Eady-type model of BCI within the
mixed layer (see Sec. 2.3.2 for further discussion of this model). The parameterization as-




















H is the mean mixed-layer depth, and f is the Coriolis parameter. This parameterization was
designed to be applied to the mesoscale buoyancy gradients, so we first average the buoyancy
field horizontally over ten grid points (roughly 1 degree), as indicated by the symbol bxy. We
then square the gradients of this coarse-grained buoyancy field and finally take the climato-
logical average over seasons (indicated by the overbar in eq. 2.3.1.3). Since daily-resolution
of buoyancy was only available at the surface, we assume thatM4 is uniform over the mixed
layer.
One caveat is that the exact magnitude of the Fox-Kemper (FK)-parameterized con-
version rate is uncertain up to a scaling factor and the magnitude of buoyancy gradient in
eq. 2.3.1.3 is highly sensitive to the choice of averaging scale used to define M4. Here we
choose a scale representative of the mesoscale fronts which drive MLI. We also focus on the
magnitude of the seasonal cycle, which the scaling factor cancels out and is less sensitive to
the choice of averaging scale than the absolute value of the estimated conversion rate.
The JFM and JAS values of w0b0FK are shown in Fig. 2.11. The predicted amplitude





Figure 2.11: figures/APE conversion rate following the parametrization by Fox-Kemper et al. (2008)
(w0b0FK) for JFM (a), JAS (b) and the ratio between the two (c). Values near the equator are masked
out for (a) and (b) as the Coriolis parameter becomes small.
spatial pattern is somewhat different; while the diagnosed w00b00 has clear maxima in western
boundary currents, w0b0FK is distributed more evenly over the open subtropical oceans. The
spatial pattern of seasonal difference, however, is more similar to that of w00b00. Given the
relatively coarse resolution of the POP model, and the approximate nature of the the Fox-
Kemper parameterization, the consistency between the two supports the notion that MLI is
the driver of the seasonal variations in baroclinic conversion and EKE.
Finally, we compare w00b00 with small-scale (below 30 km) EKE at monthly resolution
from the three example regions in Fig. 2.12. The two signals are highly correlated. There is
some indication that the EKE lags the conversion rate by one month. This in-phase relation-
ship suggests that seasonal changes in w00b00 equilibrate quickly and are likely balanced on




Figure 2.12: Seasonal phase of w00b00 and EKE in the Kuroshio (a), Gulf Stream (b) and ACC (c)
domain in Fig. 2.1.
2.3.2 Linear Stability Analysis
In the preceding section, we showed that the sub-monthly baroclinic conversion rate is in-
dicative of seasonally varying MLI. The lack of daily output of the interior fields means
that we cannot directly calculate the conversion rate in spectral space. However, Qiu et al.
(2014) showed that the temporal variations in finite-amplitude baroclinic conversion were
well captured by variations in the linear stability properties of the background ocean state.
Here we use linear BCI analysis of the POP model climatology to investigate the temporal
scales, spatial scales, and the vertical structure of potential instabilities.
We first calculate the growth rates of linear instabilities numerically using the same ap-
proach as Smith (2007). This method solves the linear quasigeostrophic (QG) eigenvalue
problem using the local profile of geostrophic shear and stratification (N2) at each point in
the horizontal to define the background state. While Smith (2007) considered just the annual
mean climatology, here we use a seasonally resolved climatology, revealing how instability
varies between winter and summer.
The background state was defined by taking the seasonal climatology over 41 years of
model output and aggregating the original 0.1  resolution to 1 . It is instructive to consider
the winter and summer climatological profiles of geostrophic velocity and N2, as shown in
Fig. 2.13 (a), an example from the Kuriosio region. While there are some seasonal difference
in geostrophic velocity and associated shear, the dominant seasonal change is in the upper
ocean N2, which is nearly 100 times weaker in the winter profile. This weak winter stratifi-
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cation reflects the cumulative impact of deeper winter mixed layers. The winter N2 profile
can be viewed as a superposition of interannual and intra-seasonal MLD variability over
the averaging period. It is, however, problematic to attempt to define an actual mixed-layer
depth from the climatological profile; because mixed-layer depth identification (e.g. using
a density threshold criterion (de Boyer Monte´gut et al., 2004)) is a nonlinear operation, the
average of the MLD given by the daily resolution output is not the same as the MLD of the
climatological density field. For this reason, we define the ML as the depth over which N2
experiences significant seasonality (approximately 160m in Fig. 2.13 (a), the depth at which
N2JFM andN2JAS coincide). The ML corresponds roughly with the maximum winter MLD over
the averaging interval.
The growth rates of the linear instabilities were determined numerically using the oceanmodes
python package2 developed for this study (hereon we will refer to this as the numerical so-
lution). The numerical details of the linear stability calculation are given in Appendix A.5;
here we show only the final results. The growth rates for the same Kuroshio example region
are shown in Fig. 2.13 (c) as a function of zonal wavenumber. (In the example, meridional
wavenumber is set to zero, but full two-dimensional stability calculations were also per-
formed.) This figure also shows several relevant length scales: the the full-depth Rossby
radius Rd, the mixed-layer (ML) Rossby radius RMLd , and the model Nyquist wavelength
(defined as two grid points 2 x). Rd was calculated numerically with the oceanmodes
package using the seasonal climatology ofN2 (buoyancy frequency), whileRMLd was derived




We observe large differences between winter and summer numerical growth rates, es-
pecially at small scales. A large portion of the small scale instability predicted cannot be
resolved by the model, since it occurs at smaller scales than the model grid scale (thick black
line in Fig. 2.13c). However, there is still a large seasonal difference in the resolved growth
2This open source package is available at https://github.com/rabernat/oceanmodes. Ap-
pendix A.5.
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rates around the model Nyquist wavelength and above3. The vertical structure of the mode
with a local maximum growth rate around the Nyquist wavelength, shown in Fig. 2.13b, is
strongly surface intensified. This is the smallest instability that can potentially be resolved,
although its growth is likely strongly damped by numerical dissipation.
To quantify the contribution of the reduced near-surface stratification during winter to
the growth rates, we artificially homogenize the stratification during winter in the ML to
the value at the base of ML and then recalculate the numerical growth rate, leaving the
geostrophic velocity profiles untouched. The blue dotted line in Fig. 2.13c shows the growth
rate ( MLJFM ) for this modified N2 profile. We see that the large growth rates at small scales
disappear, while the growth rates near the full-depth deformation radius remain unchanged.
This experiment reveals that the main driver of seasonality in growth rates is indeed the weak
near-surface stratification in winter. Furthermore, the lack of significant seasonal changes in
deep shear/stratification and corresponding large-scale growth rates indicates that deep BCI
is unlikely to be the main driver of seasonality. This general behavior holds for all the seven
example regions (not shown).
The importance of weak upper ocean stratification in driving seasonality in instability
is consistent with the MLI mechanism (Boccaletti et al., 2007; Callies et al., 2015, 2016).
To test the quantitative connection to MLI theory, we compare the full growth rates to the
approximated baroclinic instability models of Eady (1949) (Fig. 2.13c), which is considered
to be a good approximation for MLI (Boccaletti et al., 2007; Callies et al., 2016). The ana-
lytical Eady growth rates were calculated using the two different assumptions for the Rossby
deformation radius: full depth and ML4. We find that the ML Eady growth rates during win-
ter are a good proxy for the full numerical solution in the Kuroshio region, capturing roughly
3Within the ML, the background state of shear and stratification is ill-determined. This limits our interpre-
tation of the actual values of the growth rates but our point shown below is that the large seasonal difference is
due to the reduced ML stratification during winter time.
4Due to how the MLD was defined, ML Eady estimates have only been given for winter. The Eady growth
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the scale and magnitude of the dominant peak (although the numerical solutions contain even
smaller-scale instabilities)5 Since the ML depth is related to the maximum winter ML depth,
it is not surprising that the ML Eady and ML Rossby wavelength LMLd (⌘ 2⇡RMLd ) capture
the scales and large growth rates of this mode of instability. Examination of all seven ex-
ample regions revealed that the ML Eady model qualitatively captures the dominant mode
of baroclinic instability around the Nyquist wavelength during winter in eddy active regions
(not shown).
We now assess the seasonality in linear instability at the global scale. In Fig. 2.14,
we show the seasonal difference of the maximum numerical growth rates at the Nyquist
wavelength ( N ). (The maximum was taken from the two-dimensional zonal/meridional-
wavenumber space.) We see that the maximum growth rates are consistently larger during
winter than summer, consistent with the example region examined above and coherent with
the seasonal pattern of EKE spectra. It is particularly notable that the reversal of seasonal
signals in the tropics of the Pacific Ocean show up both in the EKE and growth rates. The
large seasonal difference in growth rates are not just at the Nyquist wavelength but extend to
larger scales, as seen in Fig. 2.13.
If MLI is indeed the driver of the seasonal variations seen in the KE spectra, the unstable
mixed-layer modes must be resolved by the model grid. The 0.1  resolution of the POP
model is very fine for a climate model, but it is still not even classified as mesoscale resolving



















and H is the full depth or MLD depending on the context.
5Unsurprisingly, the (full-depth) Eady solutions using Rd do not provide a very good fit to the numerical
solution as it is difficult to assume that the stratification is uniform over the whole depth (Fig. 2.13 (c)). Hence-
forth, we will not further consider the full-depth Eady growth rate. Eady (1949) also derived a solution for a
model of weak stratification overlying a strong but finite-amplitude thermocline, which was re-examined by
Callies et al. (2016) in the context of ocean MLI. This idealization is closer to the real ocean where the ML
overlies the thermocline, but here we find the ML Eady model to be sufficient.
6 Note that Hallberg (2013) classifies a model as mesoscale resolving if it resolves the deformation radius
Rd of the first internal mode with at least two grid points. The most unstable mode of the linear instability
occurs at LMLd = 2⇡R
ML




Figure 2.13: Kuroshio region in Fig. 2.1 for (a) the geostrophic velocity and buoyancy frequency.
We also show the homogenized buoyancy frequency in the ML for winter and summer. The figure is
divided at the ML base. (b) Amplitude of the unstable mode with the largest growth rate closest to
the Nyquist wavenumber. (c) Numerical solution of growth rates in the Kuroshio region for each sea-
son plotted against the zonal inverse wavelength with zero meridional wavenumber: linear instability
solved with original profile (solid line) and with homogenized stratification in the ML (dashed line).
The Eady (dot-dashed line) and ML Eady (dotted line) growth rate are shown as well. The zonal in-
verse wavelength was defined between the range of 10 1 to 103L 1d . The Rossby deformation inverse
wavelength are shown in black thin lines and the thick black line indicates the Nyquist wavelength.
due to MLI, with a peak at roughly the mixed layer deformation wavelength LMLd . The
degree to which this is resolved at a particular location depends, then, on how LMLd varies
with grid resolution, or Nyquist wavelength 2 x. In Fig. 2.13, we showed that the large
growth rates around the Nyquist wavelength are due to the instability around LMLd where the
MLD is defined in the same manner as in Fig. 2.13. In Fig. 2.15, we plot the zonal average of
Ld and LMLd , and the ratio of this wavelength to the model Nyquist wavelength in winter and
summer. The ratio varies from near 0.1 at low latitudes to 10 at high latitudes. Note also that
in Fig. 2.13, the growth rate increases strongly with wavenumber near the model grid scale,
the Rossby radius captures the mesoscale eddy scales, the wavelength corresponds to the circumference of the
eddy.
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Figure 2.14: Seasonal difference of the maximum growth rate solved numerically at the Nyquist
wavelength.
implying that, even if LMLd is not resolved, the fastest-growing resolved instability will still




Figure 2.15: (a) The the zonal average of the Rossby wavelength (Ld) for winter and summer and
the ML Rossy wavelength (LMLd ) for winter between 60S-60N. The black dashed line indicates the
Nyquist wavelength. (b) Ratio of the Rossby wavelength calculated over the mixing layer to the
Nyquist wavelength (LMLd (2 x)
 1). The values of LMLd used in the northern hemisphere are values
during JFM (boreal winter) and JAS (austral winter) for the southern hemisphere. The black contours
indicate where the ratio is unity.
The analysis above shows that there is a strong seasonality in baroclinic conversion rates
and growth rates at the Nyquist and larger wavelengths attributable to MLI and partially re-
solvable by the model. To test the connection between the seasonality in the EKE spectra
and MLI globally, we now examine the correlation between the seasonal amplitude in EKE
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at scales below 30 km and w00b00, the numerical growth rate at the Nyquist wavelength ( N )
and w00b00, and EKE at scales below 30 km and  N in Fig. 2.16. As EKE and w00b00 are di-
rectly related via the energy budget, it is not surprising that they show the highest correlation
(r = 0.72; Fig. 2.16a). EKE was taken at the surface (due to model output availability) while
as w00b00 was taken as the average over the top 100m. Also there is leakage of EKE at scales
below 30 km due to nonlinear spectral transfer and dissipation (Arbic et al., 2013, 2014).
Given these caveats, the correlation of 0.72 seems quite high. The correlations with the lin-
ear instability growth rates (Fig. 2.16b,c) are lower (0.58 for w00b00 and  N ; 0.49 for  N and
EKE), but still positive. Processes such as non-linear turbulent interactions and insufficient
model resolution towards higher latitudes (Fig. 2.15) could be the cause of the lower corre-
lation with the linear instability growth rate. Nevertheless, these correlations further support
the hypothesis that the seasonality seen in Fig. 2.5 and 2.6 is due to MLI.
a) c)b)
Figure 2.16: Scatter plot of seasonal difference of (a) EKE against w00b00, (b)  N against w00b00 and
(c) EKE against  N . Negative values ofw00b00 were masked out before calculating the correlation. The
colors represent each latitudinal band and the correlation coefficient (r) is calculated for the globe.
2.3.3 Timescale of EKE inverse cascade
The EKE spectra (Fig. 2.3) also show weak seasonal variations at larger scales. The energy in
the smallest scales peaks in winter, while the energy in the larger mesoscale range (between
50km and 100km, i.e. 10 2 – 2⇥ 10 2 cpkm) peaks in spring. Sasaki et al. (2014) and Qiu
et al. (2014) argued that seasonality in submesoscale energy cascades upscale, with a time
lag, to induce seasonality in the mesoscale. In this mechanism, during winter time, deeper
ML and reduced stratification lead to enhanced MLI (Boccaletti et al., 2007; Fox-Kemper
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et al., 2008), which becomes an energy source during wintertime at the smallest scales. This
excess energy cascades inversely and reaches the mesoscale in the springtime. The inverse
cascade of geostrophic KE was shown extensively by Arbic et al. (2013, 2014) to be a robust
phenomena regardless of the spatial resolution even in the presence of dissipation. To test
whether this is a plausible explanation for the POP model mesoscale seasonality, we can
quantify the time-lag in the inverse energy cascade via the eddy turnover timescale. The
eddy turnover timescale quantifies the rate at which energy is transferred across scales via





(e.g. Vallis, 2017) where k, vk, and E(k) are the wavenumber, eddy velocity associated the
wavenumber and the EKE spectrum respectively. ⌧k, derived from dimensional analysis
where E ⇠ k 1vk2, can be considered as the approximate timescale of the spectral energy
transfer. As shown in Fig. 2.17, we obtain values of 40-50 days in the mesoscale range and
100 days for regions with low eddy activity (not shown). These timescales are consistent
with the mechanism in previous studies (e.g. Sasaki et al., 2014;Qiu et al., 2014) and suggest
that the EKE spectra (Fig. 2.3) may reflect a time-lagged cascade of submesoscale energy
to larger scales. One caveat is, however, we may be underestimating the “true” values of
E in the simulation due to the presence of dissipation, and hence overestimating ⌧k. As the
temporal and spatial resolution increases, less energy will be dissipated due to dissipation so
we would expect the real ocean to have smaller ⌧k than our estimates.
2.4 Other Possible Mechanisms for Seasonality in EKE
In this section, we examine alternative possible mechanisms for the generation of seasonal
variability in EKE at and below the 30 km scale.
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Figure 2.17: Eddy turnover timescale in days for the Kuroshio region in Fig. 2.1. The color shadings
represent the EKE dissipation range for JFM (blue) and JAS (red).
2.4.1 Variation in gravity wave energy
In a recent study, Rocha et al. (2016b) attribute some seasonality in upper ocean kinetic
energy to inertia-gravity waves, particularly during summer. It is important to note that
the POP simulation does not include tidal forcing (Small et al., 2014), so the main mech-
anism for generation of super-inertial energy is high-frequency wind forcing. We quantify
the contribution of the inertia-gravity waves by decomposing the horizontal kinetic energy
spectra into rotational ( ) and divergent ( ) components (Callies and Ferrari, 2013; Bu¨hler
et al., 2014; Rocha et al., 2016a), which assumes isotropy and homogeneity of the field. The
decomposed spectra indicates the energy contained in each component ( ,  ) respectively.
Internal gravity waves are divergent by nature in a 2D sense, while balanced flow is non-
divergent to leading order, and so the divergent spectrum approximates the kinetic energy
contained in internal gravity waves.
We performed this decomposition in the same seven regions where we did the linear
stability analysis. Figure 2.3 (d⇠f) and 2.4 (e⇠h) show that for all regions, except for the
highest wavenumbers, the rotational component dominates for both seasons. The seasonality
seen in the POP simulation at scales larger than 50km, therefore, is mostly due to the rota-
tional component of the velocity field, i.e. geostrophic turbulence, which is non-divergent to
first order. The divergent component at the highest wavenumbers is possibly due to small-
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scale dissipation producing significant ageostrophic motion.
2.4.2 Variation in frontogenesis
Another proposed mechanism for generating submesoscale energy is frontogenesis (FG)
(Mensa et al., 2013). FG is initiated by mesoscale straining, which sharpens buoyancy
fronts. Below the surface, secondary ageostrophic circulation act to flatten out the isopy-
cnal slopes, but at the surface, the ageostrophic vertical velocities vanish and the buoyancy
fronts sharpen more rapidly (Capet et al., 2008b). The resulting thermal wind shear leads to
sharply surface-intensified EKE in the submesoscale range.
The relevance of strain-induced FG (McWilliams, 2016) in producing seasonality at sub-
mesoscales can be quantified via the frontogenesis function, defined as
Fs = Qs ·rzb (2.4.2.1)
























Fs represents the instantaneous rate of increase of the horizontal buoyancy gradient variance
arising from the straining by the horizontal velocity field (Hoskins, 1982; Capet et al., 2008b;
Brannigan et al., 2015) (as in Capet et al. (2008b) where we neglect the vertical advection
term). Histograms of Fs from different seasons and regions are shown in Fig. 2.18. The
distributions are strongly skewed toward positive values, which is expected as advective
velocities act to strengthen fronts. Although there is seasonality in the Kuroshio and Gulf
Stream region, it is very weak (the y-axis in the histogram is in log scale). As for the
ACC region, the seasonality is out of phase from that of EKE spectra (Fig. 2.6), i.e. EKE is
higher during JAS (austral winter) but the frontogenesis function has a longer tail during JFM
(austral summer). The other regions shown in Fig. 2.19 mostly show opposite seasonality
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from EKE, as in the ACC 7. This is consistent with Brannigan et al. (2015), who found
strong FG in summer/late fall and strong symmetric instability and MLI in the winter-early
spring. Since EKE at scales smaller than 30 km has highest levels during winter for both





Figure 2.18: Histogram of the frontogenesis function in the a) Kuroshio, b) Gulf Stream and c) ACC
regions shown in Fig. 2.1. The y-axis is in a log scale to emphasize the seasonality and the histograms
are normalized so that the area integrates to unity.
Although FG does not seem to be the dominant factor in causing seasonality in EKE, we
did find that FG is strongest during summertime, consistent with results shown by Brannigan
et al. (2015). One possible explanation is that the energetic MLI during winter counteracts
FG by slumping the isopycnals, which FG feeds off of and as a result, FG is strongest during
summer when MLI is weak. Since this is the time of year when the MLD is shallowest,
FG may still be an important mechanism for transporting tracers across the ML base and
impacting the biogeochemistry in the surface layer.
7The EKE in the tropical Pacific domain had opposite seasonality from the rest of the domain, i.e. higher






Figure 2.19: Histogram of the frontogenesis function in the a) North of Kuroshio, b) Sargasso Sea,
c) East Pacific and d) Northeast Atlantic regions shown in Fig. 2.1. The y-axis is in a log scale to
emphasize the seasonality.
2.5 Conclusions
We have assessed the seasonality in ocean surface eddy kinetic energy in the ocean com-
ponent of a global climate model. Although this model is not considered submesoscale-
resolving, our analysis clearly shows significant seasonal differences in both magnitudes and
spectral slopes of wavenumber power spectra of EKE, with a clear signature of seasonally
varying mixed-layer baroclinic instability as its primary driver. This is the central result of
our study.
In terms of the actual values of the spectral slopes, it was difficult to extract physi-
cal meanings and compare them to turbulent inertial range predictions because the subgrid
diffusion impacted the spectra over a wide range of wavenumbers. We therefore calcu-
lated the seasonal difference of spectral slopes at scales between 200 – 250km (4 ⇥ 10 3
– 5 ⇥ 10 3 cpkm), while for the smallest scales (below 30 km), we simply calculated the
seasonal difference in total energy and variance. Spring had the shallowest slopes and win-
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tertime had the highest energy at the smallest scales.
As mentioned in the introduction, there have been four major hypotheses proposed in
explaining seasonality in mesoscale turbulence: (i) variation in internal gravity waves due
to seasonality in re-stratification of the upper ocean (Rocha et al., 2016b); (ii) variation in
frontogenesis due to seasonality in lateral strain and convergence in the horizontal density
gradients (Mensa et al., 2013); (iii) variation in the interior baroclinic instability (BCI) due
to seasonality in the vertical shear of the full-depth background state (Qiu et al., 2014); and
(iv) variation in the mixed-layer BCI (MLI) due to seasonality in ML stratification, depth
and vertical shear in the mixed layer (Boccaletti et al., 2007; Qiu et al., 2014; Callies et al.,
2016). We have sought to figure out which of these mechanisms, if any, are active in the POP
simulation.
We found that the seasonality seen in the EKE field is consistent with observational
studies and the predictions of MLI, which can be approximated by the ML Eady model in
eddy-active regions (e.g.Callies and Ferrari, 2013;Callies et al., 2015). When theML depth
is deeper during wintertime, available potential energy for BCI increases. This energizes the
entire mixed layer and, subsequently, the submesoscale range through non-linear interactions
among scales in turbulence (Callies et al., 2015; Brannigan et al., 2015). Since the grid scale
of the POP simulation is on the same order of the length scale at which the growth rate of
MLI is largest, MLI is at least partially resolved in the POP simulation. Due to the inverse
cascade, energy is transported between scales from small to large (Arbic et al., 2013, 2014),
which is likely what is seen in the wavenumber spectra. Sasaki et al. (2014) and Qiu et al.
(2014) showed a time-lag in the energy to cascade upscale, and our results are consistent
with their finding; winter has the highest energy at the smallest scales, spring and autumn
spectra have the highest and lowest energy respectively in the range of 50-100km (10 2 –
5⇥ 10 2 cpkm) and summertime has the highest energy at the largest scales.
The POP simulation has the spatial resolution of 0.1  in latitude and longitude. Due to the
subgrid diffusion, however, the effective spatial resolution is much coarser. Consequently,
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we were very surprised to find evidence of a partially resolved seasonal cycle in MLI. Never-
theless, multiple lines of evidence support the hypothesis of MLI being the dominant cause
for seasonality of small-scale EKE in this simulation. There is no such evidence for the other
proposed mechanisms we considered (inertia-gravity waves, deep BCI or frontogenesis).
Although there have been numerous studies of MLI in idealized models (Boccaletti et al.,
2007; Fox-Kemper et al., 2008; Fox-Kemper and Ferrari, 2008; Brannigan et al., 2015; Cal-
lies et al., 2016) and specific regions (Qiu et al., 2014; Callies et al., 2015), this is the
first study describing a simulations which resolves the seasonal cycle of MLI on a global
scale. It is likely that the MLI in the POP model is severely damped and consequently un-
realistic in many respects. Nevertheless, the presence of clear seasonality signals at 30 km
(3.3⇥ 10 2 cpkm) and below in every ocean basin implies a robust mechanism for seasonal-
ity despite the limited resolution of the model. The implications of this seasonality for air-sea
interaction, ocean ecosystems, and eddy fluxes are important questions for future research.
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CHAPTER 3
SURFACE SEASONAL DYNAMICS IN THE SOUTHERN OCEAN
The material in this chapter has been submitted as: Uchida, T., Balwada, D., Aber-
nathey, R., McKinley, G., Smith, S., & Le´vy, M. (2019). The contribution of subme-
soscale over mesoscale eddy iron transport in the open Southern Ocean. Journal of
Advances in Modeling Earth Systems.
In chapter 2, we showed the robustness of mixed-layer instability on a global scale in
modulating the seasonality in surface mesoscale turbulence. One of the shortcomings of
it, however, was that the spatial resolution of 0.1  was barely mesoscale permitting at high
latitudes based on the criteria by Hallberg (2013). Here, we run our own submesoscale
permitting model configured to represent the zonal-mean view of the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current (ACC) and examine the seasonal mechanism further.
As observations and simulations resolve smaller and smaller scales, the role of the sub-
mesoscale in determining large-scale ocean stratification has become a topic of interest. Due
to the geostrophic inverse energy cascade (Kraichnan, 1967; Charney, 1971), models that
resolve submesoscales tend to have more energetic mesoscales than models with coarser res-
olution (Capet et al., 2008a,b,c). For instance, Le´vy et al. (2010) showed that resolving the
submesoscales in a basin-scale general circulation model (GCM) led to significant changes
in circulation and stratification compared to lower-resolution runs. A coarse-graining analy-
sis of the transports in their model revealed, however, that the impact of higher resolution on
tracer transport was mostly due to more energetic mesoscale and large-scale flow, rather than
the direct contribution of submesoscales (Le´vy et al., 2012b). In contrast, a recent study using
outputs from global submesoscale permitting general circulation model (GCM) argued that
the near-surface vertical heat flux associated with submesoscale turbulence could dominate
over the mesoscale on a global scale (Su et al., 2018). The field has evidently not reached a
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consensus on the relative contributions of the submesoscale vs. mesoscale tracer transport.
Using spectral analysis, we examine at what scales APE conversion is occurring and
the direction of EKE cascade; mesoscale turbulence by definition should be associated with
longer temporal and larger spatial scales than the submesoscale. We go one step further by
dynamically decomposing the eddy fluxes into their meso- and submeso-scale contributions
using the generalized Omega equation (Giordani and Planton, 2000) with the insight that
mesoscale turbulence is quasi-geostrophically balanced to first order while as submesocale
turbulence occurs at higher Rossby numbers (McWilliams, 2016; Le´vy et al., 2018).
We adopt the flat-bottom zonally re-entrant channel framework developed by Abernathey
et al. (2011) and use spatial resolution as the parameter to quantify the eddy effects; we run
five cases ranging from meso- to submeso-scale permitting resolutions: 20 km with and
without eddy parametrization, 5 km and 2 km resolution. Although the configuration is a
rather strong idealization, it has been successfully employed to investigate tracer transport in
the Southern Ocean (Abernathey et al., 2013; Abernathey and Ferreira, 2015). The idealiza-
tion also lets us keep the boundary conditions strictly identical amongst runs, allowing for a
self-contained comparison.
3.1 Physical setup
We use the hydrostatic configuration of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general
circulation model (MITgcm; Marshall et al., 1997). The channel domain (Lx = 1000 km ⇥
Ly = 2000 km ⇥ H = 2985 m) is flat bottom and zonally re-entrant on a  -plane centered
around 49S (f0 =  1.1 ⇥ 10 4 s 1,   = 1.4 ⇥ 10 11 m 1 s 1). The horizontal grids are
on a Cartesian coordinate and the runs with 20 km resolution have 40 vertical levels with
10 m near the surface, and the 5 km and 2 km runs have 76 vertical levels with 1 m near the
surface. Monthly varying sea-surface temperature (SST) relaxation and zonal wind stress
are applied at the surface; SST increases from 0 C to 8 C from south to north, and the zonal
cosine-squared-shaped wind stress takes its maximum amplitudes between 0.1-0.2 N m 2 at
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Table 3.1: Physical parameter values for each resolution. The piston velocity is defined as the top
grid cell height divided by the relaxation time scale. The parameters with (*) are only used for the
20 km run with MLI parametrization turned on Fox-Kemper et al. (2011). Further information on
other variables will be left to (Balwada et al., 2018, Supplementary Material Table 1).
Parameter Value Units
Horizontal resolution 20, 5, 2 km
Time step 1800, 150, 40 s
Spin up 200, 35 (from 20 km), 4.5 (from 5 km) years
SST relaxation piston velocity 1/3 m day 1
*Typical ML frontal width (Lf ) 2 km
*MLI efficiency (Ce) 0.07 –
*MLI time scale (⌧ ) 2⇥10 6 (5.8) s 1 (day)
*Maximum grid-scale (Lmax) 110 km
the center of the meridional extent and is tapered to zero at the northern and southern 50 km
extent of the domain. The exact formulation is given in Appendix A.1. The Leith-scheme
horizontal (Pearson et al., 2017) and vertical viscosity values of Ah = 2.15 m2 s 1 and
Av = 5.6614⇥ 10 4 m2 s 1 are used. We apply no-slip boundary conditions at the channel
walls and bottom with the latter having a quadratic drag, Cd = 2.1⇥ 10 3. Other parameter
values are given in Table 3.1.
We run five cases: 20, 5 and 2 km horizontal resolution with 20 km run having three
cases: i) without any eddy parametrization, ii) with mixed-layer instability (MLI) parametriza-
tion, iii) and with MLI and eddy tracer diffusivity (Redi, 1982) parametrization turned on
(MLI+R), which will be described in further detail below. The Redi diffusivity was chosen
as 200 m2 s 1 and MLI is a type of baroclinic instability that feeds off of reduced stratifi-
cation within the ML and is inherently submesoscale due to the depth scale associated with
it (Boccaletti et al., 2007). Considering the 20 km resolution is mesoscale eddy permitting,
we have the option to turn on eddy advection parametrization (GM; Gent and Mcwilliams,
1990) intended to replicate the eddy effect of adiabatically extracting available potential en-
ergy from the system due to otherwise resolved mesoscale baroclinic instability. The GM
parametrization at eddy permitting resolutions, however, results in being more effective in
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diffusing the eddy effect rather than replicating it (Hallberg, 2013); the isopycnals steep-
ened in our runs when turning on GM rather than them slumping. The intention of having
a configuration with Redi turned on but not GM is to replicate the eddy diffusion of tracers
without suppressing the dynamical effect of the eddies resolved at 20 km resolution, which
will be discussed further in chapter 6. The configuration between all five cases are identical
except for their spatial resolution with the parametrized 20 km runs tuned to have similar
wintertime MLD with the 2 km run.
The Rossby deformation radius (Rd) in all resolution runs at the center of the domain
is roughly 14 km year round due to negligible seasonal change in the interior stratification









where  corresponds to the Rossby deformation wavenumber and radius is the inverse wavenum-
ber (Rd =  1). ⇠(z) is the vertical mode associated with each wavenumber. Equa-
tion 3.1.0.1 is derived from the linearized quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity equation
around a state of rest and prescribing a plane-wave solution (Vallis, 2017, Sections 5.8.2, 9.4.3
in their book). We used the seasonal-zonal mean of stratification as the background state.
The spatial resolution of 2 km is roughly a decade smaller than Rd allowing for partially
resolved submesoscale dynamics (Le´vy et al., 2018); relative vorticity (⇣) reaches up to three
times the local Coriolis parameter indicated by the Rossby number (Ro = ⇣f where f is the
Coriolis parameter; Fig. 3.1d). Idealized models serve as a valuable tool to investigate the
physical drivers of seasonality in (sub)mesoscale turbulence (Qiu et al., 2014; Brannigan
et al., 2015). To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first idealized modelling study to
compare the MLI parametrization with submesoscale permitting simulations that cover the
temporal and spatial range allowing for eddy-eddy and eddy-mean flow interaction under
seasonal forcings, for which we show the results in section 3.2.
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3.2 Physical results
We start by showing a snapshot of the local Rossby number (Ro = ⇣/f where ⇣ is the rela-
tive vorticity and f the Coriolis parameter) in the top 300 m for the 2 km run in September 15
(February 15) as representative of austral winter (summer; Fig. 3.1). Well-formed mesoscale
eddies develop year round and it is clear that winter time has higher Ro values and finer fea-
tures than in summer with relative vorticity reaching up to three times the Coriolis parameter
(Fig. 3.1d). The skewness and seasonal difference of the probability density function (PDF)
of Ro increases with resolution; the 20 km shows very little seasonality with the winter and
summer PDFs overlying on top of each other.
The effect of seasonally resolving boundary conditions implemented as monthly varying
temperature relaxation and wind stress at the surface can be seen in SST and mixing-layer
depth1 (XLD) as daily-spatial means in Fig. 3.2. The resulting SST takes its maximum in
February and minimum in September (Fig. 3.2a) consistent with the seasonal cycle in the
ACC region of Biogeochemical Southern Ocean State Estimate (BSOSE; Verdy and Ma-
zloff , 2017) (not shown). The XLD is the depth over which isotropic mixing is active due
to surface wind stress and diabatic forcing and we define this highly variable depth as the
zonal 99 percentile of the daily-averaged K-profile parametrization (KPP; Large et al., 1994)
boundary layer. We argue that it is the XL and not mixed layer that is relevant for tracer sub-
duction/obduction as XL is the layer over which mixing is active (Balwada et al., 2018).
The XLD averaged over the meridional extent of Y 2 [600, 1400] km in order to avoid the
channel wall effects is the deepest during September and shallowest in January (Fig. 3.2b),
slightly out of phase with the seasonal cycle of SST during summer.
We see that as the spatial resolution increases, the XL becomes shallower, which is ex-
pected from mixed-layer instability (MLI; explained in further detail in the section below)
effectively restratifying the XL. We attribute the 20 km runs having shallower XLD than
1The depth was very similar to the mixed layer defined as the depth where temperature difference from the












Figure 3.1: Relative vorticity normalized by the local Coriolis parameter (Ro = ⇣f ) for the 2 km run
on September 15 a and February 15 b in the top 300 m. c The zonal-annual mean stratification from
the 2 km run plotted against depth and meridional distance. d Seasonal probability density function
of Ro for each resolution is shown in. Winter (July, August, September) is in black and summer
(January, February, March) in red.
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ab
Figure 3.2: The spatial average over the meridional extent of Y 2 [600, 1400] km of daily-averaged
SST from the 2 km run a. Note that the month axis starts from July, austral winter. b The spatial
mean of daily-averaged XLD for each run plotted.
the 2 and 5 km run over the summer (January, February, March; JFM) to the difference in
vertical resolution. Comparing the 20 km and 20 km MLI run, we see the parametrization
effectively restratifies the XL; the wintertime XLD maximum shoals roughly 100 m. The
SST for the two runs, however, are essentially identical with each other, implying that the
parallel increase in SST we see with resolution is due to the mesoscale restratification of the
interior rather than MLI.
3.2.1 Mixed-layer instability as the seasonal driver of eddies
It is common to quantify the temporal variability, seasonality in our case, by examining the
kinetic energy (KE) of the system (chapter 2 of this thesis; Sasaki et al., 2014; Callies et al.,
2015; Rocha et al., 2016b; Uchida et al., 2017). We remove the zero-th zonal wavenumber
component as the deviation in snapshot outputs every 15 days from the mean, viz. u0 = u u
where the overbar denotes the seasonal and zonal mean. The 15-day interval was chosen as
the time scale at which the autocorrelation of daily-averaged horizontal velocity anomaly
(u0) at the center of the domain crossed zero (not shown); we treat each spectrum as an indi-
vidual realization of the turbulence process in time and temporally average them to construct
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seasonal-mean spectra (|uˆ0|2 where (ˆ·) = R (·)eikx dx is the zonal Fourier transform). Since
our model is a re-entrant channel, all of our wavenumber spectra were taken in the zonal di-
rection without any tapering applied using the Python package xrft2 and then averaged over
the meridional extent of y 2 [600, 1400] km. As a reference to our zonal-mean view of the
Southern Ocean, the climatological zonal-wavenumber spectra of AVISO geostrophic KE3
is shown as well using daily-averaged velocity fields every 15 days. The zonal wavenumber
KE spectra (Fig. 3.3) shows three things: i) the mesoscales (O(100 km)) are energized for
higher resolution runs similar to Capet et al. (2008a, Fig. 6 in their paper), ii) wintertime
has higher KE at scales below 25 km, and iii) our runs at wavenumbers corresponding to
scales above O(100 km) have the same order of magnitude as AVISO observations in the
SO. Integrating the KE spectra from the 2 km run over scales below 25 km and plotting it
against XLD shows that their seasonality are in phase, i.e. high KE with deep XL and visa
versa (Fig. 3.3b).
Following Uchida et al. (chapter 2 in this thesis; 2017), we quantify the mechanism for
the surface KE seasonality through baroclinic instability and frontogenesis. Frontogenesis is
a process in which mesoscale stirring generates submesoscale filaments by bringing buoy-
ancy contrasts closer, setting up localized sources for instabilities (McWilliams, 2016) and
can be quantified by the frontogenesis function (Fs; eqn. 2.4.2.1) retaining the vertical ve-



























, which indicates whether
the flow field increases or decreases the buoyancy gradients (Hoskins, 1982; Capet et al.,
2008b; Brannigan et al., 2015). Fs was calculated using 15-daily snapshot outputs. Buoy-
ancy was defined using temperature only as we use a linear equation of state with no salinity
(b = ↵g✓).
Figure 3.4 shows a time-depth plot of baroclinic available potential energy (APE) conver-
sion rate (w0b0), frontogenesis function normalized by the magnitude of horizontal buoyancy
2The package is available at https://xrft.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
3The AVISO zonal-wavenumber spectra were taken at latitudes between 50-60S wrapping zonally around




Figure 3.3: Seasonal and meridional mean of the zonal wavenumber KE power spectra for the 2 km
(solid), 5 km (dashed) and non-parametrized 20 km run (dotted-dash), and climatology of AVISO
(dotted) a. The x axis at the top shows the wavelength each wavenumber corresponds to. Red (blue)
indicates winter (summer). The green lines show the ratio of austral winter over summer for the
2 km (solid), 5 km (dashed), and 20 km run (dotted-dash) and the grey shading shows scales below
25 km. b The time series of surface EKE at scales smaller than 25 km and XLD (blue dashed) depth
averaged over the top 100 m from the 2 km run. c Baroclinic energy conversion rate (black solid)
and frontogenesis function (red solid) depth averaged over the top 100 m, surface wind stress (green
dashed) and heat flux (blue dashed).
gradient (Fs/|rhb|), and the root-mean square of vertical velocity for the 5 and 2 km run
(we do not show the 20 km run as the amplitudes were orders of magnitude smaller). The
amplitude of each increase with resolution, which is expected from better resolved fronts
and mixed-layer instability (MLI; Boccaletti et al., 2007) with higher resolution. We see a
strong seasonality of w0b0, an indicator of MLI within the XL. In a spatial mean sense, w0b0
and Fs/|rhb| are both positive year round with the latter more surface intensified. This im-
plies that frontogenesis always acts to strengthen the buoyancy fronts on which MLI feeds
off converting APE to EKE. Frontogenesis acting to strengthen the fronts over the summer
when XL is shallow is consistent with the seasonal cycle of submesoscale turbulence found
by Brannigan et al. (2015) but we also find large positive values over the winter, which may
be due to different surface forcing conditions and eddy-mean flow interaction. The phasing
becomes clearer when we take the depth average over the top 100 m of w0b0 and Fs/|rhb|
with the two in phase with EKE (Fig. 3.3b,c). This is consistent with Uchida et al. (chap-
ter 2; 2017) who, using outputs from a ocean-atmosphere fully coupled GCM, showed that








Figure 3.4: Time-depth plot of baroclinic energy conversion rate (w0b0) averaged spatially over
y 2 [600, 1400] km (a,d). b,e Monthly climatology of the frontogenesis function normalized by
the horizontal buoyancy gradient in [s 3], and root-mean square of w [m d 1] (c,f). Each variable is
shown for the two resolution 5 and 2 km runs and XLD in black dotted lines.
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Based on the results in Fig. 3.3, we hypothesize that MLI acts as an energy source for the
inverse energy cascade of geostrophic turbulence to energize the mesoscales (O(100 km);
Charney, 1971; Arbic et al., 2013; Qiu et al., 2014; Barkan et al., 2015; Callies et al., 2016),
and forward cascade due to the numerical Leith scheme dissipation (Pearson et al., 2017).
We quantify this by taking the seasonal and meridional mean of the zonal wavenumber cross




R⇥uˆ · \(u ·rhu)⇤⇤ d (3.2.1.1)
where u is the 15-daily snapshot output of total horizontal velocity. The former allows us
to quantify the spatial scales at which APE conversion to KE due to baroclinic instability
is active and the latter the direction of KE cascade; in the framework of geostrophic turbu-
lence, we would expect KE to cascade upscale (⇧ < 0; Charney, 1971). As was noted earlier
for the zonal-wavenumber KE spectra, the zonal re-entrant configuration allows us circum-
vent introducing artificial wavenumber modes and spurious errors by tapering, which Aluie
et al. (2018) showed eloquently by comparing tapered spectral fluxes to their energetically
consistent coarse-graining method. In other words, our spectral flux is exact in the zonal
dimension.
The APE conversion rate in the surface 200 m takes its maxima at scalesO(30 km) for the
2-km run, which coincides with where seasonality in surface KE is apparent (Figs. 3.3a, 3.5a,b).
Associated with the surface maxima of APE conversion, there is a change in sign in the spec-
tral flux aroundO(30 km) particularly during winter at scales reaching into higher wavenum-
bers than in summer and the magnitude increases with resolution (Fig. 3.5e-h), consistent
with the findings by Capet et al. (2008c); Sasaki et al. (2014). The 5-km run has a much
lower APE conversion rate and consequently weaker KE cascade (Fig. 3.5c,d,g,h). This
confirms that MLI acts as an energy source for the inverse KE cascade (⇧ < 0) particularly
during winter with positive values of w0b0 (Fig. 3.5a,b) at scales around the Rossby deforma-
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tion radius, resulting in better agreement between AVISO and higher resolution runs in the
mesoscale range (Fig. 3.3a). The forward cascade (⇧ > 0) at the smallest scales are due to
the Leith-scheme viscosity (Bachman et al., 2017b). The large signal of inverse KE cascade
at scales above O(100 km) is likely coming from the deep mesoscale baroclinic instability
(Fig. 3.5a). In chapter 5, we argue that accurate representation of mesoscale dynamics is
crucial for modulating the eddy iron transport.
3.2.2 Decomposing the (sub)mesoscales using the Omega equation
With the advent of submesoscale permitting GCMs, the relative importance of submesoscale
heat flux over mesoscale has been an active topic of research; Su et al. (2018) argued that
on a global scale, submesoscale vertical heat flux could dominate. Although the zonal-
wavenumber cross spectra is already telling that vertical buoyancy flux associated with sub-
mesoscale turbulence is significant in our case as well (Fig. 3.5a,b), we can further dynam-
ically decompose the transport into its balanced and unbalanced components. Instead of
an ad-hoc temporal or spatial filter commonly applied to decompose the fluxes (chapter 2;
Uchida et al., 2017; Su et al., 2018), here we use the generalized Omega equation (Giordani
and Planton, 2000) to diagnose the vertical flow field in balance with forcing (Molemaker
et al., 2010).
The Omega equation is purely diagnostic in the sense that it includes no terms with a
time derivative and takes the form






+rh ·Q(u, b, ) (3.2.2.1)
where Q is a function of the instantaneous horizontal velocities, buoyancy and pressure for
which the exact form will be given in Appendix B. We define the inverted velocity from
eqn. 3.2.2.1 as the balanced motion (wb) and residual from the total vertical velocity as the
























Figure 3.5: Seasonal-meridional mean over y 2 [600, 1400] km of the zonal-wavenumber cross
spectra of vertical velocity and buoyancy (R[wˆ0bˆ0⇤(k)]) in variance preserving form for winter a and
summer b for the 2- and 5-km (c,d) run. The spatial scale corresponding to each wavenumber is
shown on the top x axes of each panel in [km]. e-h The spectral flux of total KE (⇧(k)) is shown in
the same manner. The black solid lines show the Rossby deformation wavenumber. The lower-right
panel is a zoomed-in figure of the KE cascade at scales below 100 km averaged over the top 100 m
with winter (summer) shown in blue (red).
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inversion at the depth of z =  211 m (Fig. 3.6). To first order, the Omega equation behaves
as a high-pass filter with physical insight, as we can see from Fig. 3.6a-c that wb captures
the large-scale features and wub the fronts with superposition of waves. It is no surprise that
the contribution of wub is large near the surface and bottom where MLI and other boundary
layer processes are active but wb captures most of the variance in the interior (Fig. 3.6d). As
a reference, we also show the root-mean square profile of vertical velocity inverted from the
quasi-geostrophic Omega equation (wqg; Hoskins et al., 1978). We see that including higher
order terms captures the variance of total vertical velocity to a better extent. By including
the effect of ageostrophic horizontal velocities, as opposed to solely geostrophic horizontal
velocities in the QG limit (Ro ⌧ O(1)), our results suggest that the generalized Omega





Figure 3.6: Snapshot of the total vertical velocity (w; a) on August 15, balanced (wb; b) and unbal-
anced (wub; c) at the depth of z =  211 m. d The vertical profile of the root-mean square of each
term along with an inversion using quasi-geostrophic approximation (wqg). The overbar (·) indicates
the spatial averaging.
In order to show the scale separation, it is useful to take the wavenumber power spectra
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of each component. From Fig. 3.5a,b, it is apparent that wintertime has higher submesoscale
activity so we will focus only on wintertime for the dynamical decomposition. Figure 3.7a-
c shows that the balanced motion has power at larger scales than the unbalanced motion
with the latter being surface intensified, which is reasonable as in our flat-bottom channel,
submesoscale turbulence is indeed surface intensified. The decomposition in power spectra





ub but the power spectra of each component is a good qualitative indicator
of the scale separation.







. The total vertical velocity (w) used here for the decom-
position is slightly different from w0 in Fig. 3.5a,b in that the seasonal-zonal mean was not
subtracted out as we use the total horizontal velocity, potential temperature and pressure
fields in inverting for wb (eqn. 3.2.2.1); Fig. 3.5a and 3.7d differ by the seasonal mean com-
ponent4. In other words, wub includes both the unbalanced and seasonal mean motion (i.e.
Ekman pumping) with the latter likely causing the negative values at depths below 400 m at
scales larger than O(100 km) in Fig. 3.7f counteracting the mesoscale eddies. The vertical
buoyancy flux associated with the unbalanced motion is more surface intensified than the
balanced, consistent with our understanding of MLI (Fig. 3.7d-f). 5. Looking at the vertical
profile of each component (Fig. 3.7g), there is a transition around z =  100 m from the
unbalanced motion to balanced motion being dominant in fluxing buoyancy.
3.3 Conclusions
By running a seasonally resolving model at submesoscale permitting resolution, our model,
configured to represent the zonal-mean view of Antarctic Circumpolar Current region, par-
4Due to the zonally re-entrant configuration, a temporal mean and zonal mean are statistically equivalent,
but the difference indicates that the seasonal mean in the one year of data we have has a zonal structure.
5The signal at the very surface at scales above O(100 km) in R[wˆubbˆ0] is likely due to the Monotone
Piecewise Cubic Interpolation scheme used to interpolate the w and b0 fields onto the same monotonic vertical





Figure 3.7: The zonal wavenumber power spectra of total vertical velocity (w; a), balanced (wb;
b) and unbalanced (wub; c) in variance preserving form. The spatial scales corresponding to the
wavenumbers are again shown on the top x axes in [km]. d-f Zonal wavenumber cross spectra of
vertical velocity and buoyancy (R[wˆbˆ0⇤]) in the same manner. The black solid lines show the Rossby
deformation wavenumber. g Profile of vertical buoyancy flux associated with each component.
tially resolves mixed-layer instabilities (MLI; Boccaletti et al., 2007) and generates well
formed mesoscale eddies and fronts (Fig. 3.1). The seasonality in available potential energy
conversion (APE) and frontogenesis within the XL are in phase with the seasonality in KE
implying that MLI feeds off of the buoyancy fronts generated by the latter (Fig. 3.4). The
agreement between surface kinetic energy (KE) in our model at scales larger thanO(100 km)
with KE estimates from satellite altimetry observations improves with higher spatial resolu-
tion as seen in the wavenumber power spectra (Fig. 3.3a), likely as a result of inverse energy
cascade due to better resolved MLI (Fig. 3.5; Capet et al., 2008a,b,c; Le´vy et al., 2012b;
Arbic et al., 2013).
In order to quantify the spatial scales at which APE conversion due to BCI was active, we
took the zonal wavenumber cross spectra of w and b. Figure 3.5a,b indicate that MLI is more
active during winter with deeper XLs. Considering that different dynamics can have similar
spatial and temporal scales, we further dynamically decomposed the eddy buoyancy flux into
its balanced and unbalanced component using the generalized Omega equation (Giordani
and Planton, 2000) with the insight that mesoscale turbulence is geostrophically balanced to
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first order (McWilliams, 2016; Le´vy et al., 2018). We show that the buoyancy flux due to the
unbalanced motion is surface intensified at the smallest scales (Fig. 3.7f) and dominates the
total vertical buoyancy flux in the top 100 m (Fig. 3.7g). Our results are complimentary to Su
et al. (2018) in which they argued for the significance of vertical submesoscale heat flux in
the upper 200 m. The converted APE is then cascaded upscale as KE shown by the negative
values in Fig. 3.7c,d having seasonality in phase with w0b0; ⇧ has a larger magnitude during
winter. Due to the Leith scheme viscous dissipation (Pearson et al., 2017), we also see a
forward cascade of KE at the smallest scales.
In the following chapters, we describe the impact of eddy iron transport on primary pro-
duction by coupling our submesoscale permitting model to a full biogeochemical model.
Before delving into our model results, however, we provide a characterization of the South-




THE SOUTHERN OCEAN ECOSYSTEM OBSERVED BY BIOGEOCHEMICAL
ARGO FLOATS
The material in this chapter has been submitted as: Uchida, T., Balwada, D., Aber-
nathey, R., Prend, C., Boss, E., & Gille, S. (2019). Southern Ocean Phytoplankton
Blooms Observed by Biogeochemical Floats. Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans.
Phytoplankton are the primary photosynthesizers that convert energy from the sun to
a form that is available to sustain marine life and are critical to the biological carbon pump
(Deppeler and Davidson, 2017). The biological carbon pump, which involves the production
of organic carbon via photosynthesis and export to depth, is argued to be responsible for
maintaining ⇠ 90% of the vertical dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) gradient (Sarmiento,
2013) and ⇠ 10% of the total carbon flux to the deep ocean (Siegenthaler and Sarmiento,
1993). While there is no evidence for global-scale changes in the biological carbon pump so
far (McKinley et al., 2017), its contribution to carbon sequestration may decline in a future
warming climate (Moore et al., 2013b; Osman et al., 2019). Consequently, phytoplankton
and biological activity are important contributors to both natural and anthropogenic carbon
sequestration via export production and maintaining the DIC gradient (Gruber et al., 2019).
The Southern Ocean, along with its importance in the overturning circulation (Marshall
and Speer, 2012), plays a central role in global biological production. Macro-nutrients are
upwelled in the Southern Ocean along with circumpolar deep water, but these nutrients are
not fully consumed due to iron limitation (Field et al., 1998; Moore et al., 2013a; Williams
and Follows, 2011). The underutilized macro-nutrients are circulated to the rest of the ocean
basins, following mode and intermediate waters, where they replenish the nutrient depleted
surface waters in other basins (Parekh et al., 2004; Dutkiewicz et al., 2005; Moore et al.,
2013b). While the outcropping of isopycnals in the Southern Ocean makes it a globally
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important region for physical carbon exchange with the deep ocean (Le´vy et al., 2013), the
importance of Southern Ocean carbon export via sinking and subduction of organic carbon is
less certain – estimates range from 8-40% of the global export production (Schlitzer, 2002;
Siegel et al., 2014; Stukel and Ducklow, 2017). Therefore, a better understanding of the
annual cycles of Southern Ocean phytoplankton, which are at the base of marine food webs,
can help in better constraining global biological production and local export production.
Estimates based on remotely sensed chlorophyll concentration have been one of the pri-
mary ways to glean insight into the basin-wide magnitude and temporal variability of these
blooms (e.g. Moore and Abbott, 2000; Thomalla et al., 2011; Salle´e et al., 2015; Ardyna
et al., 2017; Prend et al., submitted). These studies have revealed strong spatial and tempo-
ral variability in chlorophyll concentrations. The peak of surface chlorophyll concentrations
in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) region tends to be during December and Jan-
uary, coinciding with the periods when the surface ocean is warming and mixed layers are
shoaling. Photosynthetically available radiation (PAR), nutrient and temperature conditions
all play a role in regulating the productivity. Primary production estimates based on satellite
observations of PAR, temperature, chlorophyll and/or optical backscatter range from 10-200
g C m 2 yr 1 in the open Southern Ocean (Arrigo et al., 2008;Westberry et al., 2008; Silsbe
et al., 2016). While these estimates have greatly enhanced our understanding in South-
ern Ocean biomass, they are limited as satellites only observe the surface concentrations.
Behrenfeld (2010) has shown that only knowing the surface concentrations is not sufficient
to understand phytoplankton bloom phenology, as periods with deep mixed layers can have
active growth that is not easily captured in the surface concentration signal. To circumvent
this issue, some recent studies have calculated phytoplankton biomass in the surface ocean
by assuming that phytoplankton are vertically homogeneous in the mixed layer (e.g. Salle´e
et al., 2015). Carranza et al. (2018) recently showed, however, that the biogeochemistry
within the mixed-layer can restratify fairly quickly on the order of 3-4 days, resulting in
vertical in-homogeneity of phytoplankton within the mixed layer.
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In this chapter, we assess the seasonal cycle of phytoplankton variability in the South-
ern Ocean by taking advantage of the biogeochemical (BGC) Argo floats deployed by the
Southern Ocean Carbon and Climate Observations and Modeling (SOCCOM) and Southern
Ocean and Climate Field Studies with Innovative Tools (SOCLIM) projects. The main focus
of our work is to quantify the annual cycles of phytoplankton blooms, and to understand the
dynamics of these annual cycles. BGC Argo floats have already started to provide a wealth
of insight into the biogeochemistry at work in the Southern Ocean (e.g. Bushinsky et al.,
2017; Briggs et al., 2018; Gray et al., 2018; Carranza et al., 2018). Johnson et al. (2017)
reported the annual net community production (ANCP), which approximately balances the
annual carbon export production, using the nitrate sensors from the floats. Their study is
complementary to our work, as they report on the export of total organic carbon from the
surface to interior, while we report on the growth and decay of the phytoplankton them-
selves. BGC Argo floats and gliders equipped with similar sensors have also been used in
investigating bloom dynamics in the North Atlantic (Boss and Behrenfeld, 2010; Erickson
and Thompson, 2018; Mignot et al., 2016, 2018) and Southern Ocean (Swart et al., 2015;
Ardyna et al., 2019).
This is the first study, to our knowledge, to use the in-situ BGC-Argo float data in the
Southern Ocean to characterize bloom phenologies. The main result of this chapter are zon-
ally averaged monthly climatologies of phytoplankton biomass and accumulation rates for
the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Ocean sectors of the Southern Ocean. These climatologies
show that, while the biomass peaks in spring/summer, accumulation generally starts signifi-
cantly earlier - during the phase when mixed layers are still deepening. We also analyze the
variability of bloom timings and growth rates in different regions, presenting them in context
of theoretical ideas about phytoplankton blooms in the Southern Ocean.
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4.1 Theory of Phytoplankton Dynamics
Phytoplankton biomass is usually modeled as a concentration field that evolves according to
the advection-diffusion equation, along with sources and sinks driven by cell division and
loss by mortality and grazing respectively. This is written as,
@P
@t
+r · (vP ) = (µ  l)P +r · rP + ws@P
@z
, (4.1.0.1)
where v is the 3D velocity field, r· is the 3D divergence,  is the small-scale turbulent
diffusivity, and ws is the sinking velocity. µ(x, y, z, t) is the phytoplankton division rate,
which is a balance between photosynthesis and respiration, and generally depends on nutrient
availability, light and temperature. l(x, y, z, t) is the loss rate due to biological processes;
mortality and grazing.
It is common to average this equation appropriately and impose assumptions, such that
the averaged equation describe the evolution of bulk phytoplankton biomass and can be used
to understand the observed patterns (e.g. Behrenfeld, 2010; Mignot et al., 2016, 2018). The
horizontal averaging is formally done spatially over length scales of a few eddies and tem-
porally over a few eddy turn over times (⇠seasonal time scales), and it is assumed that hori-
zontal flux divergence on the left had side is small. This assumption is a pragmatic one, and
partially supported by the observation that the seasonally evolving biogeochemical patterns
show spatial coherence over large areas (Moore and Abbott, 2000; Mazloff et al., 2018). It
is also common to consider the evolution of vertically integrated biomass, rather than trying
to describe the evolution of the vertical profile. This vertical integration is considered over
a region where phytoplankton can reproduce, and referred to as the productive layer. Note
that the productive layer can be deeper than the euphotic layer, if mixing is vigorous enough
to ensure that phytoplankton spend sufficient time in the euphotic layer to survive. We show
our definition of the productive layer in Section 4.2. The horizontally averaged and vertically
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where the brackets indicate vertical integral over the depth of the productive layer (h·i =R 0
 H(·) dz). Note that the variables now represent horizontal and temporally averaged/smoothed
variables. Here, w⇤ is composed of time and space averaged vertical velocities, eddy driven
mean vertical velocities (Gent and Mcwilliams, 1990; Fox-Kemper et al., 2008), and sinking
of phytoplankton (Williams and Follows, 2011). The vertical diffusivity (v) is a result of tur-
bulence driven by winds, shear, and buoyancy driven convection that is active in maintaining
the mixed layer, and also the vertical projection of along isopycnal stirring by submesoscale
and mesoscale eddies (Redi, 1982; Balwada et al., 2018). The last two terms in equation
4.1.0.2 are evaluated at the base of the productive layer ( H), and act as sinks on the bulk
biomass because there is no signficant phytoplankton concentrations below the productive
layer.
The vertical integral of biomass change on the left hand side of eqn. 4.1.0.2 can be for-








@t   P ( H)@H@t
i
, where H is the
depth of the productive layer, and not the mixed layer as commonly considered. The first
term on the right had side represents the change in bulk biomass, and the second term be-
comes negligible at the base of productive layer, i.e. P ( H) ⇡ 0. In the same manner, the
third term on the right-hand side of eqn. 4.1.0.2 becomes negligible at the productive layer
base. The above discussion leaves us with an equation for the accumulation rate,
rp ⇡ 1hP i
@ hP i
@t
= µp   lp, (4.1.0.3)
as a balance between bulk primary production (µp = hµP i/hP i) and bulk losses (lp =
(hlP i + v @P@z
  
z= H)/hP i) (Behrenfeld and Boss, 2018). In this study we will estimate the
bulk biomass (hP i) and accumulation rate (rp) using observations, and the above presentation
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will help us in identifying potential mechanisms that may be driving and setting the observed
patterns for these variables.
4.2 Data and Methods
In this study we use profiling Argo floats that were deployed as part of the Southern Ocean
Carbon and Climate Observations and Modeling (SOCCOM), and Southern Ocean AND
Climate Field Studies with Innovative Tools (SOCLIM) projects. The SOCCOM floats were
APEX and BGC-Navis (Johnson et al., 2017; Riser et al., 2018), while the SOCLIM floats
were PROVBIO-2 and PROVAL (Leymarie et al., 2018). All floats were equipped with CTD
and bio-optic sensors, which measured temperature, salinity, pressure, nitrate, dissolved oxy-
gen, chlorophyll fluorescence and optical backscatter coefficient. Additionally, the SOCLIM
floats measured incoming photosynthetically available radiation (PAR). Figure 4.1 shows a
summary of the raw data used in this study, which are composed of 152 (144 SOCCOM,
8 SOCLIM) BGC-Argo float data from April 2014 to May 2019 were used, but a signif-
icant boost in sampling happened in October 2016 with the start of the SOCLIM project
(Fig. 4.1a). Most of the sampling is around the ACC region, with less sampling in the gyres
to the north and Weddell Sea to the south. There is also minor zonal asymmetry in sampling,
with less sampling in the Atlantic sector relative to the Indian and Pacific sectors–part of
the reason for enhanced sampling in the Indian sector is the SOCLIM experiment, which
deployed most of its floats around the Kerguelen Islands.
We only used the quality controlled data here; this included data points that had been
flagged as good or had been corrected by inspection (as indicated by quality flags–1, 2, 5 and 8
(Carval et al., 2014, https://archimer.ifremer.fr/doc/00187/29825/40575.
pdf)). In-situ temperature and salinity measurements were used to calculate the poten-
tial density and stratification (N2) using the Python implementation of the Thermodynamic
Equation of Seawater 2010 (TEOS-10;McDougall and Barker, 2011, https://teos-10.























Figure 4.1: Data availability of the entire SOCCOM and SOCLIM data set. a Time series of the
number of hCpi data points at any given month of the year with north of the Subantarctic Front (SAF)
in yellow, between SAF and the Polar Front (PF) in green, and south of PF in brown. The SOCLIM
float data started from October 2016, resulting in a large increase in total data availability. b The
geographical location and month of all datapoints of vertically integrated Cp and the climatological
position of the fronts were taken from Orsi et al. (1995). The black shading shows the bathymetry,
and string plot in white in the Pacific sector extending through the Drake Passage is what we choose
as a representative float along the PF. c The cumulative number of profiles over the whole data set
aggregated over 10  lat-lon boxes.
old criteria: the depth at which the density is greater by 0.03 kg m 3 relative to 10 dbar
(de Boyer Monte´gut et al., 2004; Carranza et al., 2018). Figures C.3-C.5 shows that this
criteria picks up nicely the sharp vertical gradient in stratification.
For the biogeochemical properties of chlorophyll and backscatter, additional process-
ing was required. We take the chlorophyll concentrations corrected for nonphotochemical
quenching and optical backscatter measured at 700 nm. We subtracted out the median of
all measurements per float below 600 dbar and then applied a five point median filter in the
vertical to remove the spikes from each float. Similar methods have been used previously
by Carranza et al. (2018); Mignot et al. (2018); Erickson and Thompson (2018). The re-
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moval of the deep median assumes that non-zero values at depth are generally a result of an
instrument bias rather than true phytoplankton related signal. The despiking removes mea-
surement noise or potential signal due to aggregates. In order to incorporate the known bias
between measurements by Argo floats and shiptrack high-performance liquid chromatog-
raphy (HPLC), we first doubled the chlorophyll concentrations to account for the global
factor of 2 (Roesler et al., 2017) and then adjusted them based on an empirical fit for each
dataset: ChlHPLC ⇡ 0.21 ⇥ Chl0.714SOCCOM (Johnson et al., 2017; Hae¨ntjens et al., 2017) and
ChlHPLC ⇡ ChlSOCLIM/3.46 (Roesler et al., 2017, Table 1 in their paper). Hereon, we drop
the subscript (·)HPLC, i.e. Chl = ChlHPLC.
The processed backscatter coefficient was used to estimate the phytoplankton carbon
biomass using an empirical relationship from Graff et al. (2015). This process required first





Then the estimated 470nm backscatter was converted to phytoplankton carbon biomass using
the linear relationship: Cp = 12128 bp + 0.59, which was derived from comparison between
simultaneous measurements of in-situ phytoplankton and backscatter calibrated for phyto-
plankton carbon biomass using ship-track observations with a 95 percentile uncertainty of
9.2 mg Cm 3 (Graff et al., 2015). This empirical fit is based on data from cruises in the North
and South Atlantic, and Western Pacific Ocean, and has been applied to estimate net primary
production (NPP) globally (Silsbe et al., 2016) and Cp in the Southern Ocean (Hae¨ntjens
et al., 2017). While this empirical relationship is not perfect, it is consistent with Behrenfeld
et al. (2005) in which NPP was first derived based on bp. Some confidence in the validity of
the fit can also be gained as a separate study sampling a North Atlantic bloom (Cetinic´ et al.,
2012) obtained very similar empirical coefficients for particulate organic carbon, which were
then used by Mignot et al. (2018) to estimate Cp.
As different floats had different temporal and vertical sampling frequencies, we inter-
polated the data for each float onto uniform temporal grids with time steps equal to the
minimum temporal sampling rate, and a stretched pressure grid between 4-1000 dbar with
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resolution of 4 dbar near the surface and 10 dbar towards the bottom. The interpolation was
done in Python using a piecewise cubic hermite interpolating polynomial (pchip) scheme. In
order to avoid including non-phytoplankton particulate organic matter into our calculation,
we choose a cut-off Chl per float as the 90 percentile of concentrations below 200 dbar, viz.
we mask out Cp and Chl below this concentration. The bulk biomass (hCpi) is then defined
by vertically integrating the masked Cp over the whole water column. The depth of 200 dbar
was chosen as the depth constantly below the one percentile of photosynthetically available
radiation (hPAR; Figs. 4.3, C.1) estimated from the empirical relation provided byMorel et al.
(2007, eqn. 10 in their paper and surface Chl was estimated as the average of top 50 dbar.).
The bulk biomass (hCpi) was insensitive to this depth scale (200 dbar) and percentile value
(90%) chosen for masking out backscatter below the productive layer; our algorithm was
able to capture phytoplankton within the mixed layer year round and the difference in the
parameter choice only affected at which depth backscatter was masked out below the mixed
layer where values were already small (Figs. 4.3, C.3-C.5). We show the robustness of our
algorithm in Fig. 4.2 by changing the parameters. Figure 4.2 shows the spread of vertically
integrated biomass hCpi over the whole dataset; the medians are similar in all cases taking
lower values than the case with no masking. The last two cases were where we masked out
grids that had Chl concentrations lower than 0.01 or 0.02 mg Chl m 3. The values were
chosen by eye inspection from the vertical profiles of Chl.
The floats are quasi-Lagrangian and advected with the flow at 1000m. Thus changes in
the time series of phytoplankton observed by an individual float can potentially be a result of
a float crossing through a region of distinct productivity, or a patch of distinct productivity
at the surface being advected relative to the flow at 1000m. However, we believe that av-
eraging over large regions, as done in Section 4.3, and performing a temporal smoothing to
extract only the slowly varying seasonal signal allows us to capture the broad regional scale
seasonal signals of phytoplankton evolution, which are of interest in this work. This notion
is supported by previous studies that observed broad regions over which similar seasonal
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Figure 4.2: Box plot of hCpi over the whole dataset using different metrics for masking. The
median is shown as the black solid line, interquartile ranges as boxes, and the 95 percentile
in whiskers.
cycles manifest (Thomalla et al., 2011; Ardyna et al., 2017). The precise impact and the
biases introduced by the quasi-Lagrangian sampling strategy with a coarse temporal reso-
lution (⇠10 days) on quantifying synoptic evolution, which is not the focus here, and can
be addressed in the future using Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) based
studies.
While considering potential mechanisms that describe the observed patterns we use the
surface heat flux and surface wind stress from the Biological Southern Ocean State Estimate
reanalysis (BSOSE; Verdy and Mazloff , 2017), and AVISO based surface geostrophic eddy
kinetic energy (EKE; https://www.aviso.altimetry.fr).
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Biomass Cycles from Individual Floats
The Southern Ocean is known to have a wide variety of distinct cycles of biomass growth and
decay, as observed by satellites (Salle´e et al., 2015; Ardyna et al., 2017). These cycles are
generally associated with the circulation, mixed layer properties and external iron sources in
the region, which control the nutrient and light availability. Here we show three qualitatively
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different cycles observed by three individual SOCCOM floats with prior insight that the sea-
sonal sea ice (SIZ), Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), and subtropical zones (STZ) have
distinct bloom phenologies (Arrigo et al., 2008; Salle´e et al., 2015). The mean locations are
indicated in Fig. 4.1b. We will use the terminology onset, climax and apex to characterize the
bloom cycle hereon (Behrenfeld, 2010). Each phase is defined using the vertically integrated
biomass (hCpi) as i) onset: hCpi minimum and rp = 0, ii) climax: rp maximum, and iii)
apex: hCpi maximum and rp = 0, where rp was calculated from eqn. 4.1.0.3 by substituting
P with Cp (Llort et al., 2015; Salle´e et al., 2015; Behrenfeld and Boss, 2018; Mignot et al.,
2018). The definition of each phase in a bloom is rather generic to any seasonal time series
of phytoplankton.
The first float (float ID: 5904184) is located south of the climatological Polar Front (PF)
in the Ross Sea, which is a region covered by sea ice and has limited PAR during austral win-
ter (Fig. 4.3a). This particular float happened to be under ice from around July to November,
as indicated by the missing data in the top 10 dbar for this period when the float’s ice de-
tection algorithm did not allow it to surface. During the period of ice coverage, both the
phytoplankton biomass concentration (Cp) and bulk phytoplankton biomass (hCpi) become
negligibly small. The melting of sea ice at the end of November, which allows light to enter
the water column and presumably also supplies iron, is coincident with a massive growth in
phytoplankton with rp ⇡ 0.07 day 1 at its climax (Fig. 4.3d). It should be noted that this
also happens at the time when the mixed layer is at its shallowest, and phytoplankton spend
all their time in the euphotic layer. Surface biomass concentration (Csurfp ) is consequently
tightly coupled with hCpi throughout the bloom cycle. However, this growth is short lived,
approximately 1-2 months, and the bloom starts to decay by the end of January.
The second float (float ID: 5904683) is located downstream of the Kerguelan Plateau and
drifts along the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC; Fig. 4.3b). This is a region of vig-
orous eddy activity, and the presence of the Kerguelan Islands and hydrothermal vents can
act as a source of lithogenic/benthic iron here (Gille et al., 2014; Swart et al., 2015; Ardyna
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et al., 2019). This float happened to see a short lived period of growth in July, but the onset
to apex is in August till the end of December with positive values of rp. Considering that
the onset is before the wintertime mixed-layer depth maximum, it is likely that increase in
phytoplankton is due to the decoupling of grazing pressure (Behrenfeld, 2010). The climax
(rp ⇡ 0.02 day 1) is during a period when the mixed layer is deepening, while the maximum
in surface concentrations and bulk biomass are seen when the mixed layers are their shal-
lowest (Fig. 4.3e). During the period when the mixed layers are shallow, between December
and February, instances of phytoplankton biomass existing below the mixed layer depth are
also observed.
The last float (float ID: 5904395) considered in this section is located in the quiescent
Pacific STZ (Fig. 4.3c). This is a region where light is plentiful year round, but macronutri-
ents are limited due to the presence of a strong thermocline (Carranza and Gille, 2015). The
deepest observed mixed layers (⇠ 100 m) are not significantly different from the expected
depth of the euphotic layers. This float experiences slow growth (rp < 0.01 day 1) onsetting
in July and extending all the way till February, along with short periods of decay during this
period during November and January (Fig. 4.3f). This bloom cycle is quite different from the
two discussed above, as there is no single dominant apex but instead broad period when bulk
biomass fluctuates at values slightly greater than the annual background with the majority
of phytoplankton existing below the mixed layer during austral summer (October-February).
Carranza and Gille (2015) showed that transient mixed layer deepening associated with
high frequency winds can supply nutrients that alleviate the nutrient limitation in subtropical
latitudes, driving episodic increases in productivity.
It should be noted that only the under-ice float observes periods where the bulk biomass
becomes negligibly small during onset, while the other two floats observe regions where
there is a non-negligible level of background bulk biomass year round using backscatter as a
proxy. It is possible that non-phytoplankton sources can produce non-zero backscatter signal












Figure 4.3: Time series of de-spiked and interpolated Cp masked out based on the Chl cut off (a-c)
plotted against pressure for the floats shown in Fig. 4.1b. Float 4184 is in theWeddell Gyre, float 4683
downstream of the Kerguelen Plateau along the Subantarctic Front, and float 4395 in the subtropical
gyre in the Pacific. The full time series of each float is given in the Supporting Information. The
black solid (dashed) lines show hML (hPAR). d-f Time series of the vertically integrated carbon hCpi,
surface carbon concentration multiplied by hML and accumulation rates. The vertical black dotted
lines are always in the order of onset, climax and apex.
chlorophyll reduces this possibility. We believe that, while this issue with using backscatter
as a proxy may influence the estimates of phytoplankton concentration and bulk phytoplank-
ton biomass, it should not impact the patterns of observed temporal variability, which is the
focus of this study.
4.3.2 Temporal and Spatial Variability in Bloom Phenology
In the above section we showed that the bloom cycles can be described by the timing of
the three phases: onset, climax and apex. While synoptic variability can complicate the
exact definition of each phase, they are useful to qualitatively distinguish blooms. Here,
we present the median and distribution of the different bloom phase timings and strength
of the bloom itself to draw basin-wide characterizations. While it is common to separate
biogeochemical zones based on the ACC frontal positions (Salle´e et al., 2015; Gray et al.,
2018), here we simply chose zones based on latitudinal bands: north of 45S (n45), between
45-60S, and south of 60S (s60). This is appropriate for our purposes because we consider the
three sectors of the Southern Ocean: Atlantic (70E-20W), Indian (20W-180W), and Pacific
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(180E-70E) separately, and the mean frontal locations in each individual sector are quasi-
zonal. In order to avoid detecting erroneous minima and maxima in hCpi and rp due to some
time series starting or ending mid year, we require each yearly time series to start before July
and end after October when detecting the onset, start before August and end after November
for climax, and start before October and end after December for apex. The five-year long
data set, starting on April 7, 2014 and ending on May 11, 2019, yielded a total of 226 onset,
222 climax and 229 apex events (Fig. C.11).
Figure 4.4 shows the box plots of the timing of each bloom phase and deepest mixed
layer for different latitudinal bands and sectors. The median onset timing shifts from around
June-July in the northern most latitudinal range (n45) to August-September in the southern
most latitudinal range (s60). Correspondingly the median apex timing shifts from October-
December in n45 to January-February in s60, with the climax lying in the middle. The large
range (3-6 months), in the timing of the different phases is a probably a combined result of
spatial and internannual variability. The range of the onset timing is generally a bit smaller
than the range of climax or apex timing, suggesting that blooms have a relatively well defined
onset timing. The shift in onset time to later in the year further south, and its narrow range,
confirms that the well-defined annual cycle of insolation, influencing both light availability
and mixed-layer depth, is the primary control on initiating the bloom.
The timing of mixed-layer depth maxima relative to the onset date shows that in the
latitude bands north of 60S, the bloom initiates while the mixed layer is still deepening,
while the climax happens after the mixed layer has started to shoal; the blooms onset in
winter/autumn and ramp up in production in the spring. The blooms to the south of 60S,
however, most of which are in SIZ, have a different phenology. Here the blooms onset
generally after the timing of the deepest mixed layer when the mixed layers have started to
the shoal. This is likely because the mixed layer starts to shoal as the sea ice melts, and
before then, the ice cover and long polar nights cause the surface ocean to be severely light
limited. The time lag between each phase in s60 is also shorter relative to the northern
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Figure 4.4: Box plot of the month each spring bloom phase (onset, climax and apex) and mixed-
layer depth maxima takes place for the latitudinal band north of 45S (n45) a, 45-60S b and south of
60S (s60) c. Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific sectors are shown in orange, blue and green respectively.
The solid line within the box shows the median, boxes the interquartile range, and whiskers the 95
percentile. The circle points are the outliers. The top x axes show the number of data that go into
generating the box plots.
We now move onto the spatial variability in bloom phenology that is observed in the
accumulation rates and strength of the spring blooms. We define two metrics: the rate of
increase in biomass at i) the bloom climax (rclimaxp ) and ii) between the onset and apex, i.e.
rao (=
  ln [hCpi]
 t ) where the difference is taken between the two phases. The former indi-
cates the rate at which biomass increases most rapidly per bloom, and latter the normalized
amplitude of the entire bloom cycle, i.e. the bloom strength.
The two rates (rclimaxp and rao) are plotted against geographical locations in Fig. 4.5. rclimaxp
is larger than rao, as should be expected because the latter assumes an exponential growth
over the entire bloom cycle, and both rates have higher magnitudes in the south compared to
the north, particularly to the south PF in the SIZ (Fig. 4.5). There is also some suggestion of
elevated production in regions where the ACC interacts with topography, such as the Drake
Passage, Kerguelan Plateau, Pacific Antarctic ridge, consistent with the findings by (Prend
et al., submitted; Ardyna et al., 2019). It would, however, require better data coverage to
confirm the zonal variations in production rates that might be present in each sector.
We also plot the mean rates of Ekman pumping calculated from BSOSE outputs of wind
stress (wE = 1⇢0f zˆ ·r⇥ ⌧ ), and eddy kinetic energy (EKE) observed from AVISO SSH fields
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in Fig. 4.5. The Ekman pumping shows the canonical signal, with downwelling (wE < 0;
blue) in the gyres to the north of the ACC and upwelling (wE > 0; red) in the ACC and south
of it. The EKE is highest in the ACC, particularly over regions where the ACC interacts with
topography (Wilkin and Morrow, 1994). There is a nice correspondence between rclimaxp , rao
and Ekman pumping; both show lower rates in regions of Ekman downwelling and elevated
rates in regions of Ekman upwelling (Figs. 4.5, C.12). This correspondence in part might
be resulting from the Ekman upwelling directly bringing nutrients into the euphotic layers,
but this is likely a small contribution due to upwelling rates being extremely slow (Tagliabue
et al., 2014). The more dominant way the Ekman forcing modulates phytoplankton produc-
tion is likely by setting the background stratification and nutricline, and allowing for nutrient
transport along isopycnal transport pathways (Naveira Garabato et al., 2017). This along-
isopycnal nutrient transport can result from strong mesoscale and submesoscale stirring, and
would support blooms in regions of high EKE (Rosso et al., 2014, 2016; Balwada et al.,
2018).
To the north of the ACC, Ekman downwelling likely results in a deep nutricline and
nutrient limitation year round, leading to low values of rclimaxp and rao. Elevated rates of
production in the ACC, where isopycnals outcrop, might be suggestive of (sub)mesoscale
nutrient supply at work. However, it is hard to exactly disentangle the eddy driven transport
of deep water to the surface from from the localized aeolian and benthic sources of iron in
the ACC. It is possible that the two mechanisms interact, with the benthic sources releasing
nutrients into deep waters near topography, which are then brought to the surface via strong
along isopycnal eddy stirring (Ardyna et al., 2019). Johnson et al. (2017) showed that the
annual net community production (ANCP) was highest in the ACC region where the mixed
layers were the deepest. One might expect light limitation driven by deep mixing to produce
the lowest ANCP rates in this region, but it is appears that the dissolved iron supplied by high
rates of mixing and stirring act to reduce the chronic iron limitation in the open Southern
Ocean (Fig. 4.6). The very high rates to the south of the Polar Front are likely associated
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with the iron fertilization via sea ice melt (Boyd and Ellwood, 2010; Boyd et al., 2012;





















Figure 4.5: aAccumulation rate at the climax of each bloom (rclimaxp ), and rate of vertically integrated
biomass increase from onset to apex of each bloom (rao) b plotted against geographical location. The
red (blue) shadings show the annual mean of Ekman suction (pumping) using the wind stress curl
from BSOSE after a Gaussian spatial filter with 3  radius was applied, and black contours show the
climatology of surface EKE in [m2 s 2] over the years of 1997-2017. Values below 0.009 m2 s 2 are
masked out.
4.3.3 Zonally Averaged Atlantic, Indian & Pacific Sector Climatologies
The previous sections discussed different bloom phases observed by individual floats and
the statistics of their timings. In this section we provide an Eulerian view by averaging
the bulk phytoplankton biomass and growth rates in zonal sectors: the Atlantic (70E-20W),
Indian (20W-180W), and Pacific (180E-70E) sectors of the Southern Ocean. The choice to
average zonally, while maintaining a distinction between the two sectors, is in part motivated
by the sparse spatial coverage of the data set and also in part by satellite based chlorophyll
measurements showing lower chlorophyll concentrations in the Pacific sector relative to the
other sectors (Thomalla et al., 2011; Ardyna et al., 2017). The climatological Hovmo¨ller
diagrams (Fig. 4.6) were generated in the following steps: i) we collapse the zonally scattered
data of hCpi and rp in each sector onto a semimonthly-latitude axis, ii) for every latitudinal
and temporal point of the raw profiles, we perform an average over all the data points in the
zonal direction by weighting the data points with a Gaussian kernel of width 1.6  in latitude
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and 0.43 months (Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing; LOWESS). Due to hCpi taking a
log-normal distribution, we apply the Gaussian kernel to ln hCpi and then take the exponent
of the filtered data.
The climatology of bulk vertically integrated biomass (hCpi) shows a clear seasonal cy-
cle, with one major bloom per year, and the timing of apex shifts later in the year further
south (Fig. 4.6a,d). The values of hCpi > 2 g C m 2 are mostly confined in the bracket of
positive surface heat flux (H) over austral summer shown in red contours. Due to shorter
summers, indicated by the PAR shown in black contours, blooms are more focused to fewer
months to the south while as northern blooms are more diffused consistent with the spread in
timing shown in Fig. 4.4. The Indian and Atlantic sectors have overall more biomass than the
Pacific, likely due to more aeolian and bathymetric iron sources (Boyd and Ellwood, 2010;
Swart et al., 2015).
In conjunction with biomass, the accumulation rates (rp) are also evaluated in the same
manner (Fig. 4.6b,e,h). Taylor and Ferrari (2010, 2011) found evidence that generally ac-
cumulation starts (rp > 0), about 2-3 months before the heat flux changes from cooling to
warming. The zonally average mixed layer depth maxima (not shown) occurred around or
slightly before the heat flux switched sign, but substantially after the accumulation started. A
reason for looking at the change in sign of heat flux is that weakening of surface heat fluxes
can drastically reduce the depth of the layer over which mixing is active, and lead to growth
by constraining phytoplankton near the surface. This signal in increased accumulation can
be seen before the mixed layer starts to restratify, as the time scales of biological growth
are shorter than those of restratification – O(3-5 days) (Carranza et al., 2018). We do not
anticipate to see this subtle difference because our data has been smoothed on signficantly
longer time scales, but we rather use the sign change in heat flux simply as an indicator of
the time when mixed layer start to shoal rapidly. The result of accumulation starting during
the mixed layer deepening phase is in consensus with the timing plots in the previous sec-
tion, where onset happens before the deepest mixed layers are observed. This observation is
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in agreement with the dilution-recoupling hypothesis of Behrenfeld (2010), which suggests
that a deepening mixed layer reduces the phytoplankton and zooplankton concentrations and
thus grazing pressure. These reduced grazing rates result in bulk phytoplankton increase,
while the concentration of phytoplankton might be very low and even decreasing. The peak
accumulation rates are often observed closer to the time when the heat flux changes sign,
particularly around 50-60S, indicating a possible acceleration in growth rates as the mixed
layers start to shoal (Mignot et al., 2018).
Figure 4.6c,f,i show the climatological zonal mean of Ekman pumping and surface eddy
kinetic energy (EKE) in each sector plotted against latitude. Consistent with the strength
of the blooms (Fig. 4.5), the seasonal amplitude of hCpi is generally low at latitudes where
Ekman pumping is negative (wE < 0). Local maxima of hCpi align with the zonal-mean
EKE maxima associated with the ACC in each sector around 55S with correspondence in
the Pacific being the most prominent (Fig. 4.6). In the Indian sector around 64S, there is a
secondary maximum aligning with a peak in Ekman upwelling (wE > 0), which is also a
region close to and under the SIZ. The maximum in EKE around 40S in the Atlantic and
Indian sector comes from a combination of high EKE in Brazil Current down stream of the
Drake Passage and the Agulhas Current (Fig. 4.5), and do not display a very significant peak
in hCpi. There is a small peak in the Atlantic sector around 40S, but this might fortuitous as
these latitude ranges do not have a lot of floats (Fig. 4.1a).
4.4 Discussion
Merging all of the results in Section 4.3 leads to the schematic shown in Fig. 4.7. In the
subtropical zone (STZ), photosynthetically available radiation (PAR) is plentiful year round
but the nutricline is deep due to Ekman downwelling (McClain et al., 2004; Wilson and
Coles, 2005) and the wintertime mixed layer does not deepen enough to penetrate the nutri-
cline. Consequently, the amplitude of the seasonal cycle is low and the ecosystem is nutrient
















Figure 4.6: Hovmo¨ller diagrams of the monthly climatological zonally-averaged hCpi and rp plotted
against latitude in the Indo-Atlantic sector (70W-180E; a,b), and Pacific sector (180E-290E; d,e) for
the five years of float data available. The black hashes indicate grids with less than 10 profiles and
the black dashed (dotted) line shows the zonal mean of the climatological position of SAF (PF). The
black contours show the zonal-mean monthly climatology of PAR (5, 25, 45 [Ein m 2 d 1]) observed
from the SeaWiFS satellite, and the time at which the sign of temperature flux changes taken from
the BSOSE is shown in red contours. c,f The zonal mean of climatological surface EKE (black) and
Ekman pumping derived from wind stress in SOSE (blue) for each sector.
ton (Carranza and Gille, 2015; Song et al., 2016). In the seasonal sea-ice zone (SIZ), the
ecosystem is light limited during sea-ice coverage but experiences an explosive growth once
the sea ice recedes towards austral spring (Briggs et al., 2018). In the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current (ACC) region, isopycnals outcrop and eddy activity is high. Phytoplankton biomass
is overall higher than the other regions even during austral summer. Productivity in the ACC
is highly spatially variable and concentrated in several persistant blooms located at or just
downstream of major topographic features (Sokolov and Rintoul, 2007). This is likely due
to nutrient delivery to the euphotic zone via several processes that can occur where flow-
bathymetry interactions enhance eddy transport of tracers including nutrients (Rosso et al.,


























Figure 4.7: Schematic of the different bloom regimes in the STZ, ACC and SIZ. The black solid
lines in the left column indicate the isopycnals. The right column shows the seasonal cycle of the
mixed-layer depth (MLD) and phytoplantkon. Phytoplankton are shown as green stars.
including upwelling (Gille et al., 2014) and generation of Taylor columns (Meredith et al.,
2003; Prend et al., submitted).
The Southern Ocean has been of particular interest due to its lack of iron (Martin et al.,
1990; Aumont and Bopp, 2006; Pollard et al., 2009; Christaki et al., 2014). Llort et al. (2015,
2019), using a one-dimensional model coupled to a full biogeochemical model, argued that
the spring bloom in the open Southern Ocean would either be in an abrupt or smooth regime
depending on the depth relation between the wintertime maximum mixed-layer depth (hML)
and climatological ferricline (hFe); wintertime mixed layers that become deeper than the
ferricline would entrain a pulse of iron and result in an abrupt bloom, whereas the ecosystem
would be chronically iron limited where the mixed layer is shallower than the ferricline year
round. Unfortunately, the BGC Argo floats did not measure iron concentration and ship track
observations remained sparse (Tagliabue et al., 2012, 2014) so it was not possible to examine
the relation between hML and hFe directly. We would expect abrupt blooms, however, in
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general to have large amplitudes and visa versa (Llort et al., 2015). In the ACC region
indicated by the EKE contours, large and small amplitude of blooms occur sporadically
(Fig. 4.5b) which suggest iron transport associated with isopycnal eddy stirring adding onto
Ekman upwelling and ML entrainment of iron (Tagliabue et al., 2014; Rosso et al., 2014,
2016; Frenger et al., 2018). Two notable outliers from this eddy framework are the Agulhas
Current region and down stream of the Drake Passage north of 45S associated with high
EKE and presumably eddy tracer transport but low rclimaxp and rao. This may be due to the
overall low nutrient concentrations in STZ (Moore et al., 2013a; Carranza and Gille, 2015).
Johnson et al. (2017) showed that the annual net community production (ANCP) was highest
in the ACC region where the depths of the mixed layer were the deepest. One might expect
light limitation driven by deep mixing to produce the lowest ANCP rates in this region but
it is possible that dissolved iron supplied by high rates of mixing acts to reduce the chronic
iron limitation in the open Southern Ocean (Fig. 4.6).
One final caveat is that satellite based estimates of phytoplankton cycles rely on obser-
vations of surface concentrations (Moore and Abbott, 2000; Arrigo et al., 2008; Thomalla
et al., 2011; Ardyna et al., 2017). Some recent works have tried to consider evolution of
the bulk biomass, rather than just the surface signature, using ancillary mixed layer depth
estimates and an assumption of vertical homogeneity of phytoplankton concentration over
the depth of the mixed layer (Behrenfeld, 2010; Salle´e et al., 2015). Here, we show that such
estimates of bulk biomass by considering the surface concentrations to be representative of
the phytoplankton seasonal cycle can result in underestimating the bulk biomass, and can
sometimes fail to reproduce the temporal variability. We define the surface concentration
(Csurfp ) as the average concentration in the top 50 dbar (changing this depth criterion did not
influence the results qualitatively). A corresponding bulk biomass is then estimated by mul-
tiplying Csurfp with the observed mixed layer depth, similar to the estimate used in satellite
based studies. The dashed green lines in the bottom row of Fig. 4.3 show that this proxy
for bulk biomass only has limited success. The proxy bulk biomass captures the approxi-
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Figure 4.8: Scatter plot of surface Cp multiplied by the mixed-layer depth against hCpi. The black
dashed line indicates the 1-to-1 ratio.
mate seasonal pattern for the float to the south of the Polar front (Fig. 2d), as both hCpi and
Csurfp ⇥ hML peak in January. However, Csurfp ⇥ hML has a completely different seasonal cycle
than hCpi for the float in the gyre (Fig. 4.3f), where the mixed layers are very shallow and
significant amount of biomass is present below the mixed layer depth. The comparison for
the float in the ACC, is also less than satisfactory. Comparing hCpi and Csurfp ⇥ hML over the
whole float time series shows that the latter is smaller in amplitude than the former and the
difference is greater at northern latitudes (Figs. 4.3, C.6-C.8). We examined all float profiles
and found this relation (hCpi > Csurfp ⇥hML) to hold in most cases (Fig. 4.8). While the com-
parison made here is not completely fair to satellite based studies as there is some ambiguity
regarding how deep satellite ocean color measurements capture the vertical profile of phyto-
plankton, it does suggest that some caution is needed when interpreting them; regardless of
the depth of the mixed layer, satellite observations may miss subsurface vertical structures
in biogeochemical variables (Carranza et al., 2018).
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4.5 Conclusions
Although the seasonal cycle of phytoplankton carbon biomass in the Southern Ocean has
been of long interest to the oceanographic and biogeochemical community (Field et al.,
1998; Moore and Abbott, 2000; Arrigo et al., 2008; Venables and Moore, 2010; Thoma-
lla et al., 2011; Salle´e et al., 2015; Verdy and Mazloff , 2017; Ardyna et al., 2017), satellite
observations limited to the surface and low spatial and temporal coverage of ship-track obser-
vations of the region has hindered a comprehensive view. Using bio-optical floats deployed
by the SOCCOM and SOCLIM project, we present here for the first time a direct three-
dimensional estimate of seasonality in phytoplankton carbon biomass in the Southern Ocean
converting the optical backscatter measurements based on an empirical relation developed
by Graff et al. (2015). Although lacking in spatial coverage compared to satellite studies,
we provide an independent estimate from chlorophyll, which is known to vary depending
on the species and physiological state of phytoplankton (Geider, 1987; Geider et al., 1998;
Behrenfeld and Boss, 2003; Hae¨ntjens et al., 2017; Erickson and Thompson, 2018).
In a spatial and monthly mean sense, our results support the conventional knowledge of
spring blooms in the Southern Ocean that the bloom onsets indicated by positive accumula-
tion rates (rp > 0; Behrenfeld and Boss, 2018) generally during late winter while the surface
heat flux is still negative, i.e. cooling of the ocean, and reaches its apex after the mixed layer
starts to shoal in spring (Figs. 4.6, 4.4). The apex, defined by the maximum in vertically in-
tegrated biomass, is later into the year as the latitude progresses southward. This southward
progression is consistent with Thomalla et al. (2011, Fig. 8 in their paper) but an update in
which we have three dimensional data coverage year round and in particular during austral
winter where satellites lack coverage south of 50S. From definition, the climax occurs some-
where in between the onset and apex. Our float data has allowed us to show the robustness
of the seasonal cycle in phytoplankton biomass even under sea-ice coverage, areas where
satellite estimates lack coverage (Briggs et al., 2018).
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The role of physical processes in transporting organic matter out of the mixed layer is still
under question (Omand et al., 2015; Llort et al., 2018; Erickson and Thompson, 2018). Our
results show that vertically integrated biomass can be high, even if concentration itself is low,
during mixed layer deepening. Depending on the timing of blooms, wintertime enhancement
in vertical velocities can subduct the organic matter to depth and indicates the significance
of quantifying the timing and biomass of blooms.
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CHAPTER 5
A MECHANISTIC UNDERSTANDING OF (SUB)MESOSCALE EDDY IRON
TRANSPORT IN THE OPEN SOUTHERN OCEAN
The material in this chapter has been submitted as: Uchida, T., Balwada, D., Aber-
nathey, R., McKinley, G., Smith, S., & Le´vy, M. (2019). The contribution of subme-
soscale over mesoscale eddy iron transport in the open Southern Ocean. Journal of
Advances in Modeling Earth Systems.
As was noted in chapters 1, 4, iron is the limiting nutrient for primary production in the
Southern Ocean (Martin et al., 1990; De Baar et al., 1995; Coale et al., 2004; Aumont and
Bopp, 2006; Pollard et al., 2009; Cassar et al., 2011). With iron being a crucial factor in
estimating and predicting the Southern Ocean biomass and biological carbon pump (Le´vy
et al., 2013), many studies have shown pathways of iron supply through boundary processes
(i.e. aeolian dust, glacial melt, and deposition by bathymetry and hydrothermal vents; Boyd
et al., 2012; Nishioka et al., 2013; Gille et al., 2014; Wadley et al., 2014; Ardyna et al.,
2019; Jiang et al., 2019). Although it is likely that all of these processes contribute to
supplying iron, the relative importance of each process on a basin scale remains uncertain
(Boyd and Ellwood, 2010). Iron budgets based on ship-track observations have emphasized
dust deposition, lateral transport and remineralization of iron concluding with contributions
from upwelling being negligible (Bowie et al., 2009).
There has, however, been limited investigation into how ocean dynamics, specifically
eddies and fronts, play a role in supplying iron from the ocean interior high in concentration;
conventional focus has been on coastal processes (McGillicuddy et al., 2015; Mack et al.,
2017), mixed-layer entrainment of iron due to winter time cooling (Tagliabue et al., 2014;
Llort et al., 2015, 2019) and storms (Carranza and Gille, 2015; Nicholson et al., 2016),
mesoscale isopycnal heaving (Swart et al., 2015; Song et al., 2016, 2018; Rohr, 2019) and
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lateral stirring (d’Ovidio et al., 2015; Ardyna et al., 2017). To the best of our knowledge,
Rosso et al. (2014, 2016) are the only studies that quantify the effect of submesoscale dy-
namics on iron supply to the surface ocean in the open-ocean region of Southern Ocean but
with the geographical coverage limited to the Kerguelen Plateau region and no consideration
of the seasonal cycle.
Similar to heat flux, ambiguities regarding the role of the submesoscale in ocean ecosys-
tems exist in the biogeochemical literature. Submesoscale features are apparent in surface
chlorophyll observations from high-resolution remote sensing data (Mahadevan, 2016; Lee
and Kim, 2018). Recent studies have argued submesoscale vertical transport to be an impor-
tant pathway in supplying nutrients to the euphotic layer (e.g. Le´vy et al., 2012a; Levy and
Martin, 2013; Mahadevan, 2016). Precisely isolating the relative contribution of this mech-
anism, however, has remained challenging since as was noted eariler, submesoscale physics
can feed back onto the large-scale state (chapter 3; Capet et al., 2008a,b,c; Le´vy et al., 2010).
Le´vy et al. (2012c) coined a useful framework for thinking about this problem: in analyzing
simulations of increasing resolution, local effects are those impacts directly attributable to
the newly resolved small scales, while remote effects result from changes to the larger-scale
flow which occur at higher resolution. In a simulation of a mid-latitude gyre system, Le´vy
et al. (2012c) found that remote effects won out; as resolution was increased, phytoplankton
abundance decreased, despite the increase in submesoscale nutrient flux.
The local vs. remote question has important implications for eddy parameterization in
coarse-resolution models. If the submesoscale local effect proves to be significant, we would
either need to resolve the submesoscale dynamics in such models or parametrize the subme-
soscale effect on nutrient transport in order to get the correct tracer estimates and predictions.
On the other hand, if the main impact of submesoscales to enhance mesoscale transports via
the inverse energy cascade (a remote effect), we may be able to rely on energy backscatter
parametrizations which replicate the inverse energy cascade to energize the mesoscale field
without explicitly resolving the smallest scales (Kitsios et al., 2013; Jansen et al., 2015;
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Anstey and Zanna, 2017; Bolton and Zanna, 2019; Bachman, 2019).
In this chapter, our aim is to quantify the impact of eddy fluxes on iron transport in the
context of the Southern Ocean using idealized submesoscale-permitting simulations of vary-
ing resolution by disentangling carefully between local vs. remote effects. While it would
be ideal to quantify eddy iron transport using in-situ observations such as the Argo floats
and Geotraces sections (Tagliabue et al., 2014), they lack the spatial and temporal resolution
to sufficiently sample mesoscale and submesoscale features (Llort et al., 2018). Satellite
observations on the other hand, while having good surface spatial coverage, cannot directly
reveal vertical transport. We, therefore, turn to numerical simulations. We accomplish the
disentanglement by applying cross spectral analysis, which allows us to examine the spa-
tial and temporal scales of eddy transport, and the generalized Omega equation (Giordani
and Planton, 2000). From the spectral perspective, mesoscale fluxes have larger spatial and
longer timescales than the submesoscale. The Omega equation instead provides a dynamics-
based decomposition, decomposing the eddy transport into a mesoscale component in bal-
ance with the ageostrophic horizontal flow and a submesoscale component associated with
higher Rossby numbers (McWilliams, 2016;McWilliams et al., 2019; Chereskin et al., 2019).
In this chapter, we couple the flat-bottom zonally re-entrant channel framework described
in chapter 3 to a full biogeochemical model. The idealization is deliberate, as it lets us keep
essentially the same mean flow and large-scale nutrient distribution across all simulations.
This mitigates the confounding impacts of resolution on the basin-scale circulation reported
in the North Atlantic study of Le´vy et al. (2012c); in their case, primary production decreased
with increased resolution largely due to a change in the mean circulation, namely the Gulf
Stream separation which has been shown to be sensitive to submesoscale boundary layer
processes (Renault et al., 2016; Schoonover et al., 2017). In contrast, the main potential re-
mote effect of resolution in our simulations is to energize the mesoscale. This setup therefore
provides an ideal testbed to quantify the impacts of mesoscale vs. submesoscale transport on
phytoplankton ecology. In this study, our focus is on the resolution- and scale-dependence
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of physics and the physical drivers for eddy iron transport. A deeper examination of the
ecosystem dynamics and overall controls on primary production is left to chapter 6.
5.1 Biogeochemical setup
We couple the seasonally resolving setup to the ecosystem model of Gloege et al. (2017) in
which they reduce the Darwin biogeochemical model (Follows et al., 2007) to the complexity
of the two-species ecosystem similar toDutkiewicz et al. (2009); there are two phytoplankton
(diatoms and small phytoplankton) and zooplankton functional groups respectively. The gen-
eral physiology of each phytoplankton species is that diatoms have a faster maximum growth
rate but favor conditions with high nutrient concentrations, while the small phytoplankton are
more resilient in low nutrient and light environments but has a slower maximum growth rate
(Fig. A.2). The model considers the full biogeochemical cycle of phosphate, nitrate, silicate,
carbon, oxygen and for the interest of our study, iron with the total of 31 prognostic tracers
advected and diffused by the flow.
Domain-wide nutrient supply (PO4, NO3, Fe and SiO2) is accomplished by a sponge
layer at the northern 100 km extent of the domain. We let them freely evolve in the interior
following the circulation and biogeochemical cycle. The relaxation profiles for PO4, NO3
and SiO2 were taken from the World Ocean Atlas (WOA1) at 45S and then interpolated
onto our model vertical grid. We use the montly climatological products down to 500 m
where monthly data is available and append the annual climatology below. Monthly iron
profiles were taken from the Biological Southern Ocean State Estimate (BSOSE; Verdy and
Mazloff , 2017)2 as the Geotraces dataset (Tagliabue et al., 2012, 2014) did not have sufficient
temporal and spatial resolution. In an effort to compensate for the lack of dust, glacial
and bathymetric sources, we chose 50S of BSOSE which had higher concentrations than
at 45S but details of the relaxation profiles ultimately did not make a difference in surface
1The data is available at https://data.nodc.noaa.gov/thredds/dodsC/woa/WOA13/
DATA/.
2The data is available at http://sose.ucsd.edu/bsose_solution_Iter105.html.
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concentrations as the spun up interior iron concentration was rather insensitive to the details
of the relaxation profile (not shown). The zonal mean of each product for all four nutrients
were taken across 50-150E. Photosynthetically available radiation (PAR) is prescribed at
the surface as a meridional linear fit to the monthly and zonal mean of SeaWiFS product3
between latitudes of 45-60S taking its minimum (maximum) in June (December; Fig. A.2a-
c).
In order to isolate the effects of iron supply by ocean dynamics from depth in the open
ocean region, we did not include dust deposition, glacial melt and bathymetric sources. Our
ecosystem is consequently iron limited year round (Fig. A.3) and transition in phytoplankton
species composition does not occur; diatoms dominate the community year round whereas in
the real Southern Ocean, silicate limitation likely comes into play (Moore et al., 2004, 2013a;
Carranza and Gille, 2015). Due to this dominance by diatoms, our springtime vertically inte-
grated phytoplankton carbon biomass reaches its apex (hCpi maximum where h·i =
R · dz))
in early November, roughly 1-2 months earlier than estimates from biogeochemical (BGC)
Argo floats in the Southern Ocean (Chapter 4, Fig. 5.1)
Figure 5.1 shows the resulting seasonal cycle of vertically integrated phytoplankton
biomass is shown in Fig. 5.1 along with estimates from biogeochemical (BGC) Argo floats
deployed by the SOCCOM and SOCLIM projects (Chapter 4), and surface biomass concen-
tration from the carbon-based production model (CbPM;Westberry et al., 2008). Our earlier
bloom is likely due to the over dominance of diatoms in our ecosystem. The basin-wide
maximum of hCpi, however, aligns meridionally with where our ACC lies, indicated by the
maximum in EKE (Fig. 5.1b). This is consistent with the Argo estimate between 45S-60S
(Fig. 5.1c,d). The maximum in EKE around 40S is due to the Agulhas Current and Brazil
Current downstream of the Drake Passage. Although we only analyze the meridional extent
of y 2 [600, 1400] km in our study, it is interesting to note the indention in the southward
progression of apex around y ⇠ 300 km and October compared to the monotonic progression










Figure 5.1: Hovmo¨ller diagram of hCpi for the 2 km run a, and from BGC Argo floats c. The
hatch indicates grids where there were less than 10 Argo profiles over the five years of deployment by
SOCCOM and SOCLIM. b,d Zonal mean of surface EKE and XLD from the 2 km run and AVISO
plotted against meridional axes. e Spatial and daily median of hCpi for the 2 km run between y 2
[600, 1400] km (black), 10-daily median BGC Argo (green), and eight-day averaged concentration
outputs from CbPM (brown) between 45S-60S. As CbPM relies on satellite Chlorophyll observations,
the month of June lacks data due to poor light conditions. Note the difference in the units. The green
and brown shading indicated the zonal and daily interquartile range.
in the Argo estimates (Fig. 5.1a,b), which is likely due to our cosine-squared form of wind
stress (eqn. A.1.0.1); the mixing layer (XL) shoals towards the north and south boundaries
(Fig. 5.1b). The XL at the very south is deep due to year-round convection at the boundary
wall.
Although we believe it would be possible to further tune the biogeochemical model, pa-
rameters tuned for lower resolution runs were not directly applicable to improve the ecosys-
tem in higher resolution runs due to changes in surface iron concentration; vertical eddy iron
transport increased and the spring bloom tended to occur earlier in the year with resolution
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for the same biogeochemical parameters. As 2-km resolution coupled to a full biogeochem-
ical model is state of the art in terms of resolution, we decreased the growth rates from those
used in Dutkiewicz et al. (2009) as an one-shot attempt to achieve a reasonable spring bloom
within the acceptable parameter range of previous studies (e.g. Dutkiewicz et al., 2009; Ben-
nington et al., 2009; Llort et al., 2015; Gloege et al., 2017). The biogeochemical parameter
values were then kept identical for all coarser runs with the maximum growth rate for di-
atoms and small phytoplankton being 0.81 (= 1/1.24) days 1 and 0.56 (= 1/1.8) days 1
respectively (Table 5.1). Considering the agreement in magnitude of the seasonal cycle and
timing of bloom onset occurring around July (Fig. 5.1), we argue that our model, although
idealized, serves as a valuable tool in quantifying the eddy transport of iron and interaction
of physics and biogeochemistry at submesoscales, which is the focus of this study.
We spun up the biogeochemistry for an addition of five years after the dynamics had
spun up until the domain averaged iron concentration reached a statistical equilibrium for the
20 and 5 km run. For the 2 km run, we spun up the biogeochemistry for the latter two-and-
a-half years of the spin up simultaneously with the dynamics at which the iron concentration
over the meridional extent we analyze (y 2 [600, 1400] km) reached statistical equilibrium.
Further details of the biogeochemical boundary conditions and parameter values are given in
Appendix A.2 and Table 5.1.
5.2 Biogeochemical results
The main goal of this chapter is to examine how eddy iron transport behaves in our seasonally
resolving and submesoscale permitting model coupled to a full biogeochemical model. To
that end, we solve the governing equation for iron online in MITgcm implemented as part of
the Darwin biogeochemical model (Section 5.1; Dutkiewicz et al., 2009)
@Fe
@t
+r · (vFe) = F˙e+DFe (5.2.0.1)
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Parameter Symbol Value Units
Phytoplankton max. growth rates µmax(1,2) 1/1.24, 1/1.8 days
 1
Mortality rates mP(1,2) 15, 12 days
mZ(1,2) 40, 40 days
Zooplankton max. grazing rates gmaxa 2.8 days
gmaxb 16.8 days
Half-saturation constants PO4(1,2) 0.035, 0.015 mmole m
 3
NO3(i) PO4(i) ⇥ rN:P mmole m 3
FeT (i) PO4(i) ⇥ rFe:P mmole m 3
Si(1) PO4(1) ⇥ rSi:P mmole m 3
Phytoplankton elemental ratios rN:P 16
rSi:P 16
rFe:P 10 3
PAR saturation constants par(1,2) 0.018, 0.01 (µEin m
 2 s 1) 1
PAR inhibition constants inh(1,2) 1.05⇥10 3, 5.9⇥10 3 (µEin m 2 s 1) 1
Normalization constant T0 0.589
Activation temperature TAe 4040 K
Absolute zero temperature Tkel 273.15 K
Reference temperature Tref 277.15 K
Nutrition relaxation time scale 30 days
Table 5.1: The two-species Darwin parameter values used in our configuration where i (= 1, 2) cor-
responds to diatoms which have an additional silicate dependence and small phytoplankton respec-
tively. In Dutkiewicz et al. (2009), the units of the half-saturation constants are in [µM] (micromole
per liter), equivalent to [mmole m 3].
where the left-hand side is the familiar form of tendency and advection of passive tracers.
The first term on the right-hand side (F˙e) is the source/sink term which comes from primary
production, remineralization and in our case the northern boundary nutrient restoration in a
domain-wide sense, andD the diffusion. Since our domain is zonally re-entrant, it is natural







(wFe) + F˙e+DFe (5.2.0.2)
where (·) is again the zonal-seasonal mean. We have no contribution from zonal advection
due to the zonally re-entrant configuration, viz. @x(uFe) = 0. (In the following analysis, we
only consider the meridional extent of y 2 [600, 1400] km away from the north/south walls.)
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5.2.1 The relative role of eddy iron transport
In order to put vertical eddy transport into perspective of the other terms in eqn. (5.2.0.2),
we calculate the zonal mean iron budget for annual, winter (July, August, September; JAS),
spring (October, November, December; OND), summer (January, February, March; JFM)
and autumn (April, May, June; AMJ) using daily averaged outputs (Fig. 5.2). The eddy
transport terms were obtained from daily averaged outputs by applying a Reynolds decom-
position, i.e. v0Fe0 = vFe   vFe. It is clear that the vertical eddy transport (w0Fe0; red
dashed) is first-order importance year round, particularly during winter when MLI is active.
It reaches deeper into the water column than the diffusive fluxes (F diff; blue), in our case
due to KPP mixing, to bring up iron indicated by positive values ( @z(w0Fe0) > 0). The
diffusive flux is convergent near the surface with the KPP mixing feeding off of the vertical
gradients actively generated by the biogeochemical sink at the surface and eddy iron supply
from the interior of iron. The net biogeochemical source/sink term (F˙e) is a net sink near the
surface year round due to primary production (F˙ep) overwhelming the source by remineral-
ization (F˙er; green dashed). The contribution due to horizontal eddy transport ( @y(v0Fe0);
red dotted) and mean advection ( r · (vFe); red solid) is small compared to the other terms
in our simulation.
5.2.2 (Sub)mesoscale eddy iron transport
We will be focusing on the vertical eddy iron transport here on. Le´vy et al. (2001), in the
context of an oligotrophic ecosystem in a baroclinically unstable jet, showed that nutrient
supply increased with spatial resolution of their model; vertical nutrient transport increased
both along the submesoscale fronts and with mesoscale vertical velocities energized via the
inverse energy cascade. As a reminder, we define the former as the local and latter as the
remote effect and we quantify the relative contributions in this section. By definition, we
would expect mesoscale eddy transport to have longer timescales and larger spatial scales








Figure 5.2: The iron budget for annual a, winter (July, August, September; b), spring (Oc-
tober, November, December; c), summer (January, February, March; d) and autumn (April,
May, June; e) over the meridional extent of y 2 [600, 1400] km from the 2 km run. The resid-
ual term in grey dashed lines comes from the tracer advective flux scheme which prevents
tracer concentrations from taking negative values.
eddy iron transport. We do so by taking the frequency and zonal wavenumber (!-k) spectra
(Fig 5.3) of the eddy terms–defined as the deviation in hourly snapshot outputs from the
zonal and seasonal mean (Fe0 = Fe  Fe).
The !-k power spectra of vertical velocity show seasonality at scales associated with
mesoscale turbulence (O(30 km), O(!/f) ⇠ 0.2) with wintertime having higher power, and
a signal of internal waves at super-inertial frequencies (O(!/f) > 1; Fig. 5.3a,b). When
examining the cross spectra of vertical velocity and iron, however, the signals at high fre-
quency and wavenumber vanish for both winter and summer (Fig. 5.3c,d)4. This implies
that at z =  211 m depth which is right below the XLD but has large vertical eddy trans-
port (Fig. 6.3f): i) eddy iron transport associated with mesoscale turbulence associated with
scales larger than the Rossby deformation radius dominates over submesoscale, and ii) waves
associated with super-inertial frequencies contribute to no net iron transport, consistent with
the results by Balwada et al. (2018, Fig. 4 in their paper) in which they found internal waves
4The !-k spectra requires model outputs saved at high frequency for which we use hourly snapshot outputs,
and buoyancy snapshot fields were only saved every 15 days. We, therefore, do not show the !-k cross spectra
for the buoyancy flux.
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are inefficient in transporting passive tracers.
Following our argument for vertical buoyancy fluxes (section 3.2.2), we also decompose






and the scale sep-
aration is again evident in Fig. 5.4d-f where the unbalanced transport has its maximum at
smaller scales. It is perhaps interesting to note that the vertical structure of buoyancy and
iron transport by the unbalanced motion are different with the former being more surface
intensified (Fig. 3.5c). One can question whether the large amplitude in iron transport at
high wavenumbers in the unbalanced motion is due to submesoscale turbulence or internal
waves (Fig. 5.4c). The !-k spectra (Fig. 5.3), however, show no indications of transport in
the frequency range of internal waves (!/f > 1) so we can safely attribute iron transport
due to the unbalanced motion to submesoscale turbulence. Coming back to the discussion
between the local and remote effect, consistent with the vertical buoyance flux, Fig. 5.4d
shows that except for the top 100 m, the transport associated with balanced motion domi-
nates over the unbalanced, hence leading us to conclude that in our model, near the surface
where submesoscale turbulence is active, it is the direct and at depth, it is the remote, viz.
energized mesoscale eddies through inverse energy cascade that is dominant in eddy iron
transport.
5.3 Conclusions
By coupling a submesoscale permitting model to a full biogeochemical model, we have ex-
amined the relative importance of vertical eddy iron transport associated with meso- and
submeso-scale turbulence in the open Southern Ocean, where understanding has primarily
relied on vertical diffusion and mixing-layer entrainment framework (Bowie et al., 2009;
Tagliabue et al., 2012, 2014; Llort et al., 2015). In order to quantify the temporal and spa-
tial scales at which eddy transport was dominant, we took the frequency-wavenumber cross
spectra of w and Fe. The spectra at depths below the wintertime maximum of XLD (Fig. 5.3)









Figure 5.3: Frequency-zonal wavenumber power spectra of w (a,b) and cross spectra of w and Fe
(c,d) in variance preserving form from the 2-km run at z =  211 m depth using hourly snapshot
outputs for winter (July, August, September; left) and summer (January, February, March; right).
Cross spectra for the 5-km run are shown in e,f. Frequency is normalized by the Coriolis parameter
at the center of the domain. The top and right x-y axes in each panel show the corresponding spa-
tial scale in [km] and dimensionalized frequency in the units of [day]. The spectra were averaged







Figure 5.4: The variance preserving zonal-wavenumber cross spectra of vertical velocity and iron
averaged over the meridional extent of y 2 [800, 1200] km and winter (JAS) for total a, balanced b,
and unbalanced vertical velocity c. The black solid lines show the Rossby deformation wavenumber.
d The vertical profile of iron transport attributed to each component.
radius and ii) internal waves contribute to no net transport of iron. The first point already
implies that mesoscale turbulence is the dominant contributor to vertical iron transport be-
low the XL (Fig. 5.2). Considering that different dynamics can have similar spatial and
temporal scales, we further dynamically decomposed the eddy transport into its balanced
and unbalanced component using the generalized Omega equation (Giordani and Planton,
2000) based on the assumption that mesoscale turbulence is geostrophically balanced to first
order (McWilliams, 2016; Le´vy et al., 2018). At depths below the mixed layer, we found that
the balanced motion accounts for more than half of the total vertical iron transport where as
within the mixed layer where stratification is low and MLI is active (Boccaletti et al., 2007),
the contribution by unbalanced motion increases significantly (Fig 5.4d).
Although our wintertime biogeochemical consumption of iron is within the bounds of ob-
servations, it is too low during summer; Ellwood et al. (2008); Bowie et al. (2009) estimate
it to be on the order of 100 µmol m2 yr 1 while as it is roughly 35 µmol m2 yr 1 integrating
over the top 100 m in our model (Fig. 5.2b; green dotted line). Due to the lack of pelagic
community transition, our bloom is too sharp and is insufficiently sustained over the summer
(Fig. 5.1). As the ecosystem is iron limited year round (Moore et al., 2013b), one approach
for increasing summer productivity in future work may be to reduce iron requirements for
small phytoplankton, viz. have separate iron-to-phosphate ratio per species (Table 5.1). Al-
though Dutkiewicz et al. (2009), configured to represent the global ecosystem, did not allow
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for this, it is likely that phytoplankton adaptation has occurred in the Southern Ocean where
small phytoplankton should have advantage under low iron concentrations (Tagliabue et al.,
2014). Our sharp bloom should not affect our results qualitatively, however, as an increase
in summertime biological consumption would result in larger vertical gradients of iron; as-
suming that mesoscale stirring is related to the background gradient of iron (w0Fe0 ⇠ dFedz
where  here is the eddy diffusivity), mesoscale eddy iron transport would only increase.
Our findings, which emphasize the importance of eddy iron transport, are complimentary
to Freilich and Mahadevan (2019, Figs. 6, 7e in their paper) in which they show that isopyc-
nal (sub)mesoscale stirring of nutrients increases with resolution. Rosso et al. (2014, 2016),
using an idealized biogeochemical model based on an exponential decay rate of iron, also
argued for the importance of submesoscale iron transport in the Kerguelen Plateau region.
Enhanced submesoscale turbulence in their model occurred due to flow-bathymetric interac-
tion, resulting in a hot-spot of vertical iron transport downstream of the Kerguelen Island.
Away from bathymetric features, however, they showed that submesoscale eddy transport
of iron was weak. Balwada et al. (2018) using a submesoscale permitting zonal re-entrant
model with a topographic ridge showed that downstream of the ridge, vertical tracer trans-
port was enhanced at higher frequency and wavenumber. Both studies imply that surface
submesoscale turbulence is enhanced due to flow-bathymetric interaction.
Since our model has flat bottom, we do not have geographical hot spots of submesoscale
turbulence. We argue that in the zonal-mean sense away from bathymetric features in the
open Southern Ocean, it is the local effect near the surface where MLI is active and remote
effect, i.e. mesoscale eddies energized through inverse energy cascade at depths that dom-
inate the eddy iron transport to the surface. In other words, our results suggest that it is
first-order importance to get the energetics of the mesoscale field right either through resolv-
ing or parametrizing the inverse energy cascade due to submesoscale baroclinic instabilities
for estimating iron and tracer transport. Current generation of eddy parametrizations do not
incorporate the effect of inverse energy cascade; however, parameterizing this energy trans-
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fer is an active area of research (Jansen et al., 2015; Anstey and Zanna, 2017; Bachman et al.,
2017a; Bachman, 2019). Due to computational contraints, GCMs at mesoscale permitting
resolutions will continue to be invaluable tools to investigate the coupling between physics
and biogeochemistry on a global scale.
Based on modelling studies with higher spatial resolution (Molemaker et al., 2010; Smith
et al., 2016; Brannigan et al., 2017; Balwada et al., 2018), it is obvious that even at 2 km
resolution, which is state of the art when coupled to a full biogeochemical model, our turbu-
lent field has not numerically converged; we would expect both the meso- and submeso-scale
tracer transport to further increase with resolution. It would be interesting to see whether the
energetics and tracer transport change substantially as model resolution is increased down to
O(100m), a regime where loss of balance is thought to generate a strong forward energy cas-




IMPACT OF EDDY IRON TRANSPORT ON PRIMARY PRODUCTION
The material in this chapter has been submitted as: Uchida, T., Balwada, D., Aber-
nathey, R., McKinley, G., Smith, S., & Le´vy, M. (2019). Eddy iron fluxes control pri-
mary production in the Southern Ocean. Nature Communications.
Now that we have shown in chapter 5 that mesoscale eddy transport is first-order im-
portance to the iron budget, in this chapter, we examine its impact on primary production.
Due to the sparse spatial and temporal coverage of in-situ iron observations and the intermit-
tent nature of iron supply and phytoplankton blooms, a comprehensive view of iron supply
and its impact on primary production in the Southern Ocean has relied on global circula-
tion models (GCMs; Dutkiewicz et al., 2009; Moore et al., 2013a,b; Vo¨lker and Tagliabue,
2015) and data assimilation products (Verdy and Mazloff , 2017). A GCM intercomparison
study showed that, although the strength of iron sources and biogeochemical parameters var-
ied widely, the global-mean iron concentration agreed well amongst each other, a result of
each model being tuned to reproduce the this target (Tagliabue et al., 2016). When com-
pared against individual ocean transects, however, the GCMs showed a large inter-model
disagreement with overall much lower spatial variability than observations. Tagliabue et al.
(2016) attributed the inter-model spread to differences in how each model represented the
scavenging of iron. Due to computational constraints, GCMs are run at resolutions where
eddy iron transport must be parametrized, which potentially leads to uncertainty also in the
physical processes responsible for transporting iron from the ocean interior to the surface
(Gnanadesikan et al., 2015).
With the 2-km resolution run as a reference described in chapter 5, we quantify the effect
of eddy iron transport on primary production by using spatial resolution as a parameter to
modulate the strength of eddy transport. Although there have been studies that use synthetic
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tracers that mimic the behavior of biogeochemical reactions and primary production (Rosso
et al., 2014, 2016; Smith et al., 2016), to the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to
resolve the full interaction between physics and biogeochemistry at submesoscale permitting
resolution.
6.1 Reference ecosystem at submesoscale permitting resolution
We start by showing a snapshot of the phytoplankton biomass and iron field in the top 300 m
on November 1, during the height of spring bloom in Fig. 6.1a,b. As was noted in chapter 3,
the Rossby deformation radius at the center of the domain is 14 km, so the horizontal reso-
lution of 2 km allows us to observe the imprint of mesoscale coherent features (Le´vy et al.,
2018), such as fronts and eddies, in both iron and phytoplankton.
As was noted in section 5.1, in order to isolate the role of transport processes, we do
not supply aeolian dust input at the surface or glacial and bathymetric iron sources from the
south. The annual-zonal-mean iron transect (Fig. 6.1c) shows enhanced iron concentrations
at depth and strong depletion near the surface. The signal near the northern wall is due to
the sponge layer for nutrient relaxation. A comparison with Geotraces iron profiles from the
Southern Ocean (Fig. 6.1d) indicates that our simulation has a realistic ferrocline structure, in
contrast with most of the global-scale GCM simulations (Tagliabue et al., 2016). Deep iron
concentrations of roughly 0.4 µmol Fe m 3 at 1000 m coincide with the observational mean
in the ACC, while near-surface concentrations 0.05 µmol Fe m 3 is lower than the observa-
tional range. This discrepancy is likely due to the lack of aeolian, glacial and benthic sources
of iron, and to uncertainty in the ecosystem model parameters. Dust supply maps indicate
a supply of dissolved iron to the Southern Ocean on the order of O(1 µmol Fe m 2 yr 1)
assuming 10% of total aerosol iron is soluble (Duce and Tindale, 1991). It is possible, there-
fore, to make surface concentrations in our simulations closer to what is observed by adding
dust supply but is not the interest of our study as noted above. As a result, iron is the limiting
nutrient year round in our simulations, while in the real ACC, silicate limitation is also ex-
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pected to control diatom growth and transition in phytoplanktonic community composition
(Moore et al., 2013b,a). Consequently, primary production in our model is biased slightly
low (Fig. 5.1).
The Southern Ocean ecosystem is highly seasonal, with a strong spring bloom occurring
between November and January (Salle´e et al., 2015; Ardyna et al., 2017). Our simulations
provide a unique opportunity to investigate how seasonality in biological processes interacts
with the seasonal cycle in physical transport processes and mixing-layer depth (XLD). As
in section 3.2, we argue that the mixing layer is the relevant depth scale for tracer transport
as it is the layer over which diapycnal mixing is active (Carranza and Gille, 2015; Balwada
et al., 2018), and will become clearer later when we show that diffusive fluxes are only active
within the mixing layer in our simulation. Fig. 6.2 illustrates the simulated climatological
seasonal cycle of important physical and biological quantities, averaged over the center of
the domain (y 2 [600, 1400] km). There is a strong spring bloom, with the vertically inte-
grated phytoplankton biomass (hCpi; definition given in Methods section) peaking in early
November after the wintertime XLD has started to shoal (Fig. 6.2a), consistent with previ-
ous characterizations of the spring bloom in the ACC (Salle´e et al., 2015). To characterize
the seasonality in (sub)mesoscale turbulence, we also show the root-mean square of vertical
velocity averaged over the same meridional extent and over 100 m depth (w2
1/2
). Since the
vertical velocities are associated with mixed-layer instability, which is more active in winter
when XLD is deep (Uchida et al., 2017), w2
1/2
tracks closely with XLD.
We quantify the spring bloom here again using the onset-climax-apex framework in-
troduced in chapter 4. As a reminder, each phase is defined as onset: (r = 0 and hCpi
minimum), climax: (r maximum), and apex: (r = 0 and hCpi maximum). The onset is in
late July during the deepening of wintertime mixing layer and apex in early November even
though surface light conditions ( I; eqn. (A.2.0.2)) continue to improve over the summer
(November-January) where unity in the limitation factors (” ”s) indicates ideal conditions
























Figure 6.1: A snapshot of phytoplankton biomass in (mg C m 3) and iron in (µmol Fe m 3) in the
top 300 m a,b. c The zonal-mean transect of iron and d vertical profile averaged over the meridional
extent of y 2 [600, 1400] km shown as the black arrow in a for our 2 km run (black) and median of the
Geotraces dataset (red) acquired through personal communication with Tagliabue et al. (2014) over
all profiles in the open ocean region between the climatological position of Polar and Subantarctic
Front (green; e) after applying a three-point median filter in the vertical. The frontal positions were
taken from Orsi et al. (1995) and extended by 1  to the south and north respectively to incorporate
more profiles. The colored shading show the standard deviation for the 2 km run and due to the lack
of spatial coverage, the interquartile range is shown for Geotraces. The Geotraces dataset was biased












Figure 6.2: Time series of the daily mean of vertically integrated phytoplankton biomass (hCpi),
monthly mean of XLD for the 2 km (solid) and 20 km MLI+R run (dotted) averaged over the merid-
ional extent of y 2 [600, 1400] km a. The seasonal cycle of the root mean square of vertical velocity
from the 2 km run is shown in blue. b Primary production rate is shown in green, and the net ac-
cumulation (r; solid), division (µ; dashed), and loss rates (l; dotted) are in black. c The growth
rate limitation factors due to light ( I; yellow) and nutrient ( N; orange) where the latter is due to
iron year round in our simulation. The iron and zooplankton concentration averaged over the top
100 m is shown in black and red respectively. The zooplankton concentrations were saved as monthly
averages.
factor ( N; eqn. (A.2.0.4)) from 0.8 to 0.2, on the other hand, coincides with the apex and is
in phase with iron concentration dropping from 0.13 to 0.03 µmol m 3 as iron is the limit-
ing nutrient year round in our simulations (Fig. 6.2c). In Fig. 6.2b, we show the vertically
integrated primary production rate (hPPi), net population division rate (µ = hPPihCpi ) and loss
rate (l = r   µ) – the net effect of mortality and grazing by zooplankton. The loss rate
is relatively constant year round and if anything its amplitude decreases when zooplankton
(hCzi) is increasing. This implies that the decline of the spring bloom in our simulation is
due to iron limitation.
To understand what sets the iron concentrations, we now examine the ecosystem in the
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time-depth plane. The top row of Fig. 6.3 shows horizontally averaged phytoplankton con-
centration, primary production rate, and iron concentration as time-depth plots over the cli-
matological seasonal cycle. Iron consumption by biology and remineralization are show in
Fig. 6.3d,e, while vertical iron fluxes by diffusion and eddies are shown in Fig. 6.3f,g. As in
Fig. 6.2a, there is a strong spring bloom and a mild autumn bloom. Some phytoplankton live
below the XL base, particularly during summer when the XL is shallow. During wintertime
when the XL is deep and light is low, there is low primary production but high iron. Associ-
ated with the spring and autumn blooms are maxima in the iron consumption due to primary
production (F˙ep; Fig. 6.3d).
Iron is supplied to the phytoplankton via three processes: remineralization, entrainment
and vertical mixing (here associated with the KPP boundary layer), and vertical eddy fluxes
(explicitly resolved by the simulation). Figures 5.2, 6.3f,g show how eddies and vertical mix-
ing work together to deliver iron to phytoplankton from depth. Mixing is, by definition, only
active within the XL. When vertical gradients of iron are actively sustained by biological
consumption (e.g. during the bloom), vertical mixing drives a strong upward diffusive iron
flux. Our values of diffusive flux are on the same order as estimates provided by Tagliabue
et al. (2014, O(0.1-1 µmol Fe m 2 yr 1)) across the mixed-layer base using ship-track mea-
surements of iron concentration. However, this diffusive flux goes to zero at the XL base.
Eddy fluxes, in contrast, peak roughly at the XL base and extend deep into the iron-rich inte-
rior, with a magnitude comparable to the diffusive flux in the XL. Thus, consistent with our
results in section 5.2, eddies play a crucial role in bringing iron across the XL base, where it
can be handed off to vertical mixing and delivered to near-surface phytoplankton.
Vertical eddy iron transport is absent from previous estimates of the Southern Ocean iron
budget (Bowie et al., 2009; Boyd et al., 2012; Tagliabue et al., 2012, 2014; Llort et al., 2015).
One-dimensional iron budgets suggest that, during summer, vertical mixing is not strong
enough to supply the iron needed to sustain the observed productivity, implying strong iron





Figure 6.3: Time-depth plot of the daily and horizontal median of phytoplankton biomass a, primary
production rate b plotted against month and depth from the 2-km run. c Time-depth plot of the daily
and horizonal mean of iron concentration, and medians of iron sink/source due to primary production
and remineralization d,e. f,g The vertical diffusive and eddy flux of iron. We show the actual flux
instead of its divergence to highlight the vertical direction of the flux.
challenge this conclusion, showing that vertical eddy transport can provide a year-round
source of iron which exceeds the magnitude of iron remineralization (Figs. 5.2, 6.3e,f).
We now examine the resolution dependence on eddy iron transport. Figure 6.4 shows
the annual median of vertically integrated phytoplankton biomass plotted against the annual
mean of total (dominated by eddy) vertical iron flux across the XL base or 100 m whichever
is deeper. This depth scale is chosen to exclude KPP mixing from the flux, and is roughly the
depth phytoplankton cease to exist (Figs. 6.3a,g, 6.7a,d). As resolution increases from 20 to
2-km for runs without any eddy parametrizations, the average vertical eddy iron flux (F zFe)








Figure 6.4: The resolution dependence of phytoplankton biomass on the annual mean of total vertical
iron transport at the XL base or 100 m whichever is deeper. The runs without any eddy parametriza-
tions are shown in red.
(hCpi) nearly doubles from 0.6 to 1.4 g C m 2, in a roughly linear relationship with the eddy
iron transport (red markers in Fig. 6.4). This occurs despite a shoaling of the XL, which
reduces the entrainment iron flux. Thus, in our model ecosystem, eddies effectively control
the ecosystem primary productivity.
6.2 How well do (sub)mesoscale eddy parametrizations fair?
As we move to lower resolution, we also ask whether conventional eddy parameteriza-
tions can provide the missing iron flux. We run three additional simulations at 100 km
and 20 km resolution. The former represents a standard Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP)-class ocean GCM, while the latter the newer class of mesoscale-permitting
GCMs (Hallberg, 2013). We experiment with three different eddy parameterizations: Gent-
McWilliams’ quasi-Stokes velocity parametrization (GM; Gent and Mcwilliams, 1990; Mc-
Dougall and McIntosh, 2001), isopycnal tracer diffusion (Redi; Redi, 1982), and mixed-
layer instability (MLI) parametrization (Fox-Kemper et al., 2011), each representing differ-
ent physical mechanisms. The runs are:
• 100 km GM+R – with GM and Redi, to represent unresolved mesoscale restratifica-
tion in addition to stirring in the interior at 100 km resolution. We allowed the GM
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Table 6.1: Physical parameter values for the 100 km GM+R run resolution. The parameters with (⇤)
are used for the closure scheme by Visbeck et al. (1997)
Variable Value Unit
Resolution 100 km
Time step 4800 s
Spin up 1315 yrs
Visbeck efficiency (⇤↵) 0.015
⇤Visbeck length 200 m
⇤Visbeck depth 1000 m
⇤KminGM 200 m2 s 2⇤KmaxGM 2500 m2 s 2
coefficient to vary between 200-2500 m2 s 1, depending on the vertical-mean Richard-
son number (Visbeck et al., 1997), and chose a tapering scheme which accounted for a
smooth transition between the diabatic boundary layer and adiabatic interior (Ferrari
et al., 2008) (Table 6.1). The Redi diffusivity was chosen as 1000 m2 s 1.
• 20 km MLI+R – with MLI and Redi, to represent the shoaling of the ML due to oth-
erwise resolved MLI and unresolved mesoscale iron stirring in the interior respectively
at 20 km resolution. We tuned the MLI parameters to produce the same wintertime
MLD as the 2 km simulation (Fig. 3.2a, black dashed curve). The Redi diffusivity
was chosen as 200 m2 s 1, smaller than the case above with mesoscale eddies partially
resolved at 20 km resolution.
• 20 km MLI – with the MLI parametrization at 20 km resolution.
The biogeochemical parameters are kept identical in all runs as in Table 5.1. We also experi-
mented with the GM parametrization at 20 km resolution, but GM’s main effect was to damp
the resolved eddy field (Hallberg, 2013); applying GM at 20 km resolution, the isopycnals
steepened rather than slumping. In other words, to allow for the 20 km run to have similar
stratification to the 2 km run, we would have needed to increase the GM coefficient to the
point of damping out all of the resolved eddies with a surplus of parametrized restratification.
At this point, it would be a waste of computational resources to run a model at mesoscale
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permitting resolutions. The configuration with Redi but not GM enhances the isopycnal dif-
fusion of tracers without suppressing the resolved eddies. The stratification at the northern
boundary in our model is a free parameter which adjusts itself based on the temperature
relaxation at the surface (Appendix A.1) and restratification by baroclinic instabilities. We
speculate that in GCMs ran at mesoscale permitting resolutions, stratification at the northern
extent of the Southern Ocean are constrained by the flow in other gyres, allowing for less
sensitivity on the GM coefficient alone.
Figure 6.5 shows the basin-wide stratification for the different resolution runs. There
is a remarkable correspondence between the 100 km GM+R and the reference 2 km run.
The agreement between the two is consistent with Gent and Danabasoglu (2011) where
they found that accounting for the horizontal variability in KGM and a smooth transition
between the diabatic surface and adiabatic interior allowed for an appropriate eddy response
to the changes in wind. The good performance of the 100 km GM+R run can also be seen
in Fig. 6.4 where the total vertical iron transport becomes comparable between the two.
Isopycnals and consequently iron contours in the interior at 20 km resolution, however, are
too steep compared to the 2 km run with not enough restratification if otherwise mesoscale
eddies were resolved (Fig. 6.4), resulting in weaker vertical gradients of iron. This leads to
overall less iron supply via entrainment and vertical eddy transport (Fig. 6.7c). As for the
5-km run, the stratification is very similar to the 2-km run (Fig. 6.5a,b), and we attribute the
lower vertical iron transport to less isopycnal eddy stirring of iron being resolved (Fig. 6.4).
Other configurations with varying GM-Redi parameters will be given in Appendix D.
Considering the encouraging results of stratification and eddy iron transport in the 100 kmGM+R
run, we next examine how the ecosystem behaves using the same biogeochemical parame-
ters as in the 2 km run. A snapshot of surface phytoplankton concentrations on November
1 during the height of the bloom are given for the 2 km and 100 km GM+R run as a com-
parison (Fig. 6.6a,b). Over the meridional extent we analyze (y 2 [600, 1400] km), the







Figure 6.5: Contours of iron concentration are shown in color and isotherms in black-and-white
shaded contours for the 2km a, 5km b, 20km MLI+R c, and 100km GM+R run d.
(Fig. 6.6c). Surface iron concentration is higher in the 2 km run over the meridional extent
of y 2 [600, 1400] km, likely due to filaments with higher concentrations (Fig. 6.1b).
The statistical (zonal-mean) agreement between the 2 km and 100 km GM+R run be-
comes clearer by examining the time-depth plots as in Fig. 6.3. Figure 6.7 shows them for
the 100 km GM+R and 20 km MLI+R run. As was noted earlier, the latter has weaker
vertical iron gradients and entrainment compared to the 100 km GM+R and 2 km run
(Figs. 6.3c, 6.7c,f), resulting lower primary production (Fig. 6.4). The KPP boundary layer,
and consequently XLD in the 100 km GM+R proved to be too sensitive to the winds, likely
due to the interaction between KPP and tapering of GM (Ferrari et al., 2008) so we show the
mixed-layer depth (MLD) defined by the depth at which potential temperature decreased by
0.2 C from the surface (de Boyer Monte´gut et al., 2004). In our simulations, regardless of
the resolution, MLD and XLD were always very similar to each other. The spring bloom in
the 100 km GM+R run reaches its apex roughly half a month earlier than the 2 km run likely
due shallower mixed layers (ML), and summertime (January-March) productivity is lower
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2kma 100km GM+Rb c
Figure 6.6: Surface phytoplankton concentration (Cp) in (mg C m 3) from the 2 km a and 100 km
GM+R run b. Panel a is the same field as shown in Fig. 6.1a. c Zonal median (mean) of surface Cp
(iron) concentration for each run plotted against the meridional extent.
within the top 100 m (Figs. 6.3a, 6.7d). The higher summertime productivity in the 2 km run
may be due to MLI actively generating vertical iron gradients within the top 100 m and/or
the difference in vertical resolution between the two runs. As we show in Figs. 6.3g, 6.7f,
the diffusive flux is larger in the top 100 m for the 2 km run than in the 100 km GM+R run.
We now examine the vertical eddy iron transport in runs with eddy parametrization. Since
the tapering scheme by Ferrari et al. (2008) was implemented in skew flux form (Griffies,
1998), it was not possible to explicitly decompose the flux into its contribution from KPP,
GM and Redi in the 100 km GM+R run; the vertical diffusive flux is the sum of KPP mix-
ing, GM advection and Redi diffusion. As we showed earlier, however, KPP mixing was
contained within the XL/ML and although not shown, setting the Redi diffusivity to zero
— equivalent to no mesoscale isopycnal stirring — resulted in F zFe decreasing by a fac-
tor of two. In other words, the cross-ML-base eddy transport is dominated by Redi diffusion
(Fig. 6.8a,d). The agreement between the diffusive flux in the 100 kmGM+R run (Fig. 6.8d),
which includes the eddy transport, and the sum of the diffusive and eddy transport in the 2 km






Figure 6.7: Time-depth plots of the daily and horizontal median of phytoplankton biomass a, primary
production rate b and mean iron concentration c plotted against month and depth for the 100 km
GM+R run. d-f The same for the 20 km MLI+R run. We show the XLD for the 20 km MLI+R and
MLD for the 100 km GM+R run in the dotted lines.
XL shoaling (November) and deepening (June) phase.
Figure 6.8 also shows the diffusive (KPP+Redi), resolved eddy and parametrized MLI
iron flux from the 20 km MLI+R run. The cross-XL-base flux is again due to Redi diffusion
and the resolved eddy flux at 20 km resolution is an order of magnitude smaller than the
diffusive flux (Fig. 6.8b,c). The MLI parametrization, although argued in previous studies
to enhance tracer subduction (Omand et al., 2015), is contained within the XL (Fig. 6.8d).
In hindsight, this may have been obvious as the MLI parametrization is intended to replicate
the dynamical restratification of density and not submesoscale tracer transport (Fox-Kemper
et al., 2011). Since the Redi diffusivity is a free parameter in our case, it would be possible
to increase it in the 20 km MLI+R run to have more isopycnal eddy transport of iron. Con-
sidering the insufficient restratification (Fig. 6.5), however, we argue that it would be getting



















Figure 6.8: Time-depth plot of vertical diffusive flux from the 100 km GM+R run a. Time-depth
plot of the vertical diffusive b, MLI c and resolved eddy flux d from the 20 km MLI+R run.
6.3 Conclusions
Our understanding of iron supply in the Southern Ocean by ocean circulation on basin-wide
scale has relied on global circulation models or one-dimensional models that parametrize
the eddy transport and highlight the importance of entrainment of iron due to the deepening
of wintertime mixing layers. We have shown, using a configuration representing the zonal-
mean view of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current region, that eddy iron transport is first-order
importance in supplying iron from depths across the mixing-layer base.
Our results suggest that in order to capture the statistical nature of eddy iron transport,
we should either explicitly resolve the submesoscales (2 km run) or completely parametrize
the eddies using the current generation of GM (100 km GM+R run) which only account for
the loss in available potential energy over the entire energy cycle of baroclinic instability (?,
Fig. 9.6 in their book). It is difficult to provide a direct comparison to what non-eddying
general circulation modelling (GCM) studies coupled to a full biogeochemical model have
done to represent the effect of eddies as for example, Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) calculated
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the biogeochemistry off line using physical outputs from the ECCO-GODAE state estimate
(Wunsch and Heimbach, 2007). Hauck et al. (2015); Vo¨lker and Tagliabue (2015) did not
provide details on their GM configuration. Stock et al. (2014) allowed for spatially varying
KGM but applied a slope clipping to taper off the isopycnal slopes near the surface (Griffies
et al., 2009). For the last case, our results suggest that more physically consistent results
would have been achieved by applying the tapering method proposed by Ferrari et al. (2008,
2010) rather than slope clipping.
With the increase in computational power, GCMs are increasingly run at mesoscale per-
mitting resolutions (e.g. grey zone resolutions of 5 km and 20 km in chapters 3, 5 and 6;
Roberts et al., 2004). There is yet no consensus, however, regarding best practices on how
to represent the dynamical response let alone tracer transport by eddies at such grey zones
(Hallberg, 2013). As of now, in order not suppress the resolved eddies, it seems that most
studies using z-coordinate models opt not to employ the GM parametrization at mesoscale
permitting resolutions (e.g.Maltrud et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2014; Small et al., 2014; Iovino
et al., 2016; Viebahn et al., 2016; Jackson and Wood, 2018). As was mentioned in chapter 5,
for models with such resolutions, we may be able to rely on backscatter parametrizations
(Kitsios et al., 2013; Jansen et al., 2015; Anstey and Zanna, 2017; Bachman et al., 2018;
Bolton and Zanna, 2019; Bachman, 2019) to energize the mesoscale fields, which although
showing promise, remain to be evaluated in realistic models. On-going research on these
parametrizations focus on the dynamical effects – the conversion of available potential en-
ergy to eddy kinetic energy and resulting inverse energy cascade – rather than tracer trans-
port. The agreement of the 100 km GM+R run with the 2 km run, however, also highlights
the potential significance of improving parametrization for isopycnal tracer diffusion, which
has been argued to be a significant factor in tracer ventilation using ship-track observations
in the Southern and Arctic Ocean (Naveira Garabato et al., 2017). In our study, the Redi dif-
fusivity was tuned in an ad-hoc manner; future eddy parameterizations instead must be able
to determine the correct value of this parameter based on physics in order to accurately sim-
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ulate the response of the Southern Ocean biological pump to climate change. One possible
pathway for improvement could be to carry around the sub-grid tracer variance as a prog-
nostic variable (McDougall and McIntosh, 2001) or incorporate additional information of
velocity gradients (Freilich and Mahadevan, 2019) but is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CLOSING REMARKS
In this thesis, we have examined the physical drivers of seasonality in surface eddy activity
and its interaction with biogeochemistry. In chapter 2, using outputs from a fully ocean-
atmosphere coupled Community Earty System Model (CESM) run at mesoscale permitting
resolution (McClean et al., 2011; Small et al., 2014), we show that there is a robust seasonal
signal in eddy kinetic energy (EKE) on a global scale (Fig. 2.6). Leading hypotheses on
possible mechanisms in modulating the seasonality have been i) variation in internal gravity
wave energy due to seasonality in upper ocean stratification (Rocha et al., 2016b); ii) varia-
tion in frontogenesis due to seasonality in lateral strain and convergence in horizontal density
gradients (Mensa et al., 2013); iii) variation in the interior baroclinic instability due to sea-
sonality in the vertical shear of the full-depth background state (Qiu et al., 2014); and iv)
variation in mixed-layer instability (MLI) due to seasonality in stratification, depth and ver-
tical shear in the mixed layer (Boccaletti et al., 2007; Qiu et al., 2014; Callies et al., 2016).
Amongst the four mechanisms, although being severely damped by the biharmonic diffusion
in the GCM, only MLI shows significant correlation with the seasonal cycle of EKE, which
is consistent with the framework of geostrophic turbulence (Charney, 1971).
The lack of spatial resolution was a necessary trade-off for running a general circulation
model (GCM) on global scale but limited our capacity in quantifying the seasonal cycle of
MLI. We, therefore, ran a simulation of our own at submesoscale permitting resolution con-
figured to represent the zonal-mean view of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) region
(chapter 3; Abernathey et al., 2011, 2013; Marshall et al., 2017; Balwada et al., 2018). The
Southern Ocean (SO), other than being the only zonally re-entrant ocean basin which allows
for simplification in the model configuration, has been of long interest to the oceanographic
and climate-science community. It is estimated that the SO is responsible for ⇠75% of the
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global oceanic heat and ⇠30% of the global oceanic carbon uptake from the atmosphere
despite covering only ⇠20% of the global ocean surface (Gruber et al., 2019; Chen et al.,
2019). It is also one of the high-nutrient low-chlorophyll oceans and plays a central role in
global biological production. Macro-nutrients such as phosphate and nitrate are upwelled in
the Southern Ocean along outcropping isopycnals, but these nutrients are not fully consumed
due to iron limitation (Field et al., 1998; Moore et al., 2013a; Williams and Follows, 2011).
The underutilized macro-nutrients are circulated to the rest of the ocean basins where they
replenish the nutrient depleted surface waters (Parekh et al., 2004; Dutkiewicz et al., 2005;
Moore et al., 2013b). By coupling our submesoscale permitting model to a full biogeochem-
ical model, we calculate the iron budget including explicitly resolved eddy transport terms
and examine their impact on primary production (chapters 5, 6). Comparing with estimates
from biogeochemical Argo floats, phytoplankton carbon biomass in our model captures the
onset timing of the spring bloom with comparable bloom magnitudes (chapter 4, Fig. 5.1).
With the submesoscale permitting resolution (2 km) run as a reference, we use spatial res-
olution as a parameter to modulate the strength of eddy dynamics and transport. Our main
physical and biogeochemical results are:
• Conversion of available potential energy due toMLI is robust on a global scale (Fig. 2.10)
and increases with spatial resolution feeding the inverse cascade of kinetic energy
(Figs. 3.4, 3.5).
• The generalized Omega equation (eqn. 3.2.2.1) can be used as a low-pass filter to de-
compose the vertical velocity into its balanced and unbalanced component (Figs. 3.6, 3.7).
• Iron supply by meso- and submeso-scale eddy-driven isopycnal stirring is first-order
importance in the interior and near the surface where MLI is active respectively (Figs.
5.2, 5.3, 5.4). In a consistent manner, phytoplankton biomass observed by biogeo-
chemical Argo floats is high within latitudinal bands of the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current (Fig. 4.6)
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• Using current generation of eddy parametrizations, our results suggest that we should
either explicitly resolve the (sub)mesoscale fluxes or completely parametrize them in
order to statistically capture eddy tracer transport (Figs. 6.3, 6.5, 6.7, 6.8).
Considering the first-order importance of eddy transport in the iron budget in our model,
we argue that improving in-situ data coverage of iron concentration in the open Southern
Ocean is upmost priority in quantifying the actual magnitude of eddy iron fluxes in the real
ocean and in understanding the seasonal cycles of phytoplankton phenology. Based on the
comparison between our modelled spring bloom and estimates from the biogeochemical
Argo floats, the modelled bloom reaches its apex earlier by roughly a month and ebbs too
soon (Fig. 5.1). This discrepancy is likely due to us omitting dust supply from the surface,
glacial/sea-ice melt from the south and/or benthic sources of iron (Boyd and Ellwood, 2010;
Ardyna et al., 2019). Although this idealization was deliberate in order to isolate the effect
of eddy iron transport from other sources of iron, it results in the iron to silicate ratio being
too low (not shown). As a result, diatoms are iron limited year round and pelagic community
transition does not occur in our model. In the real ocean, silicate limitation is argued to
regulate diatom growth over late spring and summer and allow for phytoplankton that have
slower maximum growth rates but are more resilient to low nutrient conditions to increase
relative to diatoms (Moore et al., 2013a,b).
One potential way forward would be to include external iron supply such as dust and/or
benthic sources and see whether we could tune our modelled ecosystem to have a closer
seasonal cycle to the Argo estimates. Having a hotspot of benthic source as a seamount, on
the other hand, may allow us to disentangle the relative contribution by eddy lateral stirring
(d’Ovidio et al., 2015) and vertical transport of iron as we have shown in chapters 5, 6. The
agreement between the 2 km and 100 km GM+R also gives us hope to use the latter to tune
the ecosystem in models with submesoscale resolving resolutions which are still too compu-
tationally expensive to explore the entire biogeochemical parameter space. Computationally
cheap models would also allow us to probe into whether primary production on a global scale
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would increase or decrease under a warming climate (Sarmiento et al., 1998; Sarmiento,
2013; Moore et al., 2013b; Osman et al., 2019). A caveat, however, is that although the
100 km GM+R performs well under the boundary conditions we have applied, how the
Gent-McWilliams’ quasi-Stokes velocity parametrization (GM;Gent and Mcwilliams, 1990;
McDougall and McIntosh, 2001) responds to changes in wind stress on decadal to millennial
time scales is still an open question (Marshall et al., 2017; Manucharyan et al., 2017). This
is of particular interest in predicting how the oceans would behave under global warming;
the westerlies in the Southern Ocean are projected to shift poleward and strengthen in ampli-
tude (Swart and Fyfe, 2012; Bracegirdle et al., 2013; Hogg et al., 2015; Gent, 2016). Some
encouraging results by Gent and Danabasoglu (2011) suggest that allowing for the GM
isopycnal thickness diffusivity to spatially vary and taper off in a dynamically consistent
manner in non-eddy resolving models can capture the appropriate eddy response to winds.
In contrast to parametrizations of the energy cycle of baroclinic instability, parametriza-
tion on eddy tracer transport is less well understood (Gnanadesikan et al., 2015). Data-driven
methods may be able to provide us with better constraints on the magnitude of eddy tracer
diffusivity, i.e. the Redi diffusivity (e.g. Abernathey et al., 2013, and personal communica-
tion with Dhruv Balwada). In the simplest form, the Redi diffusivity relates the eddy flux to
the background tracer gradient as v0c0 =  Redirc where c is the tracer concentration and
primes denote perturbations from the background state (·). Tagliabue et al. (2014), using
shiptrack observations of iron concentration, estimated the vertical diapycnal diffusive flux
of iron as @Fe@z where  here was the molecular diffusivity. In a similar manner, we could
estimate the vertical eddy iron transport as Redi @Fe@z . Considering that phytoplankton biomass
is high in the open Southern Ocean particularly in the Pacific sector (Fig. 4.6) where to the
best of our knowledge has very few external iron sources (Boyd and Ellwood, 2010; Ardyna
et al., 2019), it would interesting to quantify the magnitude of eddy iron transport there. A
more ambitious approach would be to improve our understanding on how the Redi diffusiv-
ity is determined based on the instantaneous physical and tracer field. In chapter 6, the Redi
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Figure 7.1: Time-depth plot of daily averaged vertical eddy phytoplankton flux averaged over y 2
[600, 1400] km.
diffusivity was tuned in an ad-hoc manner; future eddy parameterizations instead must be
able to determine the correct value of this parameter based on physics in order to accurately
simulate the response of tracer transport under a warming climate.
For models run at mesoscale permitting resolutions, the energy backscatter parametriza-
tions, which incorporate the effect of inverse energy cascade to energize the mesoscales, re-
main to be tested on tracer transport whether we can capture the missing eddy tracer transport
at such grid resolutions (Fig. 6.4). Based on the simplicity of implementation and compat-
ibility with legacy code in general circulation models, the formulation by Bachman (2019)
would likely be a viable candidate to conduct tests online regarding energy backscattering
parametrizations on tracer transport. Although we have only focused on the upward trans-
port of iron in this thesis, mesoscale eddies should also be important for downward transport
of particulate organic carbon (POC) (Omand et al., 2015; Llort et al., 2018; Erickson and
Thompson, 2018). Assuming POC can be approximated by phytoplankton concentrations
in the surface ocean, Fig. 7.1 shows the time-depth plot of the vertical eddy phytoplank-
ton flux. There is net downward transport year round across the XL base with a maximum
around early November, coinciding with the spring bloom apex and vertical eddy iron flux
(Fig. 6.3). Our estimates are on the same order as those provided by Llort et al. (2018) but
lower. Considering that our model does not have hotspots of topographically enhanced eddy
120
transport and that we only include phytoplankton concentration as a proxy here for POC, our
lower values are no surprise.
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CHANNEL MODEL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
A.1 Physical forcing
The monthly structure of wind stress profile (Fig. A.1) inspired by Sinha and Abernathey















, a/2 < y < Ly   a/2
0 , y  a/2 or y   Ly   a/2
(A.1.0.1)
where Ly is the meridional extent of the domain, t 2 [1, 2, ..., 12] for each month and
a = 100 km. The westerly jet takes its maximum in the meridional center of the domain

















, 0.3Ly < y < 0.7Ly






(y   L) + ✓2 , 0.7Ly < Y < Ly
(A.1.0.2)
where (✓0, ✓1, ✓2) = (3.25, 4.75, 8)  C and  ✓ = 1.75  C. Other physical parameters are
listed in Table 3.1.
A.2 Biogeochemical forcing














Figure A.1: The monthly surface wind stress amplitude for each month in our model is plotted
against the annual climatology of the Southern Ocean State Estimate (SOSE; Verdy and Mazloff ,
2017) wind stress averaged zonally between 50-56S a. The grey shadings are the standard deviation
of SOSE. b The meridional profile of our westerly jet with the colors corresponding to them in panel
a. d SST relaxation profiles are plotted against month and meridional extent and panel c is showing
the same thing along temperature and meridional extent. e The meridional average of c with colors
corresponding with each other.
where µmaxi ,  Ii ,  Ti and  Ni are the maximum growth rate of phytoplankton i and limitation
factors by temperature, light and nutrients respectively. The full equation for the time evolu-
tion of phytoplankton is given inDutkiewicz et al. (2009). Each limitation factor takes values
between unity and zero (  2 [1, 0]) with one meaning optimum conditions for growth. Light







1  e kparPAR e kinhPAR, 1⇤ , PAR > 1
0 , PAR < 1
(A.2.0.2)













The behaviour of  I in the range of PAR used in our model is shown in Fig. A.2d,e and
parameter values are given in Table 5.1.
The temperature modification is kept the same for both phytoplankton species and takes a






Figure A.2: Surface PAR in our runs plotted against month and meridional extent b. c The merid-
ional mean of a and b with the colors of a and c correspond with each other. d The light limitation
factor for each plankton (eqn. A.2.0.2; P1 in green and P2 in yellow) and it multiplied by the maximum
growth rate in e. The blue line shows the difference between the two (µ1   µ2).
et al., 2017)








where T is the local temperature in Celcius and the reference temperature Tref defines the





where N limij =
Nj
Nj+Nij
with Nj and Nij being the concentration of nutrient j and half-
saturation constant of nutrient j for phytoplankton i respectively. In our case, iron is the
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Figure A.3: Nutrient limitation factor for diatoms (i = 1; a) and small phytoplankton (i = 2; b)
using monthly averaged outputs from the 2 km run.
limiting nutrient year round so  Ni =
Fe
Fe+iFe
Further details of the variables and notations will be left to Dutkiewicz et al. (2009),

































Assuming the total flow to be in geostrophic balance (u = ug = zˆf ⇥ rh ) reduces
eqn. (3.2.2.1) to the quasi-geostrophic Omega equation (Hoskins et al., 1978). The ageostrophic
velocities were defined as the difference between the total and geostrophic velocity, i.e. ua =




 r · v0b0 , @
@y













r · ⌧x ⌘ (B.0.0.4)
where ⌧x = ⇢(u02, u0v0, u0w0) and ⌧ y = ⇢(v0u0, v02, v0w0) which result from dissipation due
to KPP (Large et al., 1994), Leith viscosity (Bachman et al., 2017b) and/or bottom drag in
our case as we use instantaneous snapshot model outputs to invert the Omega equation. We
find the Omega equation performs well enough for our purpose without parametrizing these
terms (Fig. 3.6).
We solve for eqn. (3.2.2.1) in the horizonal wavenumber Fourier space at each vertical
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level and time, i.e.
  2N2wˆ + f 20
@2wˆ
@z2
= ik bˆ+ (ikQˆx + ilQˆy) (B.0.0.5)




SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR BGC ARGO
The time series of the one percentile depth of photosynthetically available radiation (PAR) is
shown in Fig. C.1. Only SOCLIM floats measured PAR and the euphotic-layer depth (hEu)
was defined as the depth above the 0.1 mol photons m-2 d-1 isolume (Mignot et al., 2018).
The time series from the three floats (ID: 5904184, 5904185, 5905132) of their geo-
graphical location, stratification, Chlorophyll, carbon biomass (Cp) and the net population
growth rates (rp) are shown in Figs. C.2-C.8.
Figure C.9 shows the zonally averaged Hovmo¨ller diagrams over the whole time length
of data available from the SOCCOM and SOCLIM projects.
We show the monthly and spatial medians of the quality controlled hCpi and rp in three
latitudinal bands north of 45S (n45), 45-60S and south of 60S (s60) with the middle band
roughly corresponding to the ACC region (Fig. C.10). Having only five years of data, it is
not possible to say anything statistically significant but there seems to be a slight increasing
trend of primary production in the two southern bands (Fig. C.10a). Possible causes could
be due to improvement in spatial coverage of data over the years, or biofouling of sensors,
or anthropogenic effects.
To first order, the spring bloom in s60 reaches its apex latest in the year and n45 has
a very mild seasonal cycle, which can also be seen from the net population growth rate
(Fig. C.10c,d). This latitudinal dependence roughly coincides with the bioregions identified
by Ardyna et al. (2017) using the K-mean clustering method on satellite Chl data. The zero
crossing of rp associated with the end of the spring bloom becomes later into the summer
as the latitudinal band progresses southward and n45 has the smallest seasonal fluctuations
of all bands. It is interesting to note that n45 and 45-60S show a hint of an autumn bloom
around March with an increase in rp.
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Figure C.1: Scatter plot of hPAR from SOCCOM/LIM floats plotted against time a. The colors show
the corresponding latitude. b hPAR plotted against hEu from the SOCLIM floats. The black dashed
line shows the 1-to-1 ratio and black solid line the linear regression of hPAR ⇡ 0.47hEu + 20.77.
Figure C.2: String plot of the geographical location of the three floats. Float 5904184 is south of the
Polar Front, 5904683 drifts eastward along the ACC in the Kerguelen Plateau region, and 5904395 is




Figure C.3: Time series of the stratification (N2) a, Chl b and Cp c from float 5904184. The solid












Figure C.6: Time series of the vertically integrated Chl (hChli) and surface Chl multiplied by the
mixed layer depth a and phytoplankton carbon biomass Cp b for float 5904184. c The net population


































Figure C.9: Hovmo¨ller diagrams of zonally averaged hCpi and rp in the Atlantic (70W-20E; a,b),
Indian (20E-180E; c,d), and Pacific sector (180E-290E; e,f) for the five years of float data available.
Hashed grids indicate zero data coverage.
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Figure C.10: Time series of the monthly and spatial median of hCpi a and rp b for the three latitudinal
bands: north of 45S (n45), south of 60S (s60) and between (45S-60S). The colored shadings show
the interquartile range. c,d The climatological median taken every 10 days in thick solid lines and the

















































We show the zonal-mean climatological density and iron stratification for cases using dif-
ferent GM parameters (KGM; Gent and Mcwilliams, 1990) in Fig. D.1. The effect of GM
is obvious in the cases where KGM increases from domain-wide constant values of 1000 to
4000 m 2 s 1; the isopycnals increasingly slump. The cases where we use a constant KGM,
however, do not have enough restratification where the zonal wind peaks in amplitude lead-
ing to a sharp increase in stratificaiton in the top 100 m, and too much restratification near the
north/south walls where the winds are quiescent (Fig. D.1b,c, Appendix A.1). In hindsight,
this may have been obvious as Abernathey et al. (2013, Kb in their Fig. 7) diagnosed that
the KGM takes a meridional and vertical structure. By applying one of the most simplistic
spatial dependence based on how the local profile is unstable to vertical shear (Visbeck et al.,
1997, hereon Visbeck), we mimick this meridional structure in KGM (Fig. D.1d). This case
does a better job in reducing the over-restratification near the north/south boundaries due to
its meridional structure in KGM, but it still does not allow for enough restratification in the
interior even though the diagnosedKGM increases to ⇠9000 m2 s 1 (not shown).
Lacking proper treatment of GM near the boundaries, as in all the cases above, is equiv-
alent to assuming adiabaticity even within the boundary layers. This leads to a GM stream-
function that exactly cancels out the mean isopycnal steepening by the winds and a simplistic
relation between GM parameter and streamfunction (  ⇡  ⇤ ⇡ KGMs where  , ⇤ and s
are the mean and GM streamfunction and isopycnal slope respectively) all the way to the
surface and bottom boundaries. Due to the streamfunction required to be a continuous func-
tion, it is likely that this adiabaticity constraint at the boundaries propagates into the interior.
In reality, a diabatic layer forms near the surface and bottom, viz. the GM streamfunction
does not perfectly cancel out the mean flow by the diabatic forcing, and the tapering method
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Figure D.1: Zonal-mean climatologies of iron and density stratification for the 2 km run as reference
a. b-e 100 km resolution with constantKGM = 1000m2 s 1, 4000m2 s 1, varyingKGM with closure
by Visbeck et al. (1997), and the Visbeck closure with tapering by Ferrari et al. (2008) (Vis+Fer). f
DiagnosedKGM for the Vis+Fer run.
proposed by Ferrari et al. (2008, hereon Fer08) takes care of this by having a transition
layer between the adiabatic interior and diabatic boundary layers. We see applying the Vis-
beck closure in conjunction with the Fer08 tapering has great success in capturing the eddy
restratification present in the 2 km run (Fig. D.1a,e). The diagnosed values of KGM vary
between 1200 and 2500 m2 s 1 (Fig. D.1f), which is in the range estimated from mooring
data in the Southern Ocean (Se´vellec et al., 2019) and diagnosed from a channel model with
similar configuration to ours (Abernathey et al., 2013).
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